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EEECUTIVE BUNNARY

The Yakima/Klickitat Fisheries Project (YKFP) proposes to

assess the merits of %upplementation" as a means to increase

natural production and harvest opportunities for anadromous fish

in the Yakima and Klickitat subbasins. Supplementation involves

rearing and release of artificially produced fish, which upon.

return as adults, would be managed to form a major component of

the naturally spawning population.

In late 1989, studies of species interactions were' implemented

to address concerns about the possible adverse effects of the

Yakima Fisheries Project ((YFP) the Ya-kima portibn.of.the EKFP) -c‘,/

on resident trout populations in the upper Yakima 'River basin.

Resident trout in this area-contribute to a high quality sport;

fishery of special importance to the State. The initial study

objective involved collection of baseline information on resident

trout in the upper Yakima River and its.associated  tributaries;

regarding spawning and rearing distributions, densities,. and '

biological and genetic profiles of resident fish populations.*

Work on a second major objective was in5tiated in the spring of.

1991 to investigate the outcome of specific interactions between

hatchery steelhead smolts and residentstrout. .It‘should be

emphasized that the hatchery steelhead used for this part of our

interactions research may not have been representative-of the

actual products expected from the YFP. However, results from

this line of investigation should provide information useful for

development of assessment and long-term monitoring methods, and
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should also contribute toward anun&eMtanding  of important

interactions under ex5sting crrmditions. The ultimate goal 8f.

this research is to develop a long-term plan to monitor species.

interadiona  after implementation of the YFP. i

This report-addre&ses activities conducted from July 1, 199CK

to December 31, l991. Results should be considered prelimimary;

subject-to change upon complet2on ofa the s,My. * ':c ' . . _. J:.

Baseline data were collected using a variety of t&hniguWs. b: i

ElectroCishing and snorkeling were the primary meth43ds u&d,"'hook

and line andtrapping methods werealso applied o@x%%sioM3;%yG6

Bisaogical data (e.g. s@ecies, length, weight) were collect&-&

for.al.1 salmonids captured by electrofishing, .A.stotal"bf 2qg2Q !'I

resident trout weretagged and'released in 1991 to investiga*e *..'I

movement of fish within the- stuUy-,area and. 4x~ analyxWgrow%h

rates of indLvidual fish.' A-total'ofL 734 rainbow trVMt We&k&

collected.from difierent locations-within the':study  aMa for

genetic ana3ysi.s (protein electrophoresds) of'populatiton:'~ '.. :-

structure and ancestry (hatehery+wfld).  Scales from these W&d

were analyzed for stock fdentfficatian as well a&to dsterm&nb‘c.-

individual fish ages. .*. : i :. :. -'

Rainbow trout spawned from.Bata :Fiebruary through late Mayf4f,K7

1991. Spawning- generally oooWted:earb.ier  in lcWer BZetiation'?~;

areas and-later fn,.the.upperA'areas  of, tributariers and the 'ii-"* -5 ' -'

mainstem Yakima River. .The greatest-dens&ties~,of  large -spaaiRkZ@-

rainbow trout.occurred in the lower mainstem PaR~ma-RfvePc.~and-ftP

low elevation tributaries (i,e. Umtanum.Cherry; and Wilson, '1 --
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creeks). Higher elevation tributaries and mainstem areas

contained fewer and smaller trout.. It was in these high

elevation areas that most of the few anadromous fish (steelhead-

and spring chinook salmon) within the study area are known to

currently spawn. Preliminary analysis of the data indicated that

very few of the large resident rainbow trout utilized the upper

elevation tributaries and mainstem areas for the purpose of

spawning.

Summer and fall rearing surveys indicated salmonid densities

and species composition were very different between sites and

between years. Lineal densities of rainbow trout in tributaries

ranged from 11 to 114 fish/100 m. For all sections pooled,

results showed an 8.8% increase in biomass (grams of fish/m!)

from 1990 to 1991. Juvenile spring chinook,salmon were abundant

in the lower portions of several tributaries in 1990 but were

virtually absent in 1991. Physical habitat in tributary sites

changed between years. Pool habitat decreased between 1990 and

199I.

Rainbow trout population estimates were conducted in five

mainstem Yakima River sections below Easton Dami Results.

indicated density decreased from a range of 413 to 765 trout/@

in 1990 to 274 to 314 trout/km in 1991. Possible-,factors -for

this apparent decrease are discussed.;

Relative abundance surveys were initiated in

the general distribution and relative densities

1991 to document

of all fish

species in ten tributaries of the upper ,Yakima River. Rainbow
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trout generally were more abundant "man cutthroat trout in'lower
*

sections within a tributary, while the reverse was true intM"L'

upper elevation areas. Scuplins and date were 'collected in &o&t

study' sections of all sambled streams. . :-

'Data on movement of tagged rainbow trout suggested that

seasonal'or annual movement was limited within the ,study are&.

However, some movement was documente;d between lower elevation '.

tributaries and the mainstem Yakima River. Information on :

relative'rainbow trout growth (from tagged individuals) showed

high growth rates in Wilson Creek and portions of the Yakima

River mainstem and slower growth ftiAfish carjtured in up@er

elevation tributaries where water' temperature6 were'generally-

cooler. ' <. .

Considerable genetic variation was;det&zted within and among

the trout populations saMpled. 'Three general populat%on clusters

were identified. The lower mainstem“Yakiba'River and tributariGes

below Ellensburg comprised ons,oluster. The seconti~ clu&er _ :T'

consisted of the mid-elevation tributaries (having minimal

apparent exchange w%th the mainstem). Th& mains&n tiV&~Ea&on

Dam and two tributaries in that area formed the'*thfrd &lu$~4$&r.:

Th& incidence of hatchery';ancestrjt"'was most aViden& 22~
r

populations"Zormi~~the  first cluster.

In 1991, interactions between hatchery steelheti 'an&resfde&

trout wore observed follow%ng the experimental reIease,of

approximately 31,500 hatchery steelhead smo.lts into Jungle Creek

(a tributary of the North Fork of the Teanaway River) in a manner
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intended to roughly simulate volitional release from a generic

YFP acclimation facility. Outmigrating fishes were captured in a

traversing fyke net in the North Fork of the Teanaway River, and

total numbers emigrating were estimated. Population estimates

were conducted in index sites using electrofishing methods before

and after the releases. Similarly, underwater observations of

fish behavior were performed in index sites throughout the North

Fork of the Teanaway River before and after smolt releases.

Residualism of hatchery steelhead was high in the North Fork

of the Teanaway. Hatchery steelhead dispersed widely throughout

the North Fork system, both up and downstream. Hatchery

steelhead smolts were found in bull and cutthroat trout habitat

approximately five months after they were released. Behavioral

observations indicated residual hatchery steelhead were more

aggressive and dominant than wild resident trout when both wild

and hatchery fish were involved. Many male residual hatchery

steelhead were sexually mature at the time resident trout

typically spawn. Both residual hatchery steelhead and resident

trout in Jungle Creek were observed with fungal infections

(Sap-olegnia) several weeks after the releases. Fungal

infections were not observed on fish sampled or observed outside

the North Fork of the Teanaway watershed. Anglers exploited the

residual hatchery steelhead to a great extent. Hatchery

steelhead smolts and resident trout consumed similar food items.
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INTRODUCTION

In its Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Program, the

Northwest Power Planning Council (NPPC) recognized the need and

opportunity to improve natural runs of anadromous salmonids in

the Yakima River basin (NPPC 1987, section 800). A primary

component of this restorative effort involves the planning,

design, and implementation of central outplanting facilities,

termed the Yakima Fisheries Project (YFP). The intent of

production from this facility will be to increase the abundance

of naturally reproducing anadromous salmonids (supplementation)

and to provide fish for harvest purposes, while not adversely

impacting the biological or genetic resources of affected stocks

(Section 703 (f) (3)). The YFP is also expected to provide a

major opportunity for evaluation of supplementation success and

for learning of its effects on coexisting supplemented and

unsupplemented stocks.

The resident trout populations inhabiting the upper Yakima

River presently provide. one of the best resident trout stream

fishing opportunities in Washington State. The possibility

exists that these resident trout populations will be adversely

affected by biotic interactions such as competition, with

released or natural fish produced from the YFP. The uncertainty

and sensitivity of potential impacts of the YFP on resident fish

in the upper Yakima River were identified in the Experimental

Design Plan of the Yakima/Klickitat  Production Project
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Preliminary Design Report (BPA 1990a). Therefore, to address

this uncertainty an investigation of species interactions was

initiated by the Washington Department of Wildlife (WDW) in

September.of 1989, funded by the Bonneville Power Administration

(BPA).

The overall goal of current species interactions research

is to investigate possible impacts of YFP activities in the upper

Yakima River on resident salmonids. Species of concern include

rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), steelhead trout (anadromous

form of 0. mykiss), and chinook salmon (0. tshawytscha).

Research initiatives are expected to progress in three phases:

baseline data collection (pre-facility monitoring), pre-facility

experimentation, and post-facility monitoring.

Baseline data are collected to document the status of

resident trout populations in the upper Yakima basin prior to

supplementation. Variables to be monitored are; when and where

trout spawn, and the distribution, abundance, movement, and

genetic profiles of resident trout and other fishes in the

mainstem Yakima River and its tributaries. The data collected

during the baseline phase will account for some natural variation

and will be useful for comparisons following the initiation of

YFP supplementation activities.
i'

Pre-facility experimentation will be used to investigate

potential impacts of supplementation (in particular, the release

of hatchery-reared smolts into the natural environment) on

resident trout and other fishes. Information from these
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activities will identify areas of concern in terms of what

ecological impacts may be expected. This phase will also produce

insight that may be used to reduce or avoid negative influences

on resident fish due to YFP supplementation.

General objectives for each study phase include:

1. Baseline data collection

Conduct baseline studies to ascertain the
distribution, population status, genetic structure, and
life history characteristics of resident trout, steelhead,
and spring chinook salmon prior to YFP supplementation
activities.

2. Pre-facility experimentation

Design and conduct experiments to investigate
interactions between resident trout and anadromous
salmonids to assess potential impacts prior to
implementation of YFP supplementation activities.

3. Post-facility monitoring

Monitor and assess the status of resident trout,
steelhead, and spring chinook salmon populations after
implementation of YFP supplementation.

This progress report is.the second since studies began in

1989, and contains information developed from research activities

conducted from July 1990 through December 1991. Because this

report covers work in progress, all results should be considered

preliminary. Specific objectives for work conducted during this

time were as follows (objectives denoted as New were initiated

since the last progress report and Cont. were initiated in 1989-

90) :
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BASELINE PHASE:

C o n t .

1

cont.

New

Cont.

Cont.

Spawning Surveys;

Determine the timing and distribution of resident trout
spawning activity in the mainstem Yakima River and in
major tributaries.

Collect biological data from a representative sample of
spawning resident trout populations to determine age-
composition, length-at-age characteristics, sex ratios,
and growth rates.

Rearing Surveys:

Investigate the general distribution and abundance of
resident trout and other fishes residing in the mainstem
Yakima River above Roza Dam and in major tributaries to
obtain information on species composition, size and age
class structure, and general spatial and temporal
distribution patterns.

Movement and Growth:

Investigate seasonal distribution and movement patterns of
,adult salmonids via tag returns and recaptures of tagged
individuals.

Genetic Stock Identification/Scale Pattern Analysis:

Obtain samples to perform genetic assessment of
resident trout population structure, ancestry, and
distinctiveness from Yakima River steelhead trout.

EXPERIMENTAL PHASE:

Assess potential impacts of hatchery steelhead smelt
releases on resident trout by designing experiments to
examine interactions between hatchery and wild fish such
as displacement, movement, behavior, interbreeding, and
'food habits.

4
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STUDY AREA

The Yakima River originates in the Cascade Mountains

of central Washington above Keechelus Lake (elevation 767 m). As

the river flows southeast to its confluence with the Columbia

River, it passes through climatic transitions ranging from cool

and,moist in the mountains to arid in the Yakima Valley. Annual

precipitation at the headwaters ranges from 200 to 350 cm

decreasing to less than 19 cm in the lower reaches (Fast et al.

1989).

This study is being conducted on the Yakima River 'and its

tributaries in Kittitas County, Washington. The study area is

located between Roza Dam at river kilometer (rkm) 180 and

Keechelus Dam at rkm 305. It includes all major and many minor

tributaries within this area (Figure 1). The study is confined

to areas accessible to anadromous salmonids (i.e. areas below

obstructions that form barriers to passage of upstream migrating

salmon and steelhead).

The upper boundary of the study area is at the base of

Keechelus Dam, one of four regulated reservoirs (Keechelus,

Kachess, Easton, and Cle Elum) in the upper Yakima drainage that

provide irrigation water to the Kittitas and Yakima valleys.

These reservoirs greatly affect instream flow within the Yakima

River. Big and Cabin creeks, and the Cle Elum River are

tributaries in this upper area. Flow in the Cle Elum River

fluctuates greatly as water is released for irrigation needs. .
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Figure l..Map of the Yakima River drainage north of the city of
Yakima. Study area includes the Yakima River and its tributaries
between Roza Dam and Keechelus Dam.
sections (1 -

Mainstem Yakima River study
7) are shown in circles.
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The Yakima River in this upper area is heavily braided and

extensive log jams are common.

The intermediate zone of the study area is characterized by

warmer and dryer conditions and reduced stream gradient.

Important tributaries in this area are the Teanaway River, Swauk

Creek and Taneum Creek. The Teanaway system is complex, with

three major forks and a drainage area of.512 square kilometers

(BPA 1990b). Its mainstem is 18.7 km long with the North Fork

extending 30.4 km, Middle Fork - 24 km and West Fork - 24 km.

Water temperatures warm slowly in the spring and spawning is

delayed as snow-melt in the higher elevations keep stream

temperatures cool.

Farther downstream the Yakima River enters the agricultural

land of the Kittitas Valley west of the city of Ellensburg. A

large diversion dam at rkm 233 (Ellensburg Dam) diverts water

from the river for irrigation purposes. Fish passage facilities

were completed in 1989 improving the effectiveness of the fish

ladder and intake screens. Use of the Kittitas Valley is

dominated by livestock grazing and hay production. Abundant

smaller tributaries in the valley are used as sources of

irrigation water with many having been artificially channelized

in their lower reaches. The study tributaries in this area are

Manastash, Wilson, Cherry and Badger creeks. During the

irrigation season (mid-April through mid-October) the lower

sections of these streams flow high and turbid (from irrigation

water returns).
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'South of Ellensburg the Yakima River enters the Yakima

Canyon, located between the Kittitas and Yakima valleys. With a

relatively small, steep drainage area and-reduced precipitation,

only a few small streams enter the Yakima River in this area.

The largest, Umtanum Creek, is the southernmost tributary in the
r i . . _i,

study area. A large gabion at rkm 7.9 of Umtanum Creek blocks

upstream migrations of all fish. A series of beaver dams

beginning 1.6 km above the mouth of the creek may also form an

upstream migration barrier.

Roza Dam forms the lower boundary of the study area. Before

improvements in 1988, fish passage facilities at the dam were

often ineffective and the dam may have acted as a barrier to the

passage of anadromous fish (particularly steelhead). This was

true especially during low flows (J. Hubble, YIN, pers. comm.).

A total of seven study sections were selected in the

mainstem Yakima River based on physical geographic features and

broad habitat types (Figure 1). The upper reaches of the Yakima

River (sections 7, 6, and 5) are within the forested zone of the

lower Cascades that is characteristically montane in nature.

Study section 4 is in the transition zone between the mountains

and the Kittitas Valley. Conifers are gradually replaced by

shrub-steppe vegetation and precipitation levels decline. Here,

the river flows through a 'steep basaltic canyon that is the

gateway to the Kittitas Valley. Section 3 is in the Kittitas

Valley where the Yakima River is characterized by extensive

channel braiding. A riparian corridor exists in this section
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which is composed of willow, alder and cottonwood. Sections 2

and 1 are in the Yakima Canyon and are divided by the confluence

Umtanum Creek and the Yakima River. In this area the river

broadens as it passes through basalt formations. This part of

the river is heavily used by both recreational boaters and

anglers and is well known for its high-quality rainbow trout

fishery (L. Brown, WDW, pers< comm.).

The Yakima River above Roza Dam is presently managed as a

catch-and-release trout fishery, which requires use of single

barbless hooks and artificial lures only. The present

regulations have been in effect since the spring of 1990.

Previous regulations allowed one trout greater than 15 inches to

be retained, and bait or barbed hooks were legal. The majority

of anglers presently use fly-fishing gear with only a small

portion using lures. Typically, fishing pressure is heavy on

weekends and holidays, and light at other times. The Yakima

River is popular for guided fishing trips.

Salmonid species observed in the study area included

rainbow trout, cutthroat trout (0. clarki), putative hybrid trout

(cutthroat x rainbow), spring chinook salmon, wild steelhead,

brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), bull trout '(S. confluentus),

lake trout (S. namaycu'sh), and mountain whitefish (Prosopium

williamsoni). Cyprinid fishes collected include northern

s'qauwfish (Ptychocheilus oregonensis), redside shiner

(Richardso&us balteatus), speckled date (Rhynichthys osculus),

longnose date (R. cataractae), chiselmouth (Acrocheilus
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alutaceus), and common carp (Cyprinus carpio). Catostomids

observed were bridgelip sucker (Catostomus columbianus) and

largescale sucker (C. macrocheilus). Cottids sampled include

torrent sculpin (Cottus rhotheus), mottled sculpin (C. bairdi);

and piute sculpin (C. beldingi). Fishes from various other

families were also observed including:.western  brook lamprey

(Lamptera richardsoni), burbot (Lota lota), three-spine

stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus), largemouth bass

(Micropterus salmoides), pumpkinseed (Lepomik gibbosus), and

yellow perch (Perca flavescens). .

BASELINE  PHASE

SPAWNING BURVEYS

Methods

Tributaries

Exploratory spawning surveys in selected tributaries of the

Yakima'River began on February 11, 1991. Electrofishing provided
: .~

the opportunity to sample individual fish in varied water

conditions and to assess the relative sexual maturity of those

fish (Hindman et al. 1991). However, hook and line sampling was

. .

occasionally used when electrofishing was not effective.

Primary objectives of the spawning surveys were to 1)

document when and where rainbow trout spawn in the upper Yakima



River basin, and 2) determine the potential for overlap with

steelhead spawning location and timing. To accomplish these

objectives spawning surveys were conducted on a monthly basis for

each of the 13 tributaries. Beginning at Umtanum Creek (the

study stream with.the lowest elevation) and progressing westward

(higher in elevation), each tributary was sampled from February

through June. In each stream an increase in sexual maturity

should be observable over time, followed by a subsequent decline,

indicating the length and peak of spawning activity during a

single season. However, poor sampling conditions (e.g. high

flows and/or 'low conductivities) did not facilitate continuous

monitoring in all areas.

Spawning surveys were conducted by a three-person sampling

team. Typically, one person used a Smith-Root Model 12 backpack

electrofisher (battery-powered) and a netter captured stunned

fish while working in an upstream direction. The third crew

member carried the sampling equipment and a bucket to hold

captured fish. Sampled fish were anesthetized with MS-222

(tricaine methanesulfonate), identified to species, and measured

to the nearest millimeter (fork length = FL). All captured trout

were weighed to the nearest gram and scales were collected from a

sub-sample for scale pattern analysis and age determination.

Each fish was examined for the,presence-of  hook-scars (e.g. scars

on soft-tissues around mouth, missing or damaged maxillary or

mandible) and examined for sexual maturity (spawning condition). '

All trout greater than 175 mm were then tagged with serially
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numbered Hallprint T-bar anchor tags and placed in a perforated

holding bucket in the stream for recovery from the anesthetic.

Once the fish recovered from the anesthetic they were released

into the stream near where they were collected. Juvenile rainbow

trout (between 120 and 174 mm) in the Teanaway River system were

tagged with visible implant (VI) tags, inserted in the-left

adipose eyelid. These individually-coded tags were used to

obtain movement information. We also measured water temperature

("C) and water conductivity (mmhos/cm) during spawning surveys.

Sexual maturity was determined by gently squeezing the

abdominal area of each fish and observing for the expulsion of

milt or eggs. Fish were then recorded as green (typical adult

size range with no excretion of milt or eggs), mature (excretion

of milt or eggs), spent (adult size range with hollow cavity with

worn fins), or immature (smaller than the typical adult trout

size range in that area). The smallest mature rainbow trout

observed in each tributary was used as the lower limit to

identify "potentialn adult rainbow trout for each tributary.' The

percentage of fish that were sexually mature fish was then

calculated by dividing "mature" fish by all.lVpotentialm  adults in

a given sample.

A second objective of the spawning surveys was to determine

the location of rainbow trout spawning areas. To accomplish this

each tributary was divided'into three sections representing low,

middle, and high elevation areas. In tributaries where the

anadromous zone (areas accessible to salmon and steelhead) was
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short (e.g. Cabin and Umtanum creeks) the stream was divided into

two sections. In streams with long anadromous zones (e.g. Taneum

Creek) four sections were established. On each spawning survey,

samples were taken from each section, thereby representing

portions of the entire length of stream.

To identify potentially distinct genetic stocks of rainbow

trout, and to assess population structure within the study area,

sexually mature rainbow trout were sacrificed for genetic stock

identification (GSI). The Washington Department of Fisheries

(WDF) was subcontracted to perform the analysis

(electrophoresis). A total of 100 samples ‘was  targeted as the

minimum number needed to detect population differences. However,

due to potential impact to the trout resource, methods to reduce

sampling effects were used. Areas with similar features were

combined to form multi-sample clusters. In general, samples from

three streams were used to form a cluster. Target sample size

for each tributary within a cluster was 33. Tissue samples

(heart, liver, muscle, and eye) were taken from fish greater than

150 mm while fish less than 150 mm were frozen whole for later

dissection in the laboratory. Samples (tissues and whole fish)

were frozen on dry ice in the field immediately after data

collection. Scale pattern and age analysis of Yakima River

resident trout were also performed via subcontract to WDF. Scale

samples from all fish collected for GSI were placed on gummed

cards and samples from an additional 17 fish were collected per

tributary (total N = 50). Scales were removed from the left side
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of each sampled fish from an area two to three scale rows above

the lateral line posterior of the dorsal fin. Not all age data

was available at this writing. Consequently, much of the

inference regarding age classes was based on length frequency

distributions.

Fecundity was determined by removing eggs from mature

female trout that were sacrificed for genetic analysis,

preserving the eggs in 10% formalin, and later counting the eggs
I

in the laboratory. Water displacement methods (Piper et al.
j
i
1

1983) were used to estimate the total number of eggs per fish.

Several tributaries were too large to sample with backpack
j

electrofishing equipment, and too small for drift boat /
!

electrofishing. Thus we surveyed these areas using snorkeling i

techniques similar to those described by Schill and Griffith
[
ti
f

(1984). Three crew members equipped with dry-suits, masks and 1

snorkels positioned themselves across the width of the stream and 1
I
i

drifted downstream (usually a 2-5 km section) recording all fish

observed and classifying the trout into two size groups, ~150 mm

in length, and ~150 mm. The different size groups were selected I
i

to differentiate between adult (potential spawner) and sub-adult
I

segments of the population based on information obtained during

the previous year (Hindman et al. 1991). However, exact length,

weight, spawning condition, .and g&etic samples were not

obtainable using snorkeling methods. This technique did,

however, allow for rapid assessment of the presence/absence of

adult salmonids. Relative abundance of non-salmonid species was
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also recorded during snorkel surveys.

A trap was placed in Umtanum Creek from April 16 to April

19, 1991 to test the feasibility of trapping adult rainbow trout,

and to supplement baseline biological data regarding resident

trout spawning timing. The trap was constructed so that trout

ascending the stream would follow block nets to a funnel of

hardware cloth and into the lower half of the live box. Fish

migrating downstream were diverted by screened panels into a 10.2

cm PVC pipe that led to another portion of the live box. The

trap was checked twice daily and fishes captured were sampled as

described above prior to being released in the appropriate

direction.

Mainstem Yakima River

As described by Hindman et al. (1991), the mainstem Yakima

River was divided into seven study sections based on general

geographical features.The sequence of section numbers presented

in this report has been reversed from that presented by Hindman

et al. (1991) to be consistent with the numbering scheme used on

the tributary sections (lower numbers associated with iower

elevations). The new sequence is as follows: Soctioa 1 (Lower

Canyon) from Roza Dam to Umtanum Creek ; Section 2 (Upper Canyon)

from Umtanum Creek to Ringer Road access; Section 3 (Ellensburg)

from the Ringer Road access to Ellensburg Dam; Section 4 (Thorp)

from Ellensburg Dam to the Teanaway River confluence; Section 5

(Cle Elum) from the Teanaway River confluence to the Cle Elum
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River confluence; section 6 (Nelson Siding) from the Cle Elum

River confluence to Easton Dam; 8action 7 (Crystal Springs) from

Easton Dam to Keechelus Dam.

Sections 1 to 5 were accessible with a boat and thus were

sampled by driftboat electrofishing. Snorkeling techniques

(Schill and Griffith 1984) were used in areas of the Yakima River

that were too large for backpack electrofishing but that were not

accessible with a boat. In a few instances, hook and line

sampling was used to capture fish for the spawning survey and to

obtain samples for genetic analysis and tagging.

Surveys conducted by Hindman et al. (1991) in 1990 used a

jet boat electrofisher. In 1991, the jet boat was supplanted

with a driftboat electrofisher. A 7.1 m fiberglass driftboat was

rigged with a 3500 W gasoline-powered Honda generator and a

Coffelt Mark XXII rectifier. The anode was a 102 cm diameter

Wisconsin ring mounted on a stationary boom. The cathode was a

25 cm x 4.5 m aluminum plate mounted in a recessed keel on the

bottom of the boat.

Typically, the boat operator would maneuver the boat toward

a river bank while the netter was stationed at the bow of the

boat. All trout were netted and placed in an onboard live box

and data collectionwas performed at regular intervals as

discussed for tributaries. .Surveys were performed on a schedule

similar to that described for the tributaries. Each river

section was sampled one day per month by drifting a 4-6 km long

section. Specific areas electrofished within a section were

16
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alternated so that effort would be spread out over an entire

section as the season progressed and to minimize impacts to the

.resource associated with sampling. Trout were measured to the

nearest millimeter (FL), weighed to the nearest gram, and

examined for hook scars and sexual maturity. Methods to

determine the percentage of sexually mature were the same as

discussed for tributaries. To determine the approximate timing

of spawning activity in the mainstem, the percentage of sexually

mature fish was graphed by section over time.

Tissue samples were collected from a sub-sample of mature

fish from each section (N = 20) for genetic analysis. Scale

samples were also collected.from these fish, and scales from an

additional 20 fish per section were collected from each section

to improve sample sizes for age determination as well as scale

patternanalyses.

Tributaries

UMTANUM CREEK

Results and Discussion

Spawning surveys in Umtanum Creek were conducted on

February 11, March 4, March 18, and April 3. The percentage of

sexually mature fish observed during spawning surveys in Umtanum

Creek peaked in the lower section on March 18 (57%) and declined

by early April (26%). In both sections combined, spawning peaked

during March surveys (Figure 2). These,results  are consistent
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with those of 1990 where 88% of the trout sampled were sexually

mature on March 21 and 22 (Hindman at al. 1991). The number of

new redds observed in Umtanum Creek peaked on April 8 and

subsequently declined until no new redds were observed after

April 18 (Harper and Divens, CNU, unpub. data). The percentage

of sexually mature fish was similar in both sections of Umtanum

Creek indicating some spawning does occur throughout the lower

7.9 km of this stream. However, use by mainstem fish above rkm

1.5 is questionable due to numerous beaver dams which may act as

barriers to upstream migration.

Numerous rainbow trout spawning pairs were observed in this

small stream on April 3, prompting use, of a less intrusive method

of sampling to determine spawning timing. Accordingly, a trap

was constructed to capture upstream and downstream migrants from

April 16 to April 19. No fish moving upstream were captured,

indicating .the upstream spawning movement had previously been

completed. In addition no trout were observed in the pool below

the trap, suggesting upstream fish migrations were not being

inhibited by the trap. Thirteen emigrant rainbow trout leaving

the stream (all recorded as spent) were captured during four

successive days of trapping. Migrant trapping will be refined

and used for the spawning survey in Umtanum Creek in 1992.
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Figure 2. Spawning timing of resident rainbow trout in
tributaries to the upper Yakima River during spawning surveys in
1991. Dots show estimated peak of spawning activity, boxes
denote periods when 10% or more of the fish sampled were sexually
mature, thick lines show periods when one to nine percent of the
fish were sexually mature, and thin lines cover periods when no
fish in spawning condition were sampled. U@l! = Umtanum Cr. BAD =
Badger Cr., CHR = Cherry Cr., WIL = Wilson Cr., MAN = Manastash
Cr., TAN = Taneum Cr., SWK = Swauk Cr., WFT = W. Fork Teanaway,
MFT = Middle Fork Teanaway, and NFT = N. Fork Teanaway.

A total of 294 trout were sampled in Umtanum Creek spawning

surveys in 1991. Tags were placed in 25 trout ~175 mm and five

fish were captured bearing tags from the previous year. The

conditionfactor for rainbow trout sampled in the lower section

of Umtanum Creek (0.86) was slightly lower than that of the upper

section (1.00) (Table 1). Fish from the lower section also

exhibited a higher percentage of hook scars (6%) than those

sampled in the upper section (1%). Similarly, more hook-scarred

fish were also observed in the lower section in 1990, although
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the percentage (34%) was substantially higher than in 1991.

Rainbow trout collected in the lower section (below the

beaver dams) were slightly larger (mean = 141 mm) than fish

collected in the upper section (above the dams)(mean = 120 mm).

The mean length for fish from the lower section was lower in 1991

than it was the previous year (mean = 220 mm) which may be a

result of capturing more juvenile fish in 1991 when a broader

period of time was sampled. The length frequency distribution

for Umtanum Creek shows the presence of older age classes in the

lower section only (Figure 3).

These results suggest that the beaver dams 1.6 km up Umtanum

Creek acted as partial or complete barriers to upstream movement

by trout from the Yakima River. Preliminary genetic results

detected no difference between upper resident fish and lower

riverine groups within Umtanum Creek during the spawning season.

Eggs from four female rainbow trout from Umtanum Creek were

enumerated. Mean fecundity of these fish was 347 eggs/female

(Table 2). Although only one of the four fish (311 mm FL)

was captured in the lower section it carried 686 eggs.'

The habitat of Umtanum Creek has been relatively

undisturbed by human activities, with good spawning and rearing

habitat present. Low summer flows (co.03 m3/s) have been

reported in the lower 1.6 km, with some stretches having

intermittent flow (BPA 1990b). Low summer flows may be a factor

stimulating trout to

.
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Table 1. Summary of rainbow trout captured by stream and
section during 1991 spawning surveys. Sample size (N), minimum
WinI t maximum (Max), and mean fork length (Mean), standard
deviation (SD), average condition factor (CF), percentage of
sexually mature fish, and percentage of fish that were hook-
scarred. Stream sections are numbered in ascending order in an
upstream direction.

Stream/ Fork Lenath (mm\ Avg. Percentaae
Section N Min Max Mean SD CF Mature Hook-scar

UMT 1 155

UMT 2 139

POOLED 294

CHR 1 102

CHR 2 19

CHR 3 19

POOLED 140

BAD 1 56

BAD 2 45

BAD 3 33

POOLED 134

WIL 1 18

WIL 2 58

WIL 3 24

POOLED 100

MAN1 61

MAN2 17

M A N 3 36

POOLED 114

TAN 1 35 71 298 138

TAN 2 42 85 213 152

49 385

62 219

94 355

97 332

92 352

79 357

121 465

90 270

106 440

147 465

117 342

76 280

68 222

67 214

141

120

131

180

166

183

178

149

170

151

157

316

340

231

309

165

143

131

151

86

27

72

72

69

50

66

38

85

71

59

56

43

38

59

33

2.1

0.86 27 6

1.00 32 1

0.93 29 4

0.96 9 4

1.04 0 5

0.93 0 5

0.97 7 4

1.05 4 0

1.07 24 2

0.95 13 0

1.03 13 1.

0.85 31 22

0.86 25 5

0.85 28 8

0.86 27 9

0.95 35

1.09 33

0.99 54

0.98 41

0

0

0

0

0.94

1.02

19

27

0
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Table 1. continued

TAN 3 23

TAN 4 3

POOLED 103

53 224

122 175

SWKl 38

SWK 2 59

SWK 3 91

POOLED 188

65 293

62 275

53 190

WFT 1 26

WFT 2 51

WFT 3 13

POOLED 90

80 253

67 229

63 22;o

MFT 1 52

MFT 2 9

MFT 3 15

POOLED 76

61 216

61 218

125 220

NFT 1 .4

NFT 2 48

NFT 3 35

POOLED 87

79 160

55 257

49 243

BIG 1 24 63

CAB 1 3 68

220

73

121

144

140

115

112

113

113

143

134

104

132

128

136

170

137

122

119

145

130

109

71

42

28

48

41

31

50

49

39

40

52

27

36

41

46

43

3

0.89

0.90,

0.96

1.13

1.08

1.14

1.12

1.01

0.87

1.04

0.94

0.90

0.96

0.84

0.90

1.01

0.99

0.94

0.97

0.87

NA'

35 4

0 0

25 5

38 0

30 0

35 0

34 0

53 0

44 0

0 0

40 0

41 0

57 0

53 0

45 0

50 0

42 0

41 0

42 0

50 0

0 0

' weights not available.
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Figure 3. Length frequency histogram of rainbow trout captured
in two sections of Umtanum Creek spawning surveys in the.spring,
1991.

Table 2. Number of fish sampled (N), mean length, mean weight,
fecundity (eggs/fish), and eggs/mm of fish length for egg skeins
collected from mature female rainbow trout during spawning
surveys in 1991.

Lenat h Weiaht eaas/fish eaas/mm
Stream N Mean Range Mean R a n g e  ,Mean Range M e a n Range

Umtanum 4 188 135-311 119 32-349 347 150-686 1.7 1.1-2.2

Badger 2 293 211-374 329 114-544 1076 252-1900 3.1 1.2-5.1

Wilson 7 386 223-465 800 118-1270 2151 270-3102 5.2 1.2-6.8

Manastash 2 198 165-231 140 53-227 540 240-840 2.5 1.5-3.6

Taneum 5 182 147-213 80 30-129 342 161-500 1.8 1.1-2.4
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move downstream to suitable habitat in the river. The clean

substrate and undisturbed nature of this drainage may mean'that

it is also desirable as a spawning and/or rearing stream for

steelhead. One spent female steelhead was captured in Umtanum

Creek in 1990 (Hindman et al. 1991).

Umtanum Creek provided the best opportunity for observing

spawning behavior and quantifying redd descriptions. Harper and

Divens (CW, unpub. data) recorded detailed measurements from 29

active redds on Umtanum Creek from March 28 to April 15, 1991.

Other species present in Umtanum Creek included spring

chinook salmon, speckled date, sculpins, and bridgelip suckers.

BADGER CREEK

Badger Creek was added as a study stream in 1991 although it

was not sampled during 1990 surveys. A total of 134 rainbow

trout were sampled in Badger Creek surveys beginning on February

13, and ending on April 4. In addition, 173 trout were observed.

with phenotypic characteristics which appeared to be intermediate

between rainbow and cutthroat trout, possibly reflecting rainbow-

cutthroat trout hybrids. The percentage of sexually mature

rainbow trout increased from 0% in February to 21% in early

April, at which time six spent trout (four females) were recorded

(Figure 2). Irrigation return water dramatically increased the‘

flow in this stream by early May,- decreasing subsequent

electrofishing success after that time. Although no rainbow

trout captured on surveys in February were mature, one large
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cutthroat female was sexually mature, indicating that some

salmonid spawning does occur early in Badger Creek. Water

temperatures recorded during surveys of Badger Creek ranged from

9 OC on February 13 to 11 OC on April 4. Piper et al. (1983)

reports optimum spawning temperatures for rainbow trout to be 10

to 13 OC. Due to the presence of the spent fernaxes in early

April and the warm water temperatures encountered, spawning in

this tributary probably peaked between late March and early

April. Similar results were found in nearby Wilson Creek (Figure

2) l

The length frequency distribution for Badger Creek rainbow

trout (Figure 4A) suggests that the population had a relatively

young age distribution. For example, 82% of the rainbow trout

sampled were less than 175 mm in length. Few fish from older

year classes were observed. However, sub-adult populations were

probably under-represented because many small trout were not

netted in an attempt to capture the larger fish likely to be of

spawning age. A large trout (465 mm) was captured in Badger

Creek that was the same length as a fish from Wilson Creek.

These were the two largest trout captured during spawning surveys

in 1991. The overall mean length of B'adger Creek rainbow trout

was 157 mm (Table 1).

Observations of stomach contents of these Badger Creek fish

showed large numbers of freshwater shrimp (Amphipoda) present.
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RAINBOW TROUT
N= 134
MN= 79
MAX= 465
MEAN=160  (SlkG0)

A II-

lo-

FORK LENGTH  (mm)

RAINBOW TROUT
NW 140
MlN=92
MAX=  355
MEAN= 178 (SO=  71)

FORK LENOTH (mm)

RAINBOWTROUT

MAX=465
MEAN=309  (SD=84)

FORK LENQTH  (mm)

Figure 4. Length frequency histograms of rainbow trout captured
in Badger (A), Cherry (B), and Wilson.(C) creeks during spawning
surveys in 1991.
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Mean number of eggs/fish from Badger Creek was 1,076 (Table

2) l The number of eggs per millimeter of fish length was second

only to Wilson Creek.

Tags were placed in 40 rainbow trout >175 mm FL. No

recaptures were recorded. Condition factors were relatively high

in Badger Creek ranging from 0.95 in the lower section to 1.07 in

the middle section (Table 1). The majority of rainbow trout

spawning appears to take place upstream of Emerson Road (3.5 km

from confluence with Cherry Creek).

In addition to wild rainbow and cutthroat trout, we

observed spring chinook salmon, speckled and longnose date, .

hatchery rainbow trout, redside shiners, and bridgelip suckers

were observed in Badger Creek.

Spawning surveys were conducted in Cherry Creek on February

12, March 5, March 20, and April 2. Spawning surveys' were

discontinued in this creek after April because high flows due to

irrigation runoff prevented effective electrofishing. Of the

total number of rainbow trout sampled (N = 156), 45 rainbow trout

were considered potgntial spawners (>185 mm) while only three

were recorded as sexually mat&e (two in February). Although the

sample size was small, the presence of mature trout in February

indicates the start of spawning occurred early in this stream.

The mean size of rainbow trout captured in Cherry Creek in 1991

(178 mm) was smaller than during the previous spring (213 mm)
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(Hindman et al. 1991) (Figure 4B). Results from surveys in 1990

indicated 15% of the fish were sexually mature in early March

(Hindman et al. 1991). Water temperatures generally warm early

in this stream as snow melt on the south slope of the lower

Colockum Ridge (which feeds Cherry Creek) occurs early in the

spring. Temperatures recorded on surveys ranged from 7 OC on

February 12 to ll°C on March 20, indicating spawning season could

coincide with this early increase in stream temperatures.

A total of 50 rainbow trout (>175 mm) were tagged in Cherry

Creek during 1991 surveys. A total of four tagged fish were

subsequently recaptured; All four of these fish were-observed

near the point of original capture. The lower section of Cherry

Creek contained 9% sexually mature trout, whereas no sexually

mature trout were found in the upper two sections. No fish from

Cherry Creek were sampled for fecundity.

.Other species observed in Cherry Creek were spring chinook

salmon, mountain whitefish, longnose date, largescale and

bridgelip suckers, three-spine sticklebacks, and redside shiners.

WILSON CREEX

Wilson Creek was surveyed on February 15, March 5, March 20,

April 4, April 15, and April 30. This tributary was sampled

relatively frequently in order to increase sample size throughout

the spawning period. A total of 100 rainbow trout were sampled.

Mean size of trout from this creek (309 mm) was the largest of

all tributaries sampled in 1991 (Table 1, Figure 4C), and was
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larger than that of the previous year (260 mm) (Hindman et al.

1991). Wilson Creek is oriented to the south and has a

relatively low elevation, causing water temperatures to warm

relatively early in the year. Stream temperatures were 8 OC when

the first survey was conducted on February 15, and reached 11 OC

on March 20.

Percentage of sexually mature rainbow trout increased

steadily over time with the highest frequency occurring in April

(41%)(Figure 2). Surveys conducted in March, 1990, found a low

percentage of sexually mature fish (11%; Hindman et al. 1991).

The presence of spent fish indicated that spawning was

nearly complete by the end of April. A total of three and four

spent rainbow trout were observed on April 4, and April 30,

respectively. High irrigation flows caused termination of

spawning surveys in Wilson Creek after the April 30 survey.

The percentage of sexually mature rainbow trout was similar

in all three sections of Wilson Creek, indicating that some

spawning occurred throughout the area surveyed (lower Wilson

Creek) (Table 1). A total of 64 rainbow trout >175 mm were

tagged during the spawning surveys iti this creek. Fourteen trout

that had been tagged during previous surveys were also captured.

The length frequency distribution reflects a wide range of

rainbow trout age classes in Wilson Creek at the time of oqr

surveys (Figure 4C). Fish growth (size at age based on length

frequency distributions) in the sampled sections of this creek

appeared to be higher than average for this species in other
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areas, such as Montana waters (Brown 1971).

Wilson Creek trout had a higher mean 'number of eggs per

fish (2,151) than any other stream sampled (Table 2). Mean

number of eggs per millimeter of fish length was also much higher

for Wilson Creek rainbow trout than for fish in any -of the other

tributaries sampled.

Movement information from tag return data for Wilson Creek

indicated that adult rainbow trout display little movement into

or out of the stream (see Movement and Gro&h, this report).

Species diversity was relatively high in Wilson Creek with

rainbow and brook trout, spring chinook salmon, mountain

whitefish, hatchery rainbow, wild steelhead, largescale and

bridgelip suckers, longnose date, and redside shiners being

observed.

MANASTASH CREEK

Manastash Creek was surveyed on February 14, March 6, March

25, April 5, June 4 and June 6. On February 14, 18 rainbow trout

were captured in Manastash Creek and none appeared mature enough

to spawn. Water temperatures ranged'from 3 "C on February'14 to

9 OC on June 6. Surveys indicated spawning began in March and

peaked in April (Figure 2).

The three sections of Manastash Creek sampled had similar

percentages of rainbow trout spawners, with a slightly higher
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percentage occurring in the uppermost section (Table 1). The

length frequency distribution of rainbow trout sampled suggests.

that there were three age classes present in Manastash Creek

during the spawning survey period (Figure 6A). The smallest /

sexually mature rainbow trout captured in Manastash Creek were a

114 mm male and a 165 mm female.

A total of 114 rainbow trout were sampled during spawning

surveys in Manastash Creek. The mean length of 151 mm for

rainbow trout sampled in Manastash Creek in 1991 was slightly

smaller than the mean length reported for the spring of 1990 (188

mm) by Hindman et al. (1991).

Varipus species were observed in Manastash Creek with

rainbow, brook, and cutthroat trout, spring chinook salmon,

mountain whitefish, sculpins, and date present. A total of 20

tags were placed in trout >175 mm.

TAHEUM CREEK
/

In 1991, Taneum Creek spawning surveys occurred on March 6,

May 22, and June 11. Spring runoff made this stream extremely

difficult to sample in April and May; wherein no fish were

collected. The percentage of sexually mature fish was highest in

March (31%), although similar results were encountered on the

June survey (27%). These data suggest that spawning may occur

over an extended period and may peak during high flows in April

and May (Figure 2). During spawning surveys in 1990, three
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Figure 6. Length frequency histogram of rainbow trout captured in
Manastash (A), Taneum (B), and Swauk (C) creeks during spawning
surveys in 1991.
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sexually mature females were observed on May 16, indicating that

spawning may have occurred in,this stream during the high water

period when electrofishing tias of limited effectiveness (Hindman

et al. 1991). The percentage of spent female trout increased

during later samples in 1991, with 18 and 22% beihg recorded for

May and June samples, respectively.

Temperatures taken during spawning surveys ranged from 2 OC

on March 6 to 10 OC on June 11. 'Hindman et al. (1991) observed a

large spawning run of bridgelip suckers into Umta&m Creek (from

the mainstem Yakima River) shortly after the completion of

rainbow &out spawning there.

The percentage of sexually mature fish in Taneum Creek

appeared to increase in an upstream direction (19%, 27%, and 35%.

in sections 1, 2, and 3, respectively; Table 1). No adult mature

rainbow trout were sampled in the uppermost section surveyed,

although the number of fish sampled was low (N - 3).

A total of 103 rainbow trout were captured in Taneum Creek

with a mean size of 140 mm. The length ,,frequency distribution

for Taneum Creek shows a large portion of the population between

110 and 170 mm FL and very few fish over 250 mm FL (Figure 6B).

Tags were placed in 11 trout ~175 mrp, and no tagg+d fish were

'recaptured there during spawning surveys in 1991.

The fecundity of five sexually mature females from Taneum

Creek was examined. Mean length and number of4eggs per female
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was relatively low and very similar to data from Umtanum Creek

(Table 2).

Other species present included brook and cutthroat trout,

putative rainbow/cutthroat trout hybrids, spring chinook salmon,

suckers, mountain whitefish, sculpins, date, and redside shiners.

Hook-scarred fish were captured in the middle and upper sections

indicating some fishing pressure occurred in those areas.

Low summer flows (0.03-0.06 m3/s) and high temperatures

(20 "C) have been reported in the lower 5.3 km of Taneum Creek

(BPA 1990b). The seasonal de-watering of the stream below the

Brunton Diversion may cause juvenile salmonids rearing in'that

area to move downstream to the Yakima River. Until recently, no

upstream passage was possible at either the Brunton Diversion or

the Taneum Ditch Diversion. Recent improvements (fish ladders

and screens) have been installed at both diversions which should

make a substantial amount of good spawning and rearing habitat

available to anadromous salmonids.

SWAUK CREEK

Spawning surveys were conducted in Swauk Creek on March 11,

April 1, May 23, and June 11. The percentage of sexually mature

fish peaked in May (54%) and declined sharply in June (14%)

(Figure 2). Findings for June 1991 were similar to those of

June, 1990, when 22% of the fish sampled were observed to be



sexually mature (Hindman et al. 1991).

Water temperatures measured on March 11 were 3 "C, 11 OC on

May 23 and 14 OC on June 11, 1991. On the June 11, 1991 survey,

38% (N’ = 8) of the rainbow trout observed were spent, suggesting

that spawning was nearing completion.

The length frequency distribution for Swauk Creek suggests

that predominantly younger age classes of trout were present

(Figure 6C). Mean‘trout size among individual study sections of

Swauk Creek were similar (Table 1).

Spawning appeared to be distributed relatively evenly

throughout Swauk Creek with the percentage of sexually mature

fish being 38%, 30%, and 35% in sections 1, 2, and 3,

respectively (Table 1). Of all the streams sampled, Swauk Creek

fish had the highest,mean condition factors (Table 1).

Species other than rainbow trout that were observed in

Swauk Creek included cutthroat trout, apparent cutthroat x

rainbow hybrids, date, scuipin, and suckers.

The lower 4 to 8, km of Swauk Creek may become dewatered in

years of low precipitation (BPA 1990b).

LOWER TEANAWAY RIVER

: Although considerable natural production potential exists

throughout the Teanaway River basin, developing feasible spawning

survey methods in the river below the confluence of the North and
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Middle Forks has been problematic. Spawning surveys in the lower

Teanaway have been extremely difficult to conduct due to high

flows and low water conductivities. The water volume has

generally been too great for the backpack electrofisher to be

effective and drift boat operation has been hampered by the

presence of rapids and channel obstructions. We attempted to

sample this part of the river on March 19, 1991. We rafted the

mainstem Teanaway River and used the backpack electrofisher in

backwater and braided areas of the river. Only two sub-adult

rainbow trout and one spring chinook juvenile were captured. A

snorkel survey was also attempted on March 12 but no fish were

observed.

High qua,lity spawning and rearing habitat is present in all

three forks of the Teanaway system, .which historically produced

steelhead, chinook, and coho salmon (0. kisutch)(BPA 199Oc).

Present constraints to salmonid production include naturally low

flows in the summer and fall which are exacerbated by irrigation

diversions in the main Teanaway below the confluence of the North

and Middle forks. In the summer of 1990, flows in the lowermost

Teanaway River ranged from 0.2 to 2.1 m3/s.

Low summer flows in the lower mainstem of the- Teanaway River

may negatively impact juvenile salmonid production by increasing

water temperature and increasing exposure to predators. High

water temperatures and low flows may also interfere with or
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inappropriately induce movements of anadromous fish into and out

of the system. For example, adult spring chinook migrate into

spawning streams from April through July and peak spawning occurs

in September (BPA 199Oc). This period coincides with the period

of lowest flows in the Teanaway River and may impede the

movements of spring chinook -into the upper reaches of the basin.

WEST FORK TEANAWAY

Spawning surveys on the West Fork of the Teanaway River were

conducted on March 19, March 21, May 29.,,May 30, June 13, June 20

and June 21. A portion of the adult trout sampled in June were

classified as spent (8 of 23). Bridgelip suckers were observed

in full spawning coloration during the June survey. If, a?

Hindman et al. (1991) suggested, bridgelip sucker spawning can be

used as an indicator of the completion of trout spawning in a

given area, then we could'surmise that the rainbow trout in the\

West Fork of the Teanaway River were done spawning by late June,

1991. The percentage of sexually mature trout in the West Fork

Teanaway peaked in May (57%) (Figure 2). There were no sexually

mature rainbow trout sampled in the uppermost section of the West

Fork although a spent rainbow male and a spent hybrid female were

recorded, indicating that spawning does occur in this section.

Spawning was evenly distributed between the lower two sections as

53% and 44% of the trout sampled were sexually mature (Table 1).
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The mean length of rainbow trout captured in the West Fork

(132 mm) was similar to that of the adjacent Middle (137 mm) and

North Forks (130 mm) (Table 1, Figure 7). The condition factor

however was 0.77, the lowest of any tributary studied.

Adult steelhead have been observed in the West Fork during

rainbow trout spawning season by the authors of this report as

well as YIN personnel (J. Hubble, pers. comm.). It is possible ,

that steelhead spawners would overlap both temporally and

spatially with resident trout spawners.

Rainbow trout, cutthroat trout, apparent hybrid trout

(cutthroat x rainbow), spring chinook salmon, longnose and

speckled date, sculpin, bridgelip suckers, northern squawfish,

and redside shiners were observed in the West Fork of the

Teanaway River.

MIDDLE FORK TEAWAWAY

Spawning surveys were conducted-in the Middle Fork of the

Teanaway River on March 7, March 28, May 29, June 21, and June

24. High water, due to spring runoff in April and May,

restricted sampling efforts and resulted in limited sample sizes.

The percentage of sexually mature rainbow trout in this stream

was high in both March (43%) and June (55%) and probably peaked

during May (Figure 2). Water temperatures climbed from 6.5 OC in
)

March to 10 OC in June.
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The percentage of sexually mature trout was similar among all

three Middle Fork sections suggest,&ng that spawning occurred

throughout the length of stream sampled. Mean length increased

with distance upstream although maximum length was very similar

in all three sections (Table 1).

The mean length of rainbow trout in the Middle Fork was 137

mm, although the hook and line methods used in June could have

selected for larger fish. The length frequency distribution for

the Middle Fork shows peaks in fish numbers at 90 and 130-150 mm

(Figure 7B). Other species present included hatchery steelhead

(age l+), sculpins, date, and suckers.

NORTH FORK TRAWAWAY

Spawning surveys were conducted in the North Fork of the

Teanaway River on March 8, May 28, May ,30, and June 8, 12, 15,

18, 24, 25, and 28. The large number of surveys (particularly in

June) coincided with.the collection of spawning trout samples for

genetic analyses. Water temperatures ranged from 3.5 OC in March

to 9 OC in June. The percentage of sexually mature resident

trout remained high from March to June (similar to the other

forks of the Teanaway) indicating a wide range of spawning timing

(Figure 2).

The overall percentage of sexually mature rainbow trout in

the North Fork was similar in all three sections sampled,
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suggesting that spawning occurred throughout the length of this

tributary. Mean length of rainbow trout was largest in the

uppermost section (Table 1). The length frequency for the North

Fork shows two possible size classes at 130 and 170 mm (Figure

7C).

Rainbow, cutthroat, brook, and bull trout, as well as

hatchery steelhead, wild steelhead, spring chinook salmon,

mountain whitefish, longnose date, sculpins, and bridgelip and

largescale suckers were observed in the North Fork of the

Teanaway River. A pair of wild steelhead were observed spawning

inthe North Fork Teanaway slightly upstream of the Dickey Creek

Bridge on May 9, 1991.

BIG CREEK

Big Creek was sampled on three occasions; March 18, April

22, and May 31 with little success on each survey. A total of

only 24 trout were captured of which only one was sexually

mature. Only two of the 24 trout were large enough to be of

spawning size (Table 1). A length frequency histogram was not

developed due to limited sample size. High stream flows, low

water,conductivities, and possibly low population densities were

the most likely factors accounting for the low number of trout

captured. The low numbers of fish encountered may also have been

related to the fact that the lower areas of this stream were

dewatered during the fall in 1990.
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Water temperatures remained cool through the end of May.(6-8

"c) suggesting that spawning may occur later than in other

tributaries. In 1990, sexually mature trout were found in Big

Creek as late as June 20 when the water temperature was 13 OC

(Hindman et al. 1991).

Brook trout, apparent hybrid trout (cutthroat x rainbow),

and sculpins were observed in addition to rainbow trout.

CABIN CREEK

In November of 1990, a large flood caused massive scouring

of the stream bed and deposited a considerable amount of material

in the lower 4.8 km of Cabin Creek. From rkm 5.0 to 6.1 a series

of cascades and small waterfalls form a complete barrier to

upstream migration of anadromous fish. A spawning survey was

conducted on March 18, and only three small rainbow trout were

collected (mean length = 73 mm; Table 1). Water temperature on

March 18 was 5 "C and was 9 OC on May 31. No trout were captured

on May 31 due to high flow conditions. Flows were generally

high, making this stream extremely difficult to sample. Also,

access to the stream was hampered by numerous washouts of bridges

and roads. A sexually mature female was collected in Cabin Creek

on June 25, 1990, suggesting that spawning occurs late in this

upper elevation tributary (Hindman et al. 1991).
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CLB ELUM RIVER

A snorkel survey was conducted on March 7 in the lower Cle

Elum River near Bullfrog Bridge. Adult mountain whitefish (N =

13) were sighted but no trout were observed, The lower 1.5 km of

the Cle Elum River was electrofished with the driftboat on May

20. Whitefish and suckers were common but no trout were captured

or observed on this survey either. Failure to detect resident

trout in 1991 was similar to results of 1990. In 1990, a total

of only 16 rainbow trout were sighted during two snorkel surveys

(Hindman et al. 1991).

Mainstem Yakima River

LOWER CANYON (Section 1)

Spawning surveys in the Lower Canyon section of the mainstem

were conducted on February 7, February 11, March 11, April 10,

May 13, and May 29. Water temperatures recorded during sampling

ranged from, 3.5 OC in February to 11 "C in May.

Time of spawning data suggests that peak spawning activity

occurred in March (21%), and declined in April (13%) and May (2%)

(Figure 8). The numbers of rainbow trout classified as spent

were highest during the April and May samples. This trend is

similar to that observed in 1990 when none of the 65 trout

captured during May surveys were sexually mature (Hindman et al.
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1991).

A total of 205 rainbow trout were sampled in this section.

Rainbow trout mean length '(282 mm) was slightly larger than the

pooled average for all mainstem sections (273 mm; Table 3). The

length frequency distribution for the lower section showed a

high proportion of the fish over 300 mm, with the greatest number

of fish in the 350 mm length class (Figure 9A). Hook-scarred.

fish were common in the lower Canyon with 27% of all rainbow

trout sampled exhibiting some signs of hooking injuries (Table

3 ) .

s L. CYN. '-am-

E (11

c U. CYN.-E=-
(21

T EBURG' nc-----,-------
I (31

0 THORP' ~-i-z-

N
(41

CLE ELUM~ v-a
(51 p. e . 9 t

FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE

MONTH
Figure 8. Spawning time of resident rainbow trout in the upper
Yakima River during spawning surveys in 1991. Section numbers
appear in parentheses below the corresponding section name. Dots
show estimated peak of spawning activity, boxes denote periods
when 10% or more'of the fish sampled were sexually mature, thick
lines show periods when one to nine percent of the fish were
sexually mature, and thin lines cover periods when no fish in
spawning condition were sampled.
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Table 3. Summary of rainbow trout captured in 1991 during
spawning surveys of the mainstem Yakima River. Sample size (N),
minimum (Min), maximum (Max), and mean length (Mean), standard
deviation (SD), average condition factor (CF), percent sexually
mature (Mature), and percent hook-scarred (Hook-scar) are
presented.

Fork Lenath (nun) Avg. Percsnt
Section N Min Max Mean SD CF Mature Hook-scar

Yak 1 205 88 460 282 76 0.74 16 27

Yak 2 196 118 450 293 64 0.72 11 27

Yak 3 96 92 440 271 85 0.77 10 16

Yak 4 105 102 475 225 94 0.79 15 8

Yak 5 114 73 448 265 103 0.82 10 17

Yak 6 20 102 498 299 110 0.80 24 0

Yak 7'

POOLED 736 273 0.76 13 21
-

' no rainbow trout captured

Other fishes observed in this section were, in approximate

order of abundance, mountain whitefish, suckers, northern

squawfish, sculpins, chiselmouth, redside shiners, and date.

UPPER CANYON (Section 2)

The Upper Canyon section of the Yakima River was surveyed on

February 5, February 12, March 12, April 12, and May 13. A total

of 196 rainbow trout were collected. The mean length of these
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fish was 293 mm, which was slightly larger than the average for

all mainstem sections pooled (273 mm; Table 3).

Spawning activity appeared highest in March (21% sexually

mature) followed by declines in April (13%) and May (2%) (Figure

8) l
This trend is similar to that observed in 1990 (Hindman et

al: 1991), when a single spawning female was sampled on February

21, and 11% of the sampled fish were considered to have already

spawned on a subsequent survey in May, 1990. In 1991, three

spent adult rainbow trout were observed in April, while 12 of 23

adult rainbows (52%) were spent in May. Water temperatures

ranged from 4 OC in February to 11 OC in May.

The length frequency distribution of rainbow trout in the

Upper Canyon section shows a wide range of age classes (Figure

9B).

It is evident that resident trout do spawn in the mainstem

Yakima River in this section. dowever, use of periodic

electrofishing surveys makes it difficult to determine the

specific temporal and spatial distribution of concentrated

spawning activity in this large river.

Other species observed, in approximate order of abundance,

were mountain whitefish, suckers, northern squawfish, sculpins,

chiselmouth, and date.
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Figure 9. Length frequency histograms of rainbow trout captured
in Lower Canyon (A), and Upper Canyon (B) sections of the Yakima
River during spawning surveys in 1991.

ELLEHSBURO (B.&ion 3 )

The Ellensburg section of the Yakima River was surveyed on

February 13, March 13, April 11, May 15 and June 6. The

percentage of sexually mature rainbow trout was highest in March.
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(22%) I followed by declines in May (0%) and June (4%). This

trend was similar to the results of spawning surveys in upstream

sections (Figure 8).

The length frequency distribution for this section reflected

a wide range of age classes and was not distinctly bimodal as in

the case of the Cle Elum and Thorp sections (Figure 10A).

Mountain whitefish, suckers, northern squawfish, sculpins,

and date were also observed in this section.
/

TRORF (SECTION 4)

The Thorp section of the mainstem Yakha River was surveyed

on February 14, March 14, April 9, and June 10. Sexual maturity

of sampled trout increased through April (27%) and declined by

June (6%) (Figure 8). A large percentage of spent fish (47%)

were observed in June, suggesting spawning was mostly completed.

The length frequency distribution for rainbow trout was

bimodal (Figure 10B). The mean length of rainbow trout in the

Thorp section (225 mm) was the smallest of any river section

surveyed (Table 3).

In approximate order of abundance, other fishes Observed

were mountain whitefish, suckers, northern squawfish, sculpins,

and dacti.
,'
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Figure 10. Length frequency histograms of rainbow trout captured
in Ellensburg (A), Thorp (B), and Cle Elum (C), sections of the
Yakima River during spawning surveys in 1991.
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CLB ELUM (Seotion 5)

The Cle Elum section of the Yakima River was surveyed on

February 26, March 15, May 20, and May 24. The percent of

sexually mature rainbow trout observed was highest in late May

(27%) and declined sharply less than a Week later (6%) (Figure

8) l
A large percentage (31%) of the adult fish sampled in the

Cle Elum section during May surveys were spent.

The length frequency distribution for rainbow trout sampled

in the Cle Elum section showed a clear bimodal distribution

(Figure.lOC). The mean length (265 nun) for fish in this section

was slightly lower than that observed for the average of all

mainstem sections combined-(273 mm; Table 3).

Of the other species observed, mountain whitefish were the

most plentiful, followed in order by suckers, northern' squawfish,

and sculpins.

NNLSON SIDING (Seotion 6)

The Nelson Siding section of the mainstem Yakima River was

surveyed with the driftboat electrofisher for the first time ever'

on February 28, 1991. Ten large rainbow trout were captured (maX

= 498 nun; Table 3), of which four were mature males and one was a

mature female. Hook and line sampling on June 28 produced nine

rainbow trout. Of these, none were classified as mature and two

were classified as spent. A large number of rainbow trout (N -

245) were observed in this section during snorkeling surveys
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during the spawning period in 1990 (Hindman et al. 1991).

Although sample size was small (N = 20), the mean length of

rainbow trout (299 mm FL) was the largest of any mainstem section

sampled in 1991. 1~ addition, the largest trout captured during

1991 spawning surveys was in this section (498 ma; Table 3). A

length frequency distribution is not presented due to a very

small sample size. It is difficult to determine when spawning

peaked with the data collected thus far.

Spawning adult steelhead were observed on redds in this

section on April 30, 1991. Brook trout, mountain whitefish,

suckers, northern squayfish, and sculpins were also observed in

this section.

CRYSTAL SPRING8 (SECTION 7)

The Crystal Springs reach of the mainstem is the uppermost

section studied. A spawning survey in this section on May 16,

resulted in capture of only one brook trout. An additional

survey was conducted on June 12, below the Interstate 90 bridge,

when 14 brook trout were captured along with one cutthroat and

one putative cutthroat x rainbow trout hybrid. Electrofishing

efficiency in this area appeared to be marginal due to high river

flows and low water conductivities  (< 100 mmhos/cm).

This stretch of the Yakima River is subjected to extreme

flow flUCtUatiOn6  from irrigation releases mad8 at Keechelus Dam.

For example, flows in the Yakima River below Keechelus Dam
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tripled from 10.5 to 30.3 m3/s in a 24 hour period on June 5,

1990 (USBR, unpub. data). Flow fluotuations of similar magnitude

occur several times each year and may be a major contributor to

the low abundance of fish observed in this reach.

spawning Survey Summary

Tributaries

Rainbow trout spawning activity in lower elevation

tributaries (Umtanum, Badger, Cherry, and Wilson creeks) peaked

earlier in the spring than in tributaries at higher elevations.

Earlier spawning at low elevation may be related to the water

temperatures warming earlier in the year in these lower elevation

areas than in the more mountainous streams at higher elevations

(Figure 2). Hindman et al. (1991) also observed rainbow trout in

lower elevation areas spawning earlier than those in areas in 'the

upper portion of the basin.

Large numbers of mainstem Yakfma River rairibow trout

migrated into Umtanum Creek to spawn. This creek is the only

perennial tributary in'the Yakima Canyon area and appears to be a

very important spawning stream for trout.

Trout in the lower tributaries were generally larger than

their counterparts in the upper elevation streams. Wilson Creek
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trout were, on average, largest and carried the highest mean

total number of eggs and the highest mean number of eggs per

millimeter of body length. Fecundity was positively correlated

with trout body length (N = 38, R = 0.786, P = 0.000) and weight

W = 35, R = 0.949, P = 0.000) for fish collected in tributaries.

Mainstem

Rainbow trout in the mainstem Yakima River spawned earlier

in low elevation sections than in high elevation sections (Figure

8) l
Water temperature may again be an important environmental

cue related to this difference in spawn timing.

Trout in the Nelson Siding reach (section 6) and those

captured in the Yakima Canyon sections (1 and 2) were, on

average, larger than fish in the middle reaches (from Cl8 Elum to

Ellensburg). Condition factors (a length to weight relationship)

were generally higher for the fish sampled in the upper elevation

areas and'decreased with distance downstream.

Fecundity data was collected from 19.female rainbow trout

from the Yakima River main&em with a mean length of 342 mu. The

mean number of eggs per female was 982, and the mean number of

eggs per millimeter of body length was 2.9. Trout from two

tributaries (Wilson and Badger creeks) had higher fecundity than

mainstem fish, while trout from three others (Umtanum, Manastash,

and Taneum creeks) had, on average, fewer eggs.
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During the course of conducting spawning surveys for

rainbow trout in the upper b&Sin from steelhead spawners were

observed on April 30 (Nelson Siding; section 6) and on May 9

(North Fork of the Teanaway River). In addition, suspected

steelhead redds were located in two side-channels of the Cle Elum '

reach (section 5) by YIN in April, 1990 (J. Hubble, pers. comm.).

These observations, although limited, indicate areas of possible

temporal overlap between steelhead and rainbow trout spawners.

Population Estimates

Population estimates in mainstem and tributary sections

provide quantitative information on the resident trout' <

populations during, the summer-fall rearing season. These

estimates afford the opportunity to gain detailed-information on

the rearing segments of the trout populations within index areas

of selected tributaries and mainstem sections. This data is

useful.for making comparisons between years within the same area

and for contrasting between areas. This baseline information,

along with findings from the more qualitative relative abundance

surveys, will serve as a standard by which to measure future

change in the trout resource in the upper Yakima basin. This

section of the report contains data collected during the summer-
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fall periods of both 1990 and 1991, whereas the relative

abundance section that follows was conducted for the first time

in 1991.

Nethods

Tributaries

To obtain quantitative information on densities of stream

rearing fishes in the upper Yakima River basin, tributaries were

identified-in 1990 which generally satisfied two criteria: 1)

streams most likely to contain resident trout populations that

could be affected by returns of supplemented fish, and 2) streams

with proposed acclimation facilities (which release artificially-

produced fish). This process resulted in the selection of five

study streams: Cabin Creek, Taneum Creek, and the West, Middle

and North forks of the Teanaway River (Figure 1). An additional

site (lower Jungle Creek) was selected in 1991 to compliment

SmOlt release experimentation (see Smelt Release Study, this

report). Within these tributaries (with the exception of Jungle

Creek), multiple sites were selected that were visually

determined to be of relatively high quality in terms oE available i
1

habitat, representative of the stream as a whole, and

identifiable so that between-year comparisons could be made. The i

site selection process generally began with establishment of the
i

lower elevation site, followed by the upper elevation site, and
i

I
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finally the intermediate site (if any) near the mid-point. Study

sites were staked and marked in 1990 for use in that and

subsequent years. In 1991, markers for the upper West Fork

Teanaway site could not be located due to catastrophic changes in

the stream channel following flood conditions in November of

1990. Therefore, markers were replacedslightly upstream of the

original area prior to surveying in 1991. Study sites were
.

established to encompass representative habitat units (e.g.

pools, riffles, runs) but were generally about 100 m long.

Fish population estimates were conducted in three sites in

Taneum Creek and in each of the three forks of the Teanaway

River. Only two sites were established in Cabin Creek because of

the uniformity of habitat and the short distance of stream

available to anadromous fish.

Fish population estimates were calculated using multiple

removal electrofishing methods (Zippin 1958). Data were analyzed

using a personal computer program (Microfish 3.0; VanDeventer and

Platts 1985). Block nets of 6.35 mm knotless nylon mesh were

used to preclude immigration and emigration from the study

section. All fish were enumerated during the.first pass with the

electrofisher. This allowed direct comparison with relative

abundance methods that were used on other streams (see Relative

Abundance Surveys, this report). On subsequent passes only

salmonids were enumerated.
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All captured fish were identified as to species and counted.

All salmonids were measured to the nearest millimeter and weighed

to the nearest gram. Trout over 175 mm long received a serially

numbered anchor tag.on the left side near the posterior margin of

the dorsal fin. During 1990, trout between 120 and.175 mm (FL)

captured in the Teanaway River system received serially numbered

dangler-type fingerling tags inserted near the anterior edge of

the dorsal fin. In 1991, fish of this size received a

numerically unique VI tag placed subcutaneously in the left

adipose eyelid. Before enumeration and tagging, MS-222 was added

to a bucket of water to anesthetize the fish. Scale samples were

collected from a cross section of rainbow trout length classes (N

= 50) in each tributary. All trout were examined for previously

applied tags and evidence of hooking injuries (hook-scars).

After processing, all fish were transferred into a perforated

bucket for recovery, so they could be. redistributed within the

population site.

Physical data collected included stream temperatures (OC)

and water conductivity. Water velocity was also measured in

meters/second using a Marsh-McBirney Model 201D portable current

meter. Measurements were normally taken laterally at 0.5 m

increments along a metric tape stretched between streambanks.

Velocities per unit area were later computed and summed to

estimate total discharge in cubic meters per second (m3/s).
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Area of each habitat unit (pools, riffles and runs) within each

site were measured using methods similar to Bisson et al. (1982).

A metric stadium was used to measure. the maximum depth of

individual habitat units. Habitat units were further subdivided

as follows; riffles: low gradient, rapid, cascade; pools:

bottom scour, lateral scour, plunge, dam, trough, and back water;

runs. Photographs were taken of select study sites for reference

and archive purposes.

Mainstem .Yakima River

Population estimates were conducted in five of the seven

index sections of the Yakima River mainstem. The location and

nomenclature for these sections correspond to the broader areas,

in which spawning surveys were conducted. Index sections were

established based on the location of suitable access sites and

satisfaction of a 4 km minimum length criteria. A description of

specific index sites follows: Lower Canyon, section 1, Sguaw

Creek to the cement slab access; Upper Canyon, section 2, Ringer

Road access to Bighorn access; Ellensburg, seation 3, KUA RV park

to Irene Reinhart Park; Thorp, section 4, Stuart Anderson's

homestead to Thorp Bridge; Cle Elum, section 5, from a site.

adjacent to Cle Elum to the Teanaway Department of Wildlife

access area (Pigure 1). Section 6 (Nelson Siding), from Easton

Dam to the mouth of the Cle Elum River, and section 7 (Crystal

Springs), Keechelus Dam to Easton Reservoir, were not suited to
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driftboat electrofishing (due to channel obstructions -and/or low

flow) and snorkeling techniques were used instead. Snorkeling

techniques did not allow a strict population estimate to be

generated, but did provide an indication of species occurrence

and relative abundance (Goldstein 1978; Schill and Griffith 1984;

Zubik and Fraley 1988).

Population estimates were conducted after summer irrigation

flows were reduced. Surveys were conducted between October 4 and

November 8 in 1990, and between September 16 and November 14 in

1991. Mark-recapture techniques (Vincent 1971) were used to

estimate population size. An electrofishing driftboat was used

.at night to increase sample sizes (Loeb 1957). Each population

estimate consisted of making four passes; a run on each side of

the river on consecutive nights to mark fish (small fin-clip),

and another run on each side of the river one week later to

recapture marked fish and collect unmarked fish.

The driftboat electrofishing equipment was modified slightly

between 1990 and 1991. In 1990, the driftboat was equipped with

a mobile anode system. This anode was attached by an extension

cord to the power source and tossed into potential trout habitat

and retrieved slowly to the driftboat. This process continued

repeatedly while drifting downstream. Trout exhibited

galvanotaxis as they were affected by the electrical current and

moved toward the driftboat where a netter collected the fish and

placed them in a live-box in the boat. Operation of the mobile
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. .
anode system required three people; a rower, a netter, and an

anode handler. 'In 1991, the mobile anode was changed to a

stationary anode to improve capture effectiveness, enable the use

of a low-injury electrofisher setting (CPS by Coffelt), and

reduce the number of people required for sampling, Use of the

stationary anode system required only two people; a rower and a

netter. The stationary anode consisted of a 15.7 cm diameter

R'Wisconsin  ring", which was suspended in the water over the bow

of the'boat by a fiberglass and aluminum boom. In both

applications (mobile and stationary anode) an aluminum plate

attached to the hull of the boat served as the cathode.

The crew stopped at regular intervals to record information

from the fish that had been collected. The number of stops per

section was increased in 1991 (from two or three in 1990 to four

per night in 1991) to allow for better redistribution of fish

following the marking runs. Efforts were made to release fish in

slow, shallow areas in 1991 to encourage the fish to redistribute

from the releases site. Data collection methods were similar to

those described in the spawning survey section (see Spawning

Surveys, this report). In addition to collection of biological

data, all trout captured during the marking runs werg given .a

temporary fin clip unique to the section being sampled.. After

handling, fish were put in a mesh holding pen in quiet water to

allow them to recover from the anesthetic before being released

back into the river. Population estimates we,re generated using
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the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks Mark-Recapture

System (version 3.1), a PC-based computer program based on the

Petersen mark-recapture methodology.

In mainstem sections 6 and 7, numerous channel obstructions

(extensive log jams) prohibited the use of the driftboat

electrofishing system so snorkeling techniques were used. Two /

snorkelers, one on each side of the channel (mean width was about I

10 meters), floated downstream counting all fish observed.

Observed trout were divided into two size groups, ~150 mm and

~150 mm based on approximate size groupings for adult and

juvenile trout, respectively.

Tributaries

Results and Discussion i

TAEEUN CREEK

Trout density (number of trout per unit area) was highest

in the lowermost site in Taneum Creek during both 1990 and 1991

(Table 4). Biomass (g/m*) in Taneum Creek increased with

distance upstream and was, on average, higher in 1991 than in

1990. The salmonid communities in the lower and intermediate-

sites were dominated by rainbow trout. The uppermost section had

the highest number of salmonid species present. Rainbow trout
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Table 4. Population estimates (95% confidence intervals), number
of fish per square meter (i/m*), biomass (g/m*), and percent
species composition for 1990 and 1991 fall tributary. rearing
surveys. Average values (MEANS)  are shown for each tributary,
with the years and sections pooled. Lower numbered sites are
lower in elevation within a given tributary.

Year Pop. Eet. P r ent
Stream,Section (95% CI) #/ml 9/m’ RBT HSH CUT eE:T HYE BUL SPC

1990, TAN 1A

1990, TAN 1B

1990, TAN 2

1990, TAN 3

1991, TAN lb

1991, TAN 2

1991, TAN 3

MEANS

1990, WtiT 1

1990, WFT 2

1990, WFT 3

1991, WFT 1

1991, WFT 2

1991, tiT 3

MEANS

1990, MFT 1

1990, MFT 2

1990, WFT 3

1991, MFT 1

1991, HFT 2

1991, MFT 3

MEANS

37 (32-47) '

48 (35-73) '

60 (53-71) 0.10

52 (40-73) 0.09

167 (78-322) 0.28

49 (47-54) 0.09

39 (34-49) 0.07

65 0.13

109 (82-142) 0.16

38 (33-49) 0.05

15 (15-17) 0.02

107 (82-137) 0.19

63 (58-71) 0.09

52 (43-68) 0.06

64 0.10

84 (70-101) 0.15

114 (102-128) 0.17

80 (72-92) 0.13

121 (98-148) 0.21

181 (148-213) 0.30

57 (51-67) A.09

106 0.18

. 97

. 97

2.23 100

1.89 33

3.24 100

2.93 94

2.12 43

2.48 81

1.54 79

0.82 92

0.49 100

0.82 100

1.78 98

0.53 100

1.05 95

2.23 60

3.43 95

2.37 99

1.80 99

1.75 99

1.85 98

2.24 92

3

3

27 13 27

20

8

6

17 20

5 7

2

<l

1

1

1

<l

40
.

4

1

2

<l 7

21

8

5

63
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Table 4. continued

1990, NFT 1 80 (64-104) 0.07

1990, NFT 2 75 (55-105) 0.10

1990, NFT 3 57 (50-69) 0.11

1991, NFT 1 79 (59-107) 0.09

1991, NFT 2 42 (33-60) 0.06

1991, NFT 3 21 (18-30) 0.04

MEANS 59 0.08

1990, CAB 1 11 (11-12) 0.02 0.80 18

1990, CAR 2 24 (24-25) 0.04 1.49 54

1991, CAB 1 30 (26-40) 0.05 0.81 86

1991, CAB 2 21 (18-30) 0.04 1.49 100

MEANS 22 0.04 0.83 65

0.54 45

1.82 100

4.71 11

1.17 93

0.86,  8 8

2.40 22

1.92 60

73

5

9

6 72

3 24

55

21 13

14

5 21

55

11

2 9

18

4

5

' Habitat areas were not measured in these individual sites in 1990.
b Taneum 1 was created in 1991 by combining sites 1A and 1B used in 1990.
Abbreviations for streams are as follows: CAB = Cabin Cr., TAN.- Taneum Cr.,
WFT = West Fork of the Teanaway River, NFT\-  Middle Fork of the Teanaway
River, NFT = North Fork of the Teanaway River.

were the most abundant species of salmonid in this upper section

(Table 4). Mean lengths were 110, 130, 166, and 123 mm for

rainbow, hybrid, cutthroat, and brook trout, respectively

(sections and years pooled).

Habitat composition in Taneum Creek study sections varied

little between years (Table 5). Water temperatures were slightly

cooler, surface area was greater, and flows were higher in 1991

than they were the previous year (Table 5). These conditions may

be partially responsible for the higher biomass observed in 1991.
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Table 5. Habitat measurements (percent pool, riffle, run), water
temperature ("C) at time of survey, total area (ra'), and flow
(m3/s) for tributary population estinitite sites in the upper
Yakima River basin during the summer-fall periods of 1990 and
1991. Mean values (MEANS) are shown for each tributary, years
and sections pooled. Lower numbered sites are lower in elevation
within a given tributary.

Year Pert nt
Stream, Section Pool Riffle Run Temp Area Flow

1990, Taneum 1A 61 1B 36 25 39 17 615 0.37

1990, Taneum 2 20 46 34 '12 608 0.50

1990, Taneum 3 6 26 68 10 568 0.30

1991, Taneum 1 42 44 14 16 600 0.32

1991, Taneum 2 13 33 54 15 561 0.39

1991, Taneum 3 4 58 38 15 521 0.25

MEANS 20 39 41 14 579 0.36

1990, W. Fk. Teanaway 1 5 63 32 13 678

1990, W. Fk. Teanaway 2 21 20 59 16 781

1990, W. Fk. Teanaway 3 10 57 33 12 631

1991, W. Fk. Teanaway 1 0 40 60 16 552

1991, W. Fk; .Teanaway 2 16 38 46 18 699

1991, W. Fk. Teanaway 3 18 20 62 16 843

MEANS 12 40 48 15 697

0.07

0.08

0.10

0.15

0.14

0.14

O.il

1990, M. Fk. Teanaway 1 51 19 30

1990, W. Fk. Teanaway 2 12 64 24

1990, M. Fk. Teanaway 3 28 37 35

14 566

13 683

io 627

0.08

0.09
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Table 5. continued

1991, M. Fk. Teanaway 1

1991, M. Fk. Teanaway 2

1991, M. Fk. Teanaway 3

MEANS

1990, N. Fk. Teanaway 1

1990, N. Fk. Teanaway 2

1990, N. 'Fk. Teanaway 3

1991, N. Fk. Teanaway 1

1991, N. Fk. Teanaway 2

1991, N. Fk. Teanaway 3

I MEANS

1990, Cabin 1

'1990, Cabin 2

1991, Cabin 1

1991, Cabin 2

MEANS

19 42 39 13 576 0.08

5 36 5.9 15 598 0.09

16 33 51 12 655 0.08

'22 39 39 13 618 0.08

15 16 69 5 1164 0.55

5 26 69 9 766 0.28

23 44 33 10 519 0.64

0 37 63 12 863 0.64

0 28 72 8 726 0.42

7 54 39 9 491 0.20

8 34 58 9 755 0.46

21 19 60 10 471

10 59 31 10 679

14 66 20 18 664

0 78 22 12 499

11 56 33 13 578

0.12

a

0.16

0.18

0.15

' No flow measurement available.

In addition to salmonids, all three Taneum Creek sites

contained an abundance of sculpins (0.05 to 0.12/m') in 1991.

The relative density of sculpins increased with distance

upstream.
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WEST PORK 08 TEB TKAWAUAY RIVER

Population densities (f/m21 were highest in the lowermost

section of the West Fork of the Teanaway River in 1990 and 1991

(Table 4). Juvenile spring chinook salmon made up 21% of the

salmonids by number in this lower section in 1990 but were not

observed in 1991. Severe flooding subsequent to spring chinook

spawning activity in late 1990 (after the 1990 estimates had been

conducted), may have increased chinook egg mortality

significantly. Biomass (g/m2) decreased in the lowermost site of

the West Fork between 1990 and 1991, possibly-due to the total

absence of juvenile spring chinook salmon (Table 4). There wae,

however, no significant change in overall biomass for all ,

sections pooled between the two years. Mean lengths of rainbow

trout (92 mm) and juvenile spring chinook (89 mm) were fairly

similar, while cutthroat trout were much larger (148 mm).

Population estimate sites in the West Fork of the Tear&away'

River contained. a variety of habitats. The lowermost site was

predominantly riffle and run, with very little pool habitat (5

and 0% for 1990 and 1991, respectively), whereas the middle and

upper sites contained relatively more pool habitat (10 to 21%;

Table 5). Water temperatures were slightly warmer in 1991, even

though flows were slightly‘higher  ,during the previous year.

Other fishes observed in the West Fork of the Teanaway

River during 1991 surveys were date, sculpin, redside shiners,
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suckers, and northern sguawfish. Suckers and sguawfish were

relatively uncommon (0.05 to 0.11/m2) while sculpins, date, and

shiners were more abundant (0.14 to 2.23/m').

MIDDLE FORK OF THE TRAKAWAY RIVKR

Average population densities of salmonids were higher in

the Middle Fork of the Teanaway River than in any of the other

tributaries sampled. There were an estimated 0.18 salmonids per

square meter in this tributary (sites and years were pooled)

(Table 4). Juvenile spring chinook comprised 40% of the

salmonids in the lower site in 1990 but were absent in 1991, as

was seen in the adjacent West Fork of the.Teanaway River. Apart

from the chinook in the lower two sites in 1990, the Middle Fork

salmonid community was dominated by rainbow trout. Average

length of rainbow trout (97 mm) was slightly larger than it was

in the West Fork (92 mm), while the mean lengths of spring

chinook salmon, cutthroat trout, and apparent hybrid trout were

91, 99, and 130 mm, respectively, for sites and years pooled.

Numerical density actually increased in two of the three sites,

but mean length of the fish was considera.bly smaller in 1991,

resulting in decreases in biomass in all sites from 1990 to I991

(Table 5). For example, mean length of rainbow trout in the

middle site -of the'Middle Fork of the Teanaway in 1990 was 117

mm, while the average rainbow trout captured there in 1991 was



only 73 mm long. This reduction in mean length may suggest that

the majority of the fish present in 1991 were age 0+, and that

many of the older fish seen in 1990 were no longer present in

1991.

Stream channel morphology in the Middle Fork of the

Teanaway River basin changed drastically between years, due

primarily to the flood in late 1990. For example, the percent of

pools in the lower site in 1990 was Sl%, while in 1991 it was

only 19% (Table 5). This reduction in pools, as well as more

direct effects of the flood on fishes (increased mortality and/or

displacement downstream), may have been responsible for the

decrease in biomass between 1990 and 1991.

In 1991, date and sculpins were collected in all of the

Middle Fork of the Teanaway River sites. These species were

considered relatively abundant in the lower two sites (0.16 to

0.75/n+), while date were less abundant in the uppermost site

(0.06/m2).

NORTH FORK OF THE TNANAWAY RIVRR

Population density of salmonids in the North Fork of the

Teanaway was lower in 1991 than in 1990 (Table 4). .The s,pecies

(origin) composition changed in all sites in 1991 with the,

introduction of hatchery-reared summer steelhead smolts for

another portion of our project (see Smolt Release Study, this
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report). Juvenile spring chinook salmon abundance was lower in

1991 than in 1990 in the lower North Fork site as was seen in the

West and Middle forks was also observed in the lower North Fork

site (Table 4). Hatchery steelhead were much larger ( mean = 197

mm) than rainbow trout (mean = 104 mm), and therefore accounted

for a larger percentage of the total biomass than number. Bull

trout constituted 11% of the salmonids present in the uppermost

site in 1990 but were not observed in that site in 1991. This

site was dominated by cutthroat trout during both years.

In 1990, the uppermost site in the North Fork of the

Teanaway River had the highest biomass (4.71 g/m*) of any

tributary site surveyed (Table 5). Mean biomass decreased

between 1990 and 1991 in the upper and middle sections, while

nearly doubling in the lowermost section. The introduction of

hatchery steelhead may have been responsible for the increased

biomass in the lower site.

Pool habitat in the North Fork of the Teanaway River sites

decreased substantially between 1990 and 1991, resulting in the

complete elimination of pool habitat in the lower and middle

sites (Table 5). As -previously mentioned, flooding in late 1990

was responsible for much of the alteration in channel morphology.

Sculpins were relatively .abundant (0.19 to 0.57/m*), during

1991, in the North Fork of the Teanaway River study sites. Date

were less plentiful (0.04 to 0.08/m*) in this stream.,
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CABIN CREEK

The lower elevation site in Cabin Creek contained an

estimated 11 salmonids (six brook, two rainbow, one putative

hybrid trout, and two juvenile spring chinook salmon; Table 4) in

1990. Salmonid densities (#/m*) in Cabin Creek were some of the

lowest measured in any study site, The estimated number of

salmonids in 1991 in the lower section was nearly three times

higher than it was the previous year. However, the biomass

remained virtually unchanged (Table 4). This is explained by the

decrease in the mean size of salmonids present in this site

between years. For example, in 1990, the mean length of rainbow

trout in this site was 91 mm, whereas the corresponding length

for 1991 was only 63 mm. The flood impacted this basin more than

others due, possibly, to its steepness and logging history.

Species richness was much greater in 1990 than in 1991.

Juvenile spring chinook were present in both sites in 1990 and

none were detected in.1991. Brook trout dominated (55% by

number) the lower site in 1990 and comprised only 14% of the

population in 1991 (Table 4). The upper site contained rainbow,

cutthroat, brook, and apparent hybrid trout as well as spring

chinook salmon in 1990, whereas it contained only rainbow trout

in 1991.

Biomass in both Cabin Creek sites remained remarkably

stable through the drastic environmental changes ,that took place
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between 1990 and 1991 (Table 4). Mean biomass (both sections and

years pooled) was lowest of all tributaries sampled (Table 4).

Physical habitat in Cabin Creek was dominated by riffles.

This was especially so in 1991 when 66 and 78% of habitat in the

lower and upper sites, respectively, were classified as riffles

(Table 5). The percentage of habitat made up by pools in the

upper site changed from 10 to 0%, probably due to the flooding in

late 1990.

Other species observed in Cabin Creek in 1991 were date and

sculpins. Sculpins were abundant (0.66 to 1.04/m*) in both

sites, while date were present only in the lower site (0.14/m*).

Mainstem Yakima River

Estimates of resident trout densities 'in t& mainstem Yakima

River were considerably lower in 1991 than in 1990 (Table 6).

Densities in 1990 ranged from 413 to 765 trout/km for all

sections, and from 27.4 to 314 trout/km in 1991. Population

density in the Upper Canyon section (section 2) decreased

considerably from 1990 to 1991. Population densities in the

Thorp section (section 4) were most similar (but also decreased)

between years. Population densities decreased in all other

sections by more than half between 1990 and 1991. The population

estimate for the Cle Elum section (section 5) in 1991,was invalid

due to an insufficient number of recaptures. Biomass (kg/km)
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also decreased in all sections (Table 6). The Ellensburg section

showed the greatest decrease in biomass with a 74% decline

between 1990 and 1991.

Although it was not possible to determine the causes of the

apparent decline in population size between years, alternative

explanations are listed below.

1) Actual changes in population levels occurred due to

natural processes such as severe flooding or human

influences.

2) Methodological changes made between years, wherein the

mobile anode system used in 1990 was replaced with the

stationary boom anode (in 1991) and the number of sample

release sites was increased in 1991.

3) A combination of 1 and 2.

The occurrence of a massive (recurrence interval: 50 to 100

years) flood in November, 1990, may have substantially increased

mortality rates of juvenile trout. The length frequency

distributions for the Lower and Upper Canyon sections pooled,

shows a,decline in the percentage of trout in the 175 to 225 mm

size class (Figure 11). Fish of this size would have been age 0

or age 1 fish during the fall of 1990 when the large flood

occurred, suggesting that mortality on this segment of the

population may have been substantially increased by the flood.

In 1990, this size range accounted for 27% of the trout sampled,

while in 1991 it was reduced to only 17%. This reduction in.
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young fish, possibly due to flooding, may account for much of the

change seen in the mainstem Yakima River sections between 1990

and 1991. The mean length of trout also decreased in four of the

Table 6. Resident trout population estimates (with 95%
confidence intervals), biomass (kg/section), number per
kilometer, kilogram& per kilometer, and mean fork length in
millimeters of trout (Length) for five sections of the Yakima
River mainstem during the fall of 1990 and 1991. Percent change
(between years) for each section is shown in the rows marked
CHANGE.

Year Section (X) Pop. Est. (95% CI) Biomass #/km kg/km Length

1990 Lower Canyon (1)

1991 Lower Canyon (1)

CHANGE

2998

1414

(2135-3847)

(1100-1716)

671

354

666

314

-53%

149

79

-47%

271

278

1990 Upper Canyon (2)

1991 Upper Canyon (2)

CHANGE

3442

1232

(1977-5054)

(753-1660)

718

237

765 160

274 53

-64% -6k%

261

257

1990 Ellensburg (3)

1991 Ellensburg (3)

CHANGE

2676

1167

(940-4412)

(721-1912)

723

191

669 181

2 9 2 48

-56% -74%

253

247

1990 Thorp (4)

1991 Thorp (4)

. CHANGE

2394

1774

(1240-4063)

(607-3654)

356

305

413 61

306 5 3

-26% -14%

246

244

1990 Cle Elum (5) 2631 (1309-5142) 608 418 97 282

1991 Cle Elum' 237

' Invalid estimate due to low collection efficiency
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I 1990 @!gy 1991

I N=1063  N =791

-

FORK LENGTH  (mm)

Figure 11. Length frequency distributions for mainstem Yakima
River Upper and Lower Canyon sections pooled for fall of 1990 and
1991. Samples sizes (N) for each are shown.

five sections between 1990 and 1991 (Table 6). It should be

pointed out, however, that we suspect the equipment's capture

efficiency on the smaller size classes was greater in 1991 than

in 1990. Overall capture efficiencies, in 1991, with the

stationary boom system were much higher (1990 average = 7.24%;

1991 average = 13.78%), resulting in more precise population

estimates.
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Natural variation may also explain the apparent shifts in

density. Changes in recruitment of juvenile fish to the adult

population, survival of all life stages of trout, ,emigration, and

reproductive success may all influence the standing crop of fish

at 'a particular time and location. Human influences such as

illegal angler harvest, fish kills, or habitat destruction may

also affect fish abundance.

The Nelson Siding index section was snorkeled on June 28,

1990, and on October 23, 1991. The numbers of rainbow trout over

150 mm were very similar between years (1990, 90; 1991, 91), but

the numbers of trout less than 150 mm were considerably different

(1990, 113; 1991, 30). Differences between years may be related

to the seasonal difference in sampling dates. Many juvenile

spring chinook were seen in 1990 (N = 140)but none were observed

during the 1991 snorkel survey. Suckers were abundant in 1990 (N

= 75) but were rare in 1991 (N = l), whereas the abundance of

whitefish in 1991 had increased five-fold over the previous year

(1990, N = 150; 1991, N = 738). Whitefish abundance in 1991 may

have been so high because of spawning aggregations.

Subsections of the Crystal Springs index section were

snorkeled both in May and October of 1990 and 1991. Few fish

were observed in any of these surveys. Only one rainbow trout

(~200 mm) and one adult whitefish were seen in May 1990. In

October 1990, 54 age 0+ rainbow trout, 29 rainbow trout 2 age l+,

four age 0+ brook trout, 54 brook trout 2 age 1, 97 age 0+ spring

$6.
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chinook, one adult spring chinook carcass, 87 age 0+ mountain

whitefish, 3 age l+ and older mountakn whitefish, 12 speckled

date, and 12 redside shiners were observed. In May 1991, no

rainbow trout were seen in a two hour snorkel survey through the

section. A total of seven trout, five of which were less than

150 mm, were observed in the subsequent October survey.

In addition to trout, mountain whitefish, suckers I

(largescale and bridgelip), northern squawfish, sculpins, ,dace,

and spring chinook salmon were observed in sections 1 - 5 (Lower

Canyon to Cle Elum). In 1990, a largemouth bass and a

pumpkinseed were captured in the Lower Canyon section (section

1) l
Yellow perch were observed in the Upper Canyon section in

1990. One common carp was captured in the Cle Elum section in

1990. Juvenile spring chinook salmon were generally more

abundant in 1990 than in 1991.

Relative Abundance Surveys

Relative abundance surveys were conducted to obtain

information on the fish community structure and distribution of

fishes in tributary sites throughout the study area. Although

population estimates would have been preferable, the time

required to conduct population estimates was too great to sample

a large number of sites. The relative abundance surveys (semi-

quantitative (one-pass)) provided information on the species
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composition within each site sampled. We assumed all fish

species within the sites exhibited similar susceptibility to

capture by electrofishing. The term 'relative' in relative

abundances is used because the density, estimates produced with

this technique are not actual densities. With a similar level of

effort in each site, the density in one 'relative abundance site'

can be compared to the density in another. Because of

differences in methodology (one pass versus multiple passes), the

density estimates obtained through these surveys should not be

directly compared to the multiple removal population estimates.

In most cases, the densities reported for the relative abundance

surveys would be slightly lower than actual densities because no

expansion factor was applied to the data (as it was with the

multiple removal estimates).

Methods

Relative abundance surveys were conducted in five

tributaries of the upper Yakima River between August 5 and

October 29, 1991. Relative abundance surveys were not conducted

in 1990. It was possible to collect reliable information on all

species (including salmonids) in tributaries only. Due to the

large numbers of non-salmonids (e.g. whitefish and suckers), it

was not possible to obtain accurate relative abundance

information in mainstem study sections.
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Two sections were established on Umtanum Creek because  of the

relatively short distance of stream available to anadromous fish.

Sample sites were selected representing lower, middle, and upper

reaches on each, of three tributaries (Badger, Manastash, and

Swauk creeks). Only one site was established in Big Creek due to

access limitations. Sample sites were each approximately 200 m

long. Relative population abundance was estimated from fish

collected during a single pass electrofishing effort (Strange et

al. 1989). All fish encountered were netted and placed in

holding buckets. Non-salmonids (except some sculpins) were

identified to family in the field and a voucher collection was

preserved in 10% formalin and later identified to species in the

lab. Trout were identified to species, fork length was measured

to the nearest millimeter, weights were obtained to the nearest

gram, the presence of hooklscars was assessed, and fish longer

than 175 mm were anchor-tagged prior to release.

Relativ@ abundance of-each species was expressed as number

of fish per 100 m*. The number of fish present for each species

surface area for each section was calculated by multiplying me

length and mean width of each habitat type (e.g. riffle, run,

pool) and then adding values for each habitat type. The total

number of.each species present was then divided by surface area

(m2) and multiplied by‘100 to give an estimate of fish per.100 m2.

were divided by the estimate of stream surface area. The total

surface area for each section was calculated by multiplying me

length and mean width of each habitat type (e.g. riffle, run,

pool) and then adding values for each habitat type. The total

number of.each species present was then divided by surface area

(m2) and multiplied by‘100 to give an estimate of fish per.100 m2.

I
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The relative densities were then converted to a qualitative

ranking using the following criteria: 0 fish/100 m* = "none"; 0.1

- 1.3 fish/100 m* = rfewl@; 1.4 - 3.9 fish/100 m* = V1commonll; 4.0

or more fish/100 m* = 'labundantll. These criteria were selected

based on the typical range of densities observed in tributary

index sites throughout the study area.

Results and Discussion

In general, rainbow trout and sculpins were the most common

species in the tributary sites sampled (Table 7). Similar to the

findings of the multiple removal tributary population estimates,

species composition tended to shift toward cutthroat and brook

trout in'the upper reaches of some streams (e.g. Manastash and

Swauk creeks). Rainbow trout were the only trout species found

in Umtanum Creek and were abundant in both sections, although

much higher densities were encountered in the lower section

(17.9/100 m*) than in the section above the beaver dams (5.8/100

m*; Table 8). Rainbow trout in the lower section were

predominately age 0+, with 77% of all rainbow trout sampled (N =

76) less than 100 mm in length. In contrast, only 19% (N - 27)

were less than 100 mm long in the upper section. Although flow,

temperature and gradient were similar'between the two sections of

Umtanum Creek, there were major differences between the
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Table 7. Relative density estimates (P/100 m*) for all species by
section in five tributaries of the upper Yakima River during
fall, 1991. Abundant (abun) = 3 P*O, common (corn) = 1.4 - 3.9,
few = 0.1 - 1.3, and none = 0 fish/l90 III*.

Stream Sneciee
Section RBT CUT EBT HYB SPC DACE SCUL SHIN SUCK LAMP WF SQW

UMT 1

UMT 2

BAD 1

BAD 2

BAD 3

MAN1

MAN2

MAN3

SwKl

SWK 2

SWK 3

BIG 1

.abun
P;X'

(5.8)

comm
(2.7)
abun
';:;;I

(5.4)

few
(0.9)
abun

(8.6)

abun
(7.5)
few few

(
few few few abun abun comm few
0.1)(0.1)(0.6)(6.8) (6.5) (3.1)(1.1)
few few abun- -

(1.0)(1.1)(0.3)(0.4)
conml comm
(3.5)(3.2)

comnl abun
(1.6) (4.7)
abun comm
(29.1) (3.6)

few
(0.2)

COKUU

comm
(1.4)

few few
‘;;:I

(0.7) (0.1) (0.1)

conun
(3.1)
abun few
(11.9)(0.1
abun few
(13.7)(1.2

)
few

1 (0.6)

conun
(3.4)

(B-5)
conm
(2.2)

abun few few abun
(15.9) (1.2) (0.7)(5.6)
comm abun
(2.7) (5-B)
few abun
(O-1) (10.9)

abun
( 4 . 0 )

UMT = Umtanum Creek, BAD - Badger Creek, MAN = Hanastash Creek, SWK -.Swauk
Creek, BIG - Big Creek. Lower sect&on  numbers correspond to lower elevation
sections within a tributary. BBT = rainbow trout, CUT - cutthroat trout, EBT =
brook trout, HYB = hybrid (RBT x CUT) trout, SPC = spring chinook salmon, DACB
= date Bpeciee,  SCUL = sculpin EpeCieE, SHIN = redeiile  shiner, SUCK - eucker
species, LAMP = western brook lamprey, WP = mountain whitefish,  SQW = northern
sguawfieh. .

composition of habitat types in the sampled sections (Table 8).

The lower section was predominately riffles (46%) and runs (32%),

and contained mostly cobble and boulder substrate. The upper
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section had only a few riffles (13%) and was dominated by pools

(69%) with heavily silted substrate. The lower numbers of trout

and larger numbers of date in this upper section could be

related to this difference in habitat structure between sections

in Umtanum Creek.

The greatest species richness in Badger Creek was in the

intermediate section (Table 7). The relative density of trout in

Badger Creek increased with distance upstream, although the upper

section had a higher percentage of putative hybrid trout than the

other two sections. The habitat in Badger Creek was similar in

all three study sections, with riffles and runs being the

dominant habitat types. Pool habitat was artificially

increased in Badger Creek during the irrigation season by

landowners installing boards on diversion dams. Land use around
,

Badger Creek was predominately agricultural and sections of the

heavily grass covered, providing what appeared to be excellent

salmonid rearing habitat.

The species richness in Manastash Creek was higher than that

of other tributaries sampled (Table 7). gpecies diversity was

highest in the lowest section, and decreased progressively in an

upstream direction. Rainbow trout density decreased with

distance upstream and were totally absent in the uppermost

section. In comparison, cutthroat trout were absent in the

lowest section and increased in density upstream. Brook trout

were present in all three sections and were in spawning condition
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Table 8. Physical characteristics of habitat in study sites used
for relative abundance surveys in tributaries to the upper Yakima
River, fall 1991. Sample date, pqr@ertage riffle, run, pool
habitat, total area, flow, and water temperature are shown for
each site.

Stream 'Date Percent Area Temp.
Section (m/day) Riffle Run Pool (m2) ("cl

UMT 1

UMT 2

8/22 46 32 22 425 . 17

8122 13 18 69 468 0.08 17

BAD 1 10/29 76 14 i o

BAD 2 10/29 41 59 0

BAD 3 lo/28 84 15 .l

MAN1

MAN2

MAN3

lO/lO

lO/lO

10/17

55 23 22

86 3 11

43 21 36

SwKl g/3 60 31 9

SWK 2 g/3 35 56 9

SWK 3 9111 36 23 41

BIG 1 10/25 40‘ 51 9

998 1.67 8

896 0.88 6

573 0.58 9

705 0.11 b

1242 0.26 b

846 0.08 b

9 0 4 0.07 b

839 O..lO 14

687 0.04 14

9 0 0 0.11 5

’ Flow too low to measuru.
b Data not recorded.
UMT = Umtanum Creek, BAD = Badger Creek, MAN = Manastacgh  .Creek,  SWK - &auk
Creek, BIG - Big Creek. Lower section numbers correapand-to lower elevation
oectiona  within a tributary.

on October 17. Of the 27 brook trout sampled on that date, 21

were mature-or spent (78%).

Study sections in Swauk Creek encompassed a wide range of

habitat conditions over approximately 24 km of stream. The

8,3
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lowest section of Swauk Creek contained the most species and

rainbow trout were common to abundant in all three sites (Table

7). The upper section contains a series of pools that were

formed through habitat modification. Consequently, the largest

percentage (41%) of pool habitat was found in this section (Table

The fish community in Big Creek was relatively simple with

only rainbow trout and sculpin observed (Table 7). This creek

had the lowest number of species observed of any tributary

surveyed. The habitat in Big Creek consisted primarily of runs

and riffles, with very little pool habitat available (Table 8).

Tributaries

Rearing Survey Summary

Salmonid abundance and species composition in tributary

index sites were very different between 'streams and years.

Taneum Creek and the Middle Fork of the Teanaway River had high

mean salmonid densities (Oc.13 and 0.18 salmonids/m*,

respectively) when the years and sections were pooled. Mean

biomass (g/m2) increased in Taneum Creek and the West Fork of the

Teanaway River between 1990 and 1991, while it decreased in the

Middle and North forks of the Teanaway River and remained

remarkably stable in Cabin Creek. In general, the mean lengths

of trout observed in tributary population estimate index sites
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were smaller in 1991 than they were the previous year. This

decrease in larger fish may be due, in part, to the occurrence of

a major flood event that occurred in the study area in November

of 1990. These larger fish (100-200 mm) would have been age 0

fish during the fall of 1990 when the flood occurred. Juvenile

spring chinook salmon were totally absent from all tributary

study sections in 1991 where significant numbers (up to 55% of

the total) were found in 1990. The flood may have increased pre-

emergence mortality of eggs which were deposited in the gravels

about two months prior to the flooding. Uppermost sites in most

tributaries contained higher species diversity (with respect to

salmonids) than did lower sites within a tributary. Dates and

sculpins were the species found most frequently in sympatry with

rainbow trout.

Physical habitat in tributary sites changed between -1990

and 1991. The percentage of the total area within most sites

that was pool habitat decreased between years,,while runs and

riffles accounted for more of the area in 1991. The flood may

have been responsible for some of this channel restructuring.

Kennedy and Strange (1982) found that densities of older trout

highly positively correlated to area of deep water (P <O.OOl) and

accounted for the majority of trout biomass. Rainbow trout

biomass in tributaries in 1991 was also strongly correlated with

pool area (N = 14, P < 0.001, R = 0.806) but poorly correlated in

1990 (N = 14, P = 0.393, R = 0.248).
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Rainstem Yakima River

Resident trout densities in the mainstem Yakima River were

much lower in 1991 than in 1990. Numerical density (#/km) and

biomass (kg/km) of trout decreased an average of 50% for all

sections pooled between 1990 and 1991. Changes in population

levels due to severe flood and/or natural variation, human

influences, as well as methodological changes in our surveys may

account for the reduction in abundance of trout in the Yakima

River study sections between years. A lower percentage of the

trout captured during 1991 were age 0+ trout during the fall

flood. This reduction suggests that the smaller length groups

suffered disproportionately higher mortality rates and supports

the theory that the flood was responsible for some of the

reduction in abundance in 1991.

Snorkel surveys in the upper two sections of the mainstem

Yakima River also revealed fewer small trout in 1991 thdn in

1990. Juvenile spring chinook salmon, plentiful in 1991, were

not observed in either of these upper sections in 1990. The

uppermost section of the Yakima River (Crystal Springs) was found

to have very few fish in the fall of 1991,. while a survey the

previous fall showed approximately 200 salmonids.

Species diversity generally increased with distance

downstream. Spring chinook salmon juveniles were less abundant

in the 1991 surveys.
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Relative Abundance Survevs

Surveys intended to provide semi-quantitative fish

abundance and distribution information were initiated on five

tributaries during the summer of 1991. Single pass

electrofishing in these tributaries was used to capture fish in

lower, middle, and upper elevation sites (each approximately 200

m long).Fish numbers were divided by the area of each site to

determine the relative density of the various species present in

each site. Criteria for the ranking of abundance across

tributaries was established based on the typical ranges of

densities observed throughout the tributaries in the study area.

Rainbow trout were classified as common to abundant (2.7 to

17.9/100 m*) in all sites, with the exception of the middle site -

in Manastash Creek where they were classified as afewq1 (l.O/lOO

m*) and the uppermost Manastash Creek site in which rainbow trout

were not observed. The lowest site in Manastash Creek had the

greatest species diversity (eight species) while lower Badger

Creek and Big Creek only contained two species.

By examining the data collected from individually tagged

fish that are,recaptured, it is possible to assess the net

distance moved as well as the net growth of the fish. Large
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numbers of tags have been placed in trout within the upper Yakima

River basin in the past two years (2,721 in 1990; 2,543 in 1991).

With a

1

arge number of tags placed in fish during spawning and

rearing surveys, many recaptures are made that may be used to

documen
t

individual fish movement and growth.

P Methods

In ormation on movement and growth of individual tagged

resident trout was available from tag numbers reported by

anglers, observations at Prosser and Roza dams, and

reobser ations during routine field activities.V In summarizing

data on growth based on tag data, fish lengths reported by

anglers were not included to ensure only consistent and reliable

methods ~were used. In addition, unless data was included on

specific location of capture, fish were excluded from the fish

movemen database.
t

Fish movement data was based on repeated

observations from field activities of the research team. Each

time a tagged fish was reobserved, locations were plotted and the
I

distantejmoved (since tag insertion or last observation) was

estimated using scale planimetric maps at a scale of l:lOO,OOO or

1:150,0 0, and a PECO map measurer. Fish recaptured 'in the same

section ~where they were originally tagged were assumed to have
I

not moved. Growth and movement data.were summarized for all

recaptured fish for which accurate length and capture locations
I

were known.



Results and Discussion

Of the total of 2,721 tags placed in fish in 1990, 135 had

been reobserved by the end of 1991 (51 in 1990; 84 in 1991).

Seventy-eight tagged fish were reobserved during 1991 that were

tagged earlier that year. For 1990 and 1991 combined, anglers

provided information on 75 tagged fish (35% of the total number

reobserved). Angler participation has steadily i@roved as the

number of tagged fish increases and anglers become -informed

through public presentations or signs placed at river access

locations. Juvenile passage facilities operated by YIN provided

information on four tagged fish (2% of total), while 134 (63%)

were reobserved during routine field activities of the study
1

team.

Pavement

Movement data compiled from tag information returned by

anglers, reobservations at dams, and recaptures during routine

field activities indicated a general lack of movement. Much of

the movement observed seemed to occur between sections within a

given stream or between adjacent mainstem Yakima River sections

(generally less than 4 km). However, limited movement was

observed from tributaries in which fish were tagged (Umtanum,

Badger, and Cherry creeks) in the springs of 1990 and 1991 to

mainstem sections in which they were reobserved in the fall of
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the same year (Table 9). In March of 1990, three rainbow trout

were tagged in Cherry Creek and were recaptured in the mainstem

Yakima River later that fall. In March of 1991, four rainbow

trout tagged during tributary spawning surveys (one fema1e.i.n

Badger Creek, one male and two other rainbow trout in Umtanum

Creek) were recaptured in the mainstem between May and November.

This limited information suggests that some trout in the mainstem

moved into the tributaries to spawn and then returned to theL

mainstem. However, individuals have been tagged in the mainstem

during the spawning season only to be recaptured in the same

mainstem study sectionduring rearing surveys in the fall,

suggesting that at least part of the resident population spawned

and reared entirely in the mainstem. The incidence of tagged

individuals in the same tributary and study section during both

spawning and rearing surveys suggests that there may also have

been fish in tributaries that did not move far out of a given

area. Admittedly, in some cases the timing of tagging and

recapture could obscure actual movements that were not reflected

in the data by the methods used in this study.
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Table 9. Summary information on tagged rainbow trout that were
recaptured in tributaries and mainstem Yakima River study
sections during 1990 and 1991. Stream (or mainstem section),
number of fish recaptured (N), percbht of fish that moved a
distance of 0 km (Zero), 0.1 - 4.0 km, and more.than 4.0 km,
percent of fish that moved from tributaries (Tribs) and mainstem
areas (Mainstem), mean number of days at large in 1990 (Days 90)
and 1991 (Days 91), and mean growth (mm/day) of trout are shown.
Pooled and mean numbers are given below the tributaries (Trib
Total)., and mainstem sections (Yak Totals).

Stream/ Distance No ed (I1 Percent Frq4L
Section N Zero C.l-4v  ~4.0 Tribe  Main&em  Days 90 Days 91 Growth

Tributaries

Umtanum 6

Badger 1

Cherry 12

Wilson 28

Taneum 2

Teanawayb  14

Ttib Total 63
Means

Mainetem

L. Canyon 68 96

U. Canyon 32 88

Eburg 7 71

Thorp 14 64

Cle Elum 9 100

Yak Total 130
Mea+

100

0

50

57

100

86

66 16 18 90 10 197

89

0 6 100 0

0 100 100 0

42 8 42 58

43 0 100 0

0 0 100 0

14 0 100 0

4 4 96

9 6 94

29 29 71

36 0 100

0 0 100

10 5 95

105

236

9

139

205

140

53

135 0.02

557 .

105 0.07

201 0.16

347 0.03

215 0.05

190 0.10

248 0.13

166 0.06

191 0.15

290 0.10

193 0.08

225 0.11

' Accurate length not available for recaptured fish
b Middle and North forks pooled
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Growth

Growth data gathered from individual tagged fish was pooled

for tributaries and mainstem Yakima River sections and means are

summarized in Table 9. Wilson Creek fish exhibited the highest

mean rate of growth (0.16 mm/d) of any tributary or mainstem

section examined. Growth rates as high as 0.46 mm/d were

recorded for Wilson Creek trout. Trout in other tributaries

generally displayed lower rates of growth. Wilson Creek appeared

to have high densities of freshwater shrimp in and around

submerged macrophytes. The abundance of these amphipods may help

explain the phenomenal growth rates seen in this creek. Trout in

the majority of tributaries grew less than a third as fast as

fish in Wilson Creek. However, one brook trout was recaptured in

Cabin Creek that grew at a rate of 0.48 mm/d.

Resident trout in the mainstem Yakima River grew an average

of 0.11 mm/d, which is a slightly higher rate than the mean

growth rate of trout in the tributaries (Table 9). Within the

mainstem Yakima River, the highest rate of growth was observed in

the Ellensburg section (0.15 mm/d). However, the mean length of

trout in this section was relatively small in comparison to other

sections (Table 6) which may partially explain why trout there

grew faster than trout in 'other areas of the mainstem. The

highest growth rate for individual trout in the mainstem was 0.50

mm/d from a trout recaptured in the Lower Canyon section.
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Because 'our sampling m&bods:&nclude theruse of . ..!I- CV: '~. .,

electrofishing, caution--should:IW;usedi  in referring to thsse

growth rates as characteristic of'.fish that werainot axposadto

electrofishkng (unexposed‘fish may:grow-tast;er)+2z&z  et &l.

1986'): The data are use&Ii however; in comparing relativakj-I:-.

growth rates between streains and se&ions of+the mains-, & the

collection methods were,sLmi&ar in most circumstances. - %,

: ' . . ., J

,

Genetic. investigations of-:. resident -trout populations- above

Roza Dam have mu&tipAe objectives.. T-se are to: $1) ,deWrDttie

vs. wild ancestry, and (3) assess tools to dj,scr@nimht;9  syapsipcic

--&dent trout fromj%venile s~eeitheWi"tmu~i! m ad&it;kcm,

of 1991. Results fr6m work aaccnnp~fshed  aftefLth&~tiaka wiU ,be
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presented in. a future progre+ssCreport ;,.'f' IQ: As imp~ptant ,.ta note

that all results should be-.,eons;idgred-.prs,lim~rtsry,  ,Until final:

genetie analyses are comp3etedi, . '-'):.i. * ,ii : a

As described in. Bindman et? a3, <X991); fox! qa@ling

purposes, tributariee in the study area were divided ,into"pro-

established areas or clusters according to geographic pronriaity

and similarities in stream morpholoQy,,elsvation and gradient.

Target sample sizes in tributaries were approximately 100 fish

per cluster. The mainstem of the Yakima River was divided into

seven reaches based on c&teri;a s,iml$.a$..t;s-'IZhose  applied to

tributaries. A total of 25 fish were targeted for collection

from each mainstem reach::' Sample treatment in:the f iald .and

laboratory was as describ&d by Rindman:,et;Pt+::: i(~~991).:dndJLppom@ix

A. Sample processing, protocoi"; and s..i*ticaL.analysit !&B:~~so

described in Appendix A. i- -.. ..r . .7

Results of.the>initial  analysis suggest&-.that:~cansid&g&&le

genetic',variation  exists within the~~sam@ed~%q~(Appendix~  A).

'Sampled resident trout tended to~be~includ&%;&n  onei~f:t~:.::~

general population cl-usters4  r(:l).Yak-intaRiver mainstem:+WtWs

2-7) and ~trfb@szh~ies b&low- RllensbUrg-Ba~::$2) UpPar- YM~ipb i>

tributaries and upper mains&&n- (secti~p &),z~~:(S~ triMm

b&keen :E3lensrlptsug'.Da~.an~'~ls  EMi ,in0~ the-T~-~~er

.' complex. Fi&h in.thWlatter group appu~ar t~~be&a$@y di&&inct

from fish in th&'mafnstem Yakima River,.: There'eppesrs to hqve:

been relatively little contrPbution  by hatcher$~sainbowtrti
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in sampled populatioU&v.: In gmer&l,. &dence of hatchery

ancestry was greatest in the cluster comprised of lower

tributarfeksand~mainstem areas (aluster ~2)~ andleaat'ia

tributaries between:Bllensburg Dam and Cle Elum (cluster~sJ-.

.The.'results of genetic samp1ing.M analym todateS~~:

provide much information -ful.~ in-~characteriting  tha ~biological

attributes and status of resident trout in the upper Yakima cSr

River, and should, contribute towardsl pevelepmemt of a ~s~%lid

baseline for.long term~m&nit&ing of genetic change~:on~*Cbe.YFP

is implemented. Additional samplkq. W&s accompli8heSdn  thwfall

of 1%91 and duringlq9% :;Incorporation  of additi.oW&inform&ion

should greatly.enhance,and..refine the interpMtat~m.~of  d&a';--~i

presented herein, especially Wit& respect 9atto the tempbral,~ =~;'i..+

stability ofpreliminary patterns of gene&S& structur%-...~-.z

identified. Additional data+ :couplqd wfth~tzM&Wtent~a~t~i~t

of sMmpling.target leve@* w&l1 also alleW2the exWm32oic~wi#&Lj;nc

year variabi-lity to be evaluatedd~ :: :k, i%. ' .-T ! .-x4 :? :'-?:
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a greater number of larger.ands olderiresid@nt tr&mt were-present

in the lower ebvation !tributar$es than were present inithe upper

elevation tributaries.- Trotat~coblected'in  Cherry; .yOSS~ni~J~aral

Badger creeks:ranged in length from-79 to 465 mm.“. W%lson Creek

contained fish o;f the larQe&t:mean  length-.(909,  i&m). of any .

tributaryor. ma&astern section in thes.study~area,  &s-well-a&. the

highest:lndividuaL:fish fecundity counts of all arm safnlC;Zed;i'

Upper:.elevation tributaries (Tanexam;- Swauk, t&e T#%&n&wayi$pgstga,

and Big Creek) contained very few trout gasat&rth&n~29@ Q&;-with

the majority averaging Imps-jthan 15O~mm.+ 5 ._--. .r .: 1’ +p-x-y<

Based on the inf&rmation collec&ed fromthe 19Bl spawnin&

surveys,.$we estimated that peak spawn&ng activity in Umt&u&m;c..-

Creek occurred from'mid*Waroh  to the ba#pinn4ng.of.Ap@i&~'  ,.@@r?~

Badger, Cherry, and Wilson creeks, the percentage;of:s&xually;

mature fish peaked in mid-April. For Manastash and Swauk creeks,

the time of spawning appeared to peak in late April to early May,

and in the Teanaway system all three forks showed a peak in

spawning activity in June. Too few trout were collected in Big

and Cabin creeks, and the Cle Elum River for us to speculate on

the time of peak spawning there. As distance upstream increases

through the study area, spawning activity appears to be slightly

delayed. Colder water temperatures, later into the spring, are
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most',likeiy responsibl&;fcr tha ,de&ayed spawnin+~activityy,, :

The percentage of,!sexually‘8nature,tro~-~~ eachtributsrc-lg,

study section'indic%te&:amE3re-rainbcw trout spawningoccurred

within each tribdairy. With'the brc%ptioA. aI? u@per Cherry Creek

(poorspawn%ngihabbtat avia-ilabl$) & host-area& sampled con&!&Mad

sexually matwe. trout;:* XJthelc: excegHd.aaw i8u&ude the -uppermom&

section of Taneum-Creek and-the uppermost secticn of the We@&

F&W61 the.l?eanaway'Rfvcr, hoth~iofwhich .wer&-5 limited&y smabl

sample sizes. L :‘ I' 9

' The pres&nce of fish. with kooking~injuriea .'ind.&cated 'that

fish'maay'spend 'at leatit.part of their Xife ;cyc&e ik the ma&n&em

of the Yakima River wIQare':#&ngling pr&aure i,sgreate@t~~ andu@e

-@ome trYbutarG1 for xtpawnLng:@~~;?~  ~The&i$he& -centage

of hook-scarred"fish (23%) in ZL: tributary oaurred ir&hq~loWer

sec%fon~of Wils'on Creak, while.&me~evi&@ce .qf: pmv.ious re

by angl-ers wa@ al* noted in QmtamUm;.~Cherry$  Be i,zEm :a

"&reeks; -I?6 fish with h--scars werecaptUre&.-,fn M-S rp ;.

* Swauk,~ 'the TeanhiWay~syt#tem, .or Big and ‘Cd?i;n~~er&eke.  i '. -:i+ .<. :: : ..-

2 Averages conditlton. tactorrr~-:~n'thezir)~rin~Bf-~erpt~~~~~;~?

.upper Yak,Xma Riger baain,rai&#w trout ag@eared  to be~:l;owi? Q&ly

one tributary (Swauk Creek) reached the~,~~~~diifdr-~i~i;'i

trout (mean = .i..12) reported :by Carlander_.(E969). +I ,

Fecund&Q@ was det#brmkned for dll :larCture~-iQ~la:,tr~~?~~

for genet$c')&naly#iI#. The mean number of eggs;@er fishrnmU&ged

from'342 ?(mean‘FL 3: 182 mm, Taneum;Creek) ,to2,f5& :&ream~.F&xr 386
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mu, W.ilson Creek). Fish length *rpla&nad 62% of-the var&&&o#,in

number of eggs while fish weight explained 90%.

.S8xual matur*ty, of fishiin the.&owqr Canyon section (pqqgion

1) peaked in February' (26%).,while:fishin  the?Upper CaAyon,~-I

(seotion 2) and Ellensburg (section 3) sect&oW; h,ad the hig,hs6$

pbrcentage  of serm~llyapa~~e,fish.in~.Mar~hl  Trout i-n the Thorp

area (section '4). peaked in sexual matur&y.+.duriAg  April SU$V@yS

and fish -fn the Cle Elum section (sect&.an 5) appeared.to.pea&$n

February (17%). However, high water conditions in&&bitsd .j .T

effective .el.ectrofishing  success duriAg.Manch .a~! J$pri&.,. This

pattern is, 89miLar to, the tributary -restit (ii~~e.:&.+;d&*Ac*-j

upstream increases, spawnkng ackivftiy ,appeared $0 pw& Jater )i..

A total of 736 rainbow trout wsr~:~~~tyr~d!~r~~~i~~~~

slurveys on the mainstem Yakinm River .With 6 iMWmIleAgth .$?f,27j3 mm

(range 73-498 mm),. Scale ana~lysis 'has ,A& 378P.bS-eR wmg&t$fy&3m

trout from the maiA&em of the YaPrtiaiRiver bu$ the- 1e-r. '..i

freqeAcl;es'appear.  to indicate-that tplnrpe w@re thqee:gtrw yq+ar

classes of rainbow trout (age X+,2+,, arrcl~3$~,I.wl,~:~~~~g~.i~r

classes- f4+ and 5+). The.- largest ~aiebow...tm%t4g-~oag&~rq&  as well

as the largest mean size ,on maiAstem swV@~S wQs.i~,.~~h~-~N~~

Siding section (sectioA 6)..& ~ .. ;- : <;,. ,-~~,f; ,I!

Hook-scarred*fish were evident in a&L. sectkons,*,&th $he 3

e#cept&on of 6 and 7, (small sample~aizea)~, a~& thrhhwst

incfdence was insections l.aAd 2127%). .The-RerceA@age~of .~~-.,

sexually mature trout was-similar (range 10% - 24%) in all,,
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secticmvindic~4Ang  spamxhg oC@urred .thro~ghot& tlm;qmin+hmI sf

the Yakima River. The average condition factor for al&@@&j.ons

pooled was- 3ow (0.77) -and generally increase&&n #m.:hl;qher

(upstream) areas. ' *l“,,. .,.: .'

.The Nationa.& &arine Fisheries Serv&e..(3?B@S).  concur&!ent&

conducted radiotelemetry studies to dbf,ine.&b@ spa&&4&:.andi ;:-.-

temporal distribution of steelhead spawn&r@ throughouti&he Y#kbma

River basin. This research, coupled with o~~'spawt&+g sUrv@ysr

will he&p identify the temporal and &#patial.owlap  ba?$Zween~

spawning steelhead and resident trout. Once the spawning mew

are identkfized~~t'w~ll be peseibJ,e to mora..accq@ateLy estimate

the probab%%&ty of interact%ons.:~

Popu-Xation Mtimates in the-trLMtzariea.ehow&  b'w&de r-8

of densi&ieS and species distr&butLonsbetwebstwsen A990 #nd.l99$.

Abundance; of,~rainbow ,tropt was,~~~,~~l~~~t~,,(th.oeEai,_.  _

closer to the mouth) while autthroat~troutwere  %IQ%WP~~WM&& Y.&n

upstream ar888', ii:A flood in Late~P99O;*ay ~~JQ?&B&&*&~~&&,z

atience of juWniIe~spring:-ch&nook :&n tharfa%;,3 ?mkt

wellas-, the demxas&@ mubets oEr~~~~~e?-~~~~uf 4-W

spawns in ~#zher&zd&) An .Cabin;Creqk. ,' ::, IL; il'i.? UT: mus11~1 :KZ.~?

Habitat'inZrributWy  sites Was al?tered*.&W%e~ijb999-~

1991i--presuatabIy  'by $%t .fWMX;. with tha' p.e~entag~ o&w&% y:-!

present being less in 1991.' -.T~w &f-s of. ~~~-!&%cMJ&~ th~,-~;

habitat and fish~community  were most. eviden& &n.Cab$,nCrq&

where the steepness of the terraincas weil as~~t@&iM@V.~~-Wgg~ng
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'histm-yappeared t&provide little raslist+mx to'the im#&cta4@

f l o o d i n g . .‘: I

Kainstem Yakima River trout population estimates werat '.-

considerably lower in the fall of 1991 than they were a ye&r

earlier. A large.'flood event, as well as m@pntent and ~methods

modif icatfonW between yea=,. may have~i~fluenced~.estimated :. :,

population sizes. SimFiar to the trend observed in+trihutarierr,

juvenile spbing ch-&nook salmoh.were  alsmless abundanlt,-in the

Yakima RiVBr study sections tin 1991 than they were the,+mvious

year. ' : < y. I r r'

.(
Relative ~abundance ~'suzveys prueded 'semi+uamt&tat&m  data

of the distribution and relativei.de&i+y:.of~ aIiJ-q&&8&mmf,f&&h

present in &ect~ons of -five tributaries. 4W3&ow'tmMt~re

found'in 'all:but one trfbutary.  L(I&udy 'site +upp&?mos~~Mzubsta-tTrsh~

Creek). The- great%@ species. divmeity wm&&%ve& i~rtftrt.~lrower

appeared nBucW.Mwer-in 1991 than iri-1998 reaa$ng'sumPe~.

(pres'uma;bly  du&ti%thezNovembW  l§9@Tlood) and,Wezm prtaprept~crnly

in the -1otiFstudy sectixm:~% Namstash Creek. Other Spm&m..;

pres&% included4xdsMe shiners b suckers-, laxtp@ey,, whitefish,!

northern '&uawf%sk:, and hatchem: steelhead (in 1981.onILy, _I
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the Teanaway River drainage).

Data on movement,of tagged .rpinpOw trou.t suggested there:; 3. I '.. a.
was little seasonal or annual movement within the study area.

Some movement, however, was documented between lower elevation
.'Y I^' , .".IL

tributaries and the mainstem Yakima River. Information on

relative rainbow trout growth (from tagged individuals) showed
T 'i; : ,I 8‘ _ i ;..,. ." .il '. '::* :..., .; E 9 ; - *'

high growth rates in Wilson Creek and portions of the Yakima
~ : t.: I' f: :: : :1 : ,,.1 &,*g .: : .i 58 .:

River mainstem. j . . - -,i- i:, 4‘ .,

Considerable genetic variation exists within the trout
: .- . i .1 1 ( ~ _. ,I / ::, .*'J"[; ii ;;J;r:,' ,:. -. J‘.

populations sampled. Three general population, clusters were-,. _j - , 'y I x., L

identified in the Yakima basin above Roza Dam.I 6. I..? 5 _. _ ;. .,* ". :.: :

., .i( .;-.;
,; -,
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:
" 'Research on species"interactionS tas“ir&t$ated pribkily to

.h
investigate the guestion of what'imp&ts,

I-'
if agy'j supplementation

-:
with artificially-produced spring chinook salmon 6nd steelhead.

trout would have'.on pre-existing resident troutin the 'upper
cv 1' ', _, -:

Yakima River basin. Current research activities are diver&;
I :I 't. ;

including baseline assessments of trout '&awning and rearing'

distribution, abundance, growth, and genetic characteristics (see

Baseline Phase, this report). In coordination with these

baseline work efforts, the Washington Department of Wildlife

initiated specific experiments to examine potential interactions

between resident trout and supplemented salmonids in 1990. This

information will be useful in the short term as management and

policy-related issues arise in the ongoing decision-making

process, and will lay a foundation for future planning and

monitoring of long-term effects following implementation of the

proposed Yakima Fisheries Project.

Research planning has identified two discrete stages of

potential investigation of species interactions. The first phase



iticluders; an 3mmssWnt~,~f th~~&iMct "effe&s of:A.ntmrwtib-

between released (%@Wheq) ~4%tiszs& ps$8wJxisting .naturak&y~. :--.?

prodU!Md Ii&B&. .TheSe effects may-be man~fested,by~.faceomaP.s%&&

as direct.uM#@etilzion  -for food.&H~;e~~ gen@tic iMrogr?8~Aa,

and/or predation; -The secondpha&4 requires an evaluatj2enof :.

interactions between.-~nal%taPLy produced offspring of-r&urn%ng.;

adult hatclmryi fi#?% and pm-exkt%xig n&&al-&y prodwed f!#&hs.

The first phase c&n b8 add~essed'hn,~~.s~rt-tsrarrQi.eL  q~y@ars)

by examining the effects of test.releases of hatchery-.-S&tab-  In

contrast, evaluation of the :-effects of phase-two~fnt%Ea~tioMI..

will require more elaborate and::,lorrg&  term:~experimerita~&  designs.

Investigation of both levels of interactfons experimeM,aC&on.ib

warranted an&haS:Ojc8& id&ntified:.in  the 1990 YFP P~~Pa&&lity

Working Plan (PFWP). The studies described in this report.ase;T

primarily related.tc$;tHe fi!rst pha88 of! &nt%ra&t;iOtiS:i f

investigation. : '_ i <i 8 ._'1 1 L ) . . / ..'

To examine the effects of hatcheiy steelhead smolts on

resident trout we- releaCed~~33j000 hatch%--rear8d Steelhead in a

trfbutary of the uppPr,Yakima~Ravetr.ii, Th%~~%XjB%r&llW&al  releases

were designed to be consistent with planned volitional releases

from YFP acclimation facilities as described in the YFP Predesign

Report (PDR- X998)-;' Se.leCtiOn of t~study.~stream  and arallple

sites therein! utiP&zed-auailt;ible ihE4rraa8fqn~les~.~prro~  9~:-.:i~~

accP%matioil sites to tiatiimiae-th8  potentPal<, inMediate, ind. '-

futtire contribution'to YIP planninq!and monitoring on&e,YBB: .,:
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facf;LLtiecc are operational. Although axper~n~tba .cu&Tentqy

fOCUS8S on ~interactions  betw8en resident :tZW&l& and hatchery

steelhead trout, 'it also encompaasrs naturakly pro@szed-~&zwgi.

chinook salmon. 'We have.eqpha;sizsd i.ntN?aCtioIIS b+tWe~2r8Sident

trout and steelhead because t&x8-great%& likelihood fur .c

interactions is anticipated to mcqur b&men stmlhead;snd,

resident trout. Resident rainbow trout and St%elh%sd.are most

likely to interact because they are tM same speofes and share

many early.life history requirements. Hatohery steaUhead.smo~t

releases are designed to be replicated over -a total of.four;

years, wLth the final smolt,relehse  occurring in..2994, and final

data collection in 1995: - :

'The primary objectives @f&the, @wren& .atzperinmntal &wiqm

are to: !

1. Determine how iteleasas of hatchery steelhrad,smolts;qay

impact resident trout in a treatment stream. ._ -':r:.,~:-.

, '3. : _., . 'f

a. Assess the ocourrence',of  ressdualism-,by:hatchsr]F; .-

steelhead and inveatigate.its.in~3uenos~oa ~re&Nbg%

trout. ,. .)

-:l :. i t"r . . '; i .

This report covers only,the first year of~k.a~multi-y8ar  rACV

study, and the data .presenbed herein,should ba c6nsfdstrtd :'.: :..

preliminary. It Should be emphasised that: hatchery fish produced

by the YFP are expected to be more similar tom wild fish than
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traditional  hatchery productsi. Yakima Fisheries Pro3ect=fitiJ,-.

will be produced using ,innovativ8tbreodstOck  seleotioq,Gmatingj-S

and rearing strat8giee;.  Obvfous~y, since pro&uction cf‘thi~e.~

fish has not yet begun, it we8 necessary to use;:a sur~!ogate'~:s--

hatchery product for the,present .&nvestigations (i.ec,‘ ~3:; ?...-

traditionally rearti fish from the Yakima.H#tchery).  ~These

hatchery fish were assumed to be of lower overall gtaaE%ty .%han:

those to be produced by the YFP facilities. With respect tO:'th%

behavior of Individualsffsh  fe;g. expression of ceapet$bLVe ;:I.

tendencies), the extent to which test fish-.used..kn  these.i8tmdies

would represent eventual YFP production is unknown. However, the

fish used in this study may @ovida a point of reference upon

which to make 'teasonable inf@renceS a3dut the tj@%~M Qdttent of

potential interactions after ixnpletientat$on ol? ~th%~YEB.br;;lnsi.:~~

addition, this work prdvides a valuable opportunbtyi to~deve3.o~

and >8isseseli  gong-fe@mUt&nitoring :approacrhes.'. 3 . ~5: I ,_ L;J. ::-.,?&A

This study:tdoes not presume that~s~imonG%M&n~the  '&#zm@~~q

area are at carrydng:capikAty. Moreover; :it ;A& uaU#tlyubhag:~x

many (if an@) sa&modfd4:stacrks--  ini I%& uppW~Yalr.&m&~--:;

River basin are current&y at ornear carryi~g~capas~tyo~~~e~~~-!

relatfonsh~p'of exj,sting~

capacsty is &lso"yet unoledrd.-' Nbttiral. f ~rditaip~p~;l;a0aossc;aa:.e1F13~~

near carr@ng cagacdty would bV“expected  %oiabe the~~olt'dcens?&,ive

to influences. $rom -,a&y type of;"bioafc~pe~turbation'sucrh as': r *

hatchery releases. However, it is not necessary that populations
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exist at carryinglcapacity ta investig&e species intar~tisns~

during,a phase in which anadromous fish populations:are naturally

rebuilding (i.e. due to recently completed p-age improv~ents).

Such ;a-situationreflects the ourrent status of anadromous fish

populations in the upper Yakima River waters-d. j ..E* .I .':. .-
., _ 1 ..I , 1. .- ,I

In an integrated, coe@erative relationship with this~s&Mdy,

Central Washington University (CWU) examined food availability.,

and utilization of resident trout and hatchery steelhead-w&thin

the study.area. Preliminary findings from. their study wtll,be~.

summariaed in this report.

" s-

Study Area.

The North Fork of the Teanaway.River (NFT+(Figure 1) ,~a@.:-

selected as the primary treatment stream for'smolt releases~s.;.,,

because acclimation facilities (where hatchery fish will be.

reared for a time prior to volitkonal releaseas smolts).~ wece-

proposed to be built there, and,it had a population-of naturally

reproducing residentstrout. Resident trout in the NF'T were. :

predominantly rainbow trout, .with some outthroat and very few-.-:

brookLand bull trout (in the immediate study area). The ;.<.

principal study location.:Bn the tyeatmaent  area included-the, $.

lowest 2.0 ,km of -Jungle Creek (a tributary to.tha NFT) and the

lower 11.7 km of the NFTi::, The North Fork:is.aRproximatsly 3B64

km long and drains an area,of 245.5 km2. The Jungle Creek; '- -'
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drainage is much smaller (16+;a:k## and the total length (5.0 km)

geomorphology of WWIWrth PozktWo~h' gravelrscou&mg~am&-+" :

redeposit&on. Th6 physf&al:~~:ff~s of i3xqfW on~~mmgXe-$2mm#

wefe-‘less noticeaBl*. .6tlmer S-isbspe&es--Wnt  in titslstrsW@s

area included mm&In.-whitefish, bridgelip sxioker,~~~l&$g@~:

entire Yakima River basin while other reseapzh-mqtiv&iQrc~~~

i



Mhthods 1 .I,~ . . -J -J..‘*

TefitFistr P~wkisua

Test fish were ofespring from wi3d summex,~stes3head aW4ta

trapped:at Presser Dam durin&.the late fall of- 1989 ,sknd ,abar&,.,.

spring Qf 1990,. ilrcrodstock -were transported to the WDW Yakima

Hatchery for holding until spawning.in early to la.t#.spri~~~~~f~~

1990. Incubation a& early -rearing occurred at the Y-akima -.

Hatchery Ming standard WDW-protocol. Appr~imately,60,,.~00,, ,:- -.

,presmolts were transported to the WDW:Nelson Spr.ings raoeway,in

early 199-Z. An attempt was made.to grade, sepurata  and free&e-

brand.different size-classes ,of gresmolts for experimental ; :

wrpw= I but facility limitations ;proh.ibiW& cQmplete.isol.&&on

of different experimental groups.within the raceway, !

of.release, smelts ranged-from 22.9 per+kg;(10.0,:per lb..)<fto 12.8

per kg (5.8 per lb.,):. The major&e.. of the fish .rrs3,eamd-~(W-%).  1

aeeraged~l2:8  per kg.. Y. 'i : : ,;,: ; :. . . ,:i' * 1 -r ri,"+

. 'i -: 3 ..,, 1. ., ,

*. :-I! ; c.., 7 ,- <

to rear 33,000 fish for,the.:finqL few:-mmks~,&@x-~W  :Wol&ti@naQ

the outmigration pattern that might be expected from-su& 8:. Y:.Y.~

facility by releasing three groups of hatchery steelhead smelts

over a period of ten days, into a pool in Jungle Creek
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approximately. 0.'5 km:-above the south. ,This s&e was adjscent,to

a prdposed acclimation facility site;; On May 6,. 1991, 15,022

(12.8/kg) fish were released, followed by,l1,024l (12.8/kg) onMay

8 and 5,500 (22.Ojkg):on Way B. srrrx\pal maturity, -andAsngth and

weight information was colQected*from a subsample (N - .50) of

each of the three rUeam groups. Condition factor .wae 1 .iq,. a

calculated using the folltiwingeq&%ti&n  (Pulper et al.~%S83): ,

CF = gS x 1Os)~.OOQ

L3 , :

Where: CF = condition factor

W ='#eight ingrams. " ^!,. v it '

L = fork length inmillimeters

I

i /_-:

,.  :

<
-..  .

‘.!;  :’

To quantify,the Wmber of‘hsrtchery steelhead and r#sids&r

trout etiiguratirrg fromthe treatment-streamt  a trsversing-fyksdaet

.was operated daily from. April 22 to BIay;~SB at a. site~fl.4 ~&tv~~i -?

below the mouth of Jungle CreekLand-017 km+above the aosf&uqnos

of the North Fork withthe :mainstem:T(eanaway River. The.-fyko net

was placed in the.r$ver‘using hydraulic winchss.aBd~pos&&&oning

cablee; which spanned the river (Chilcote et al6 1980), .Th##.,nut

i*'
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(graduated mesh from 12.7 mm near opening to 6.35 mm at,cod en@)

had a 1.8 m x 1.8 m opening suspended by a.frarne of 25 mm +&eel;

pipe, which had a diving plane mounted on its lower edge ($QE

more information on the concept of a traversing fyke system 888

Tyler 1979 and Davis et al. 1980): The net &was positioned &.&he

thalweg in an area where the stream width was approximately 19 to

12 m. The average depth at the position of .thenet was I

approximately 1.0 m and the diving plane was in contact with the

substrate at all times. Sampling occurred from.April 22 to 29,

24 h/day. From April 30 to May 5, sampling was conducted only

during hours of darkness (18:00 to 08:OO PDT), after it had been

determined that the vast majority of the @m&grants were captured

at night. We do not know if fish moved during the daylight but

avoided the net because it was visible, or if fish movement

simply occurred primarily at night. From May 6 through May 12,

sampling occurred 24 h/day, and it wqa.confQm~-<that  most,&sh

continued to be captured during low light con$?bt&a~~ tbr the

remnainder  of th8 period (May-13 through R~@y:3.&),~the _$+rap.was

operated onlyTat night. Enumerating.captured  fi;ams andafeanlng

the trap.of debris consumed about lQ$a 30 minute8 ssch,tQna the

trap was checked. Thds cleaningzof the trap accounted forabout

.2 hours of each sampling day that was ,not fished, : : " !.

Most fish oaptured in %he trapwere impinged &gain&,$h@,

downstream end of the net by the currentand mortality.rafes,  were

high. Attempts were made to minimize mortality of wild fish by
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checking the net frequently and by placing captured-ti&h4n the

water immediately upan removalL3rom the net. : ,-ALLof-the wild

st8elhead SmcJts thalq,did not survj,ve:.&rf&pping3fexe @aced on,&ry

ice and preserved for" gen~LIC.S&t~.~ide~i~'ltcat~ Salntmkds r

were identified by sp'ecies- and hatcher-w. or .wild or&&n& w&gh8d,

measured,, tagged.'(fksh  -rlZO mm), und sumr&ying wild, -fish were

released. Naturally pr&+duced steelbd'-smolp;S  werea.& d

from Wild.reSident trixzt based on tierM$ physica& ,..l iI.:

characteristics such as overa,% silvery apgnmrae.,  lack:MZ@#rr

marks, dark banding on the posterior margin of the.caudaL@&i r

and a slender body shape.

. x '7 -rii L. 9 .:;i I ;?X &,'* f "is..

Jungle Creek Trap ,:: >. . ._* . .

We operated a small downstream migrant. trap"at the--Wh'of

Jungle Creek from May.29 through June:---lE* de&ermine t&@.%!C~:

and timing of emigration of resident md test fksh : th0i.x .<

release stream. Trapping'on JungXqtCre8k&ec$arditwo  -Wu&~:d@#'

th8 f$nal release of hat&beryste8&head to al&~.t:t#Aa&+&t@-Qf

them to emkqrahe .unimped8d.  i The number ofSfiah e&grat&ag :@s :

directly after the smelt-release was too h&h.&%senugarua@&. T$&8

trap was of similar design<:to that used,to~tlersp- a&&t E~iaBansi 1.

trout in~Umtanum Creek (~ee'gass~i~.~~sace;,~~,~~‘~r~~~~

trap was checked daily and all fiti:w8re':anunM@&etQ  W&g-i4

measured and tagged (fish >120 mm).
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Rosa Dam j..

A permanent downstream migrant trap at the fish bypass at.

Roza Dam was used to assess movement timing of hatchery stealhead

released in Jungle Cr88k. Data on fork length, Lweight,, and. date

of capture of test fish were collected daily dram May 4 to June

14 (M. Johnston, YIN, pers. comm.). Rjo‘sa Dam is.locatsd -12.9 km

downstream from the mouth of Jungle Creek*: Estimates of th8

total number of test fish emigrating past Roza DzM were not-.'

available because capture efficiencies for this facility were i

undetermined.

Chandler Canal (Presser Dam)

A permanent downstream migrant trap, operated on a,...'

diversion canal at Prosser Dam (Chandler Canal) was ue8d to

investigate movement and survival of stealhead ra3.~8amd  into

Jungle Cr88k. The Chandler trap is located 24J:;km dou#wtzea~:~f

Jungle Cmek. W&h-on8 exception, the collection of data:~.Wst

fish waS-fd8ntical to that-4eSoribgd above for.BoSa Dan-@. Kahn,

YIN, pers, comm.). -In contrast to th8 data avail-ah&4 ~frcm '2.

a&iv&ties, at Roea Dam, it was possible to estimat-eth8,tota".

number of test fish emigrating past Prwser Dami because 1 ~3

enttiainment,rates,and  aSSociated capture efficienaiea.'had b8en

determinrd (a, K&n, YIN, pers. comm.).
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Pyki Not -Cslbbrition Rolease8.ir5 L. ."": ' ! -% 1. ;'

W8 d&mined 3he capture efficiency of.ithe-fyke netpI by 3::

'releas,ing known-nurnbers'&f'-m&&B hatchery~&eeBicbad ;u@Wre'ajr oif

the net. Releases wer& m&de from April ~22.throughjiay~X, and _

again on May 20, 1991i Each often groups of LFdt&her$ steelhead

smolts were differentially markedan@release& .-o~~..tha~&#%tb&nk

of the North PorR of the WanaWay Riv&r, .apRroximately I.3 h.l;-

upstream of tbe'trap;p&ng~.Xocati~. Important:assW#tZonaf xc":,;

associated with determknation df tz'apping effic!ie=ieM h thh-

case wez% that: '(1) :ial-1 marked *fish migratedI-paiur@  thejtrap '(e.g.

none remained in -the release area or w8re re@oued:‘by -predat;ars):,

(2) all-released fLsh had an equal; chdnc8.of being captured, ,and

(~)'~trcrpp~ng,p~~to~~,.for  ;effio&ency ~t8stS:W8s,ithia rSLbae -as Ma*

of &ut%ne sanipl$ng. To assess the.?vakLdQty  of th&~ firqt .' ,'

assumption, snorkel surveys LSJBPB oondueted &n tbei.areb -b8twe&2

the site of fish release and the location of the fyke net.

Capture efficiency of a given group was ~filr~-a-~~;.~he.tnwPPber  ofI-, _.

masR~;ff~~.:rec;a~ed--  divid&by'th& m#mr~f -km@. fj,-ph

1 released.' Flow dataWas not 'aoa&hable: foxw~WsSil -Ireport.,-  ibtht:'bSd

,: effeo%s‘on captire.edf&ciency ,wi&:l be'extifnad in--futurq~~~epol.

trout .hnd released steelhead was ob#?!a&ned?belore  and aftercl&&z

outmigration period -by;canducting  .popu~ft~anr-.est~aters;.? -rf: :r.TI.‘
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Numerical fish density and biomass,were  det8rmined.:dn lW..m index

sections of the North Fork of.the Teanaway River.and Jungle

Creek. ,Multiple removal populatinn estimates (Zippin 1958) w-8

calculated in two sections-of the2 North Fork of ths T8anaWay

.River in the fall 6f 1990 (section 1 on 10/8/90 and sectionr2.on

19[2/90) ,and in.the same sections in the,fall of l991-:(9/9f91 and

10/4/91, respectively),. The Nqrth Fmk sites used in this

portion of the study are the same as th-.-referred to in the

Baseline Phase of this report. Population .estimates in the lower

100 m of JunglerCreek were conducted QIZ March 8, 1991. and <again

on September 5, 1991. Densities of both resident trout.~.and

hatchery steelhead were also determined during underwater

sampling activities (se8 ne* s8ction). Some hatchqry,qW8lhead

were captured in other areas:df the upper Yakima basin.:byi:MDW.  I

while conducting baseline data oollectfon. .y, :

/ , $- I.

Ynderwater Observation& i. ~- '!

Snorkeling techniques wer8 u%ed to cbtQiiJlk:dnf~r;lsn@'iSo@.Qn.+

behavioral interactions-in JurSgle Creek and+*the North Fork.of-the

:Teanaway Rfverb Xn Additisn tczreqording.behavPoraL linfsmation,

the number of fish present by species and origin (hatchery or

wild) was visually estimated in pre-established index:sitq#.

Three: index sites were.located.in Jungle Cre8k .and nine: index

s&t& were in the.Borth F8rk of the Teanaway River. In, Jungle

Creek, sites 1A and 1B were qpproXimat8&y,35Q  m and 200..m, *I
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.--reiapect~vely,.ab~~~~e  release site, whexeas+site:3  :was I-ted

'abo*-80 m-43elow~4338 release writs, In the Worth Fork of.the r

Teanaway sites were located 200 m and 60 II upotrea%. frmHWt~ ,

mouth of Jungle Cm& (sites .SA:and 38, respectively). The

remaining-seven sites &rS the North Fork of the.~Taanaw~~i-t8ft~~,

4A, 4Br ,5A, -5B, ,6A1-6B, and 7) ,were located from LB8 W&o%&&nI

below the mouth of Jungle Creek. 'We ahose imdex aPtas ba8ed ms

location,, habitat estxxtcture and ,presenoe of msidexit ffsb;::.:Ani

additional constraint was that the habitat had;to be acc@esJsbla

to snorkelers withoutdisturbing fish. Index'silms :uaeaLfor,,

underwatea: observation-of fish ranged from,one to if&veraretexs&n

length. . . ._ *

Underwaterso@mbrva&ons  ware~comducted.prior ~t~m,lemsei~f

test fish into JunglezCrgek~~. The duratioq :of the&e aQsqgatko#m

were 38 minutes in sfte 4A in-the Nocth.>PsSk- of tl’#sL,%Feaaaway.-~_;~.

River (May" 2) ,~~and 41',mlnutes in*.rrite lB:(Jwlgle~aaark).an8,~D;to

minutes-in eite~2-::(aufighe  Creek) .on.May 61. pAftatal Odione.t?zrairi

seven snorkelers (one ,*es s&e) spebtA&~e~  to 459lniiRUtBIII~:~;*; -.+

observing fish..ateach:inde+  s&Ue:;on most; sanrple:dataari-7: Me8cmuld

:-~di6bfn~&ti&  hatcheryfqteelhead~ftom:wffd fish'betraqse&hmy-had..,

clipped adipese fiqs'and ,the fins-'were Irsod~~(i~nOtcul~fy,~.~lc&~

doasal"and caudal .fins)b FJ;sh:%fort which arpse$mi~q%b-a~tqjbn m?uld

mot be. dstern8ned-:;~rerSdent-'tr~ut oz hMxtbe~]J ntr@Um~M)~w(~~o~;.~

omitted.from:-data summariaatiop.and analysem mm& gowtlton of,

the juvenile w&ad,-dish identified. as;.rsaident;tx~t-.ray-ha~~,~en
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juvenile wild steelhead. Natural production of wild ateelhead :is

known to occur in the North Fork.of the Teanaway,River, although

population sizes are not large. . . ,. /,' '\

We made behavioral observations, by snorkeling. index sitEIl,

and recording the number and type of behavioes beOween:saBmon&ds.

We .entered the water several meters downstream of the:Eoyer :

boundary of the index site and slowly moved upstream. Wham- ..i

individual fish were observed, the tota& number+ species, and

size.of each fish were recorded. Snorkelers also recotied ,the

time and number of minutes spent observing ateach s&e> -

Behaviors in predeffned categories were enumerated and .:

transferred to standard data slates. Behavior categories <that

were, recorded inckudedr agonistic (aggressive) displays Ilild

attacks, physical displacementi~"holding,  feeding, and a fright:

response thought to have been incited by the presence oftheiti.-

observer (Abbott and Dill 1985; ,Taylor and Larkin,l986)... c

Hierarchical (dominant vs.subordinate) relationships were a&so

recorded.- 'Notes were reoorded at period& intervals, which. *--.f

ranged from one to fifteen minutes depending on the length of-the

observation period and the, number and complexity of the behaviors

observed. Notes were. also taken to describe,,in  genbral tezUk+

the relative positions of fish inthe water column., and the&r

associations with features of the available habitat.<: Sborkeling

was conducted during hours of daylight and darkness. We. I

attempted to observe fish during periods of daflmess using
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underwater lights fi;tted 'with and without red' fil;ters..i:,;~4t !~+J',o

appeared,that both types of ,Iights intefered with the'-L;

behavior,03  fish xxausing them to aathibit- B Erigbt :xyep~ns~;~~andE

thus all further snorkeling was conducted ;duri-arq:wyl&ht hours.

sraQlts and -resident trout that were harvestqd;,8y-angli~s  i;n.tM

immediate study area, we uonduczted5e .limited:aeeL survey .dwrkmg

.the,=first two weeksof June, .19&l,'- TrauU fishiag season began.:on

June 1 and--continued throughQctober+ spait fjishkngqyguIat&*ns

in the Teanaway system allowed anglers to kiL2 eighttrout @iany

size per day, and there were no special restrictions regarding

use of bait. Creel surveyors performed on-site angl~r@mq&ws-,. -_.~

and recorded responses on stan&ti:fonna-i~~  ti~~X~f#maati~-:~

obtained from eaah angler on-W~pqriod 6f t&~ ~#~hq~Bad~~~pent

angling,. species sought, tackle type,xsed:.-(baitc fl&es&:>c& .. $.,:r '

lures), number and origin (hatchery. .or.w$ld)...of ;each:~~hesY,~

kept, and the number and origin of each dishkm&wmtjlF:  T::.;u~BT

interactions etudies, .Central WaehingtoH-Uniyar~i~~,de~~o~"~~d

implemented.coordinated research on the food hcrbtt#~od&at~ti~

and w&Id steelhead and resident rainbow trouti.j.:?Their:, :':'Y : :-

1 1 7
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experimental design involved coUection*of  30 hatchery-rear&

steeahead, 30 wild steelhead smelts, and:$@wild rainbotatro&&t,

during the-spring of' 1991. The food uti,liaatfon-  kiork ,is ongoing

and future rworts will *include a more complete kreatment~of

their results. Gut contents of each fish were collected by

stomach lavage (Light et al. 1983). Stomachs were removed>-frm

dead fish colle&tid from the traversing--fyke‘:net in.the North

Fork of the:Teanaway River. These stomachs were placed in ,108r+

alcohol in the field for later identkficatioa.. Food it&n& .xere

-classified to order using a dissecting microhs;oope..4olume  :of+..

prey categories by order was c'al'aalated  using the flu&d ,.-.

displacement method. .; ;. (._ ..ii ,.

‘* . . \

pata Analvses 1-

Downstream Migrant skumwatiom. I,?. .,+,

We believe that the trap in Jungle Creek captured UM%+~ofr.-

the fishes migrating downstream during the period it was .-.",. '.

operational. The daily counts of f$sh passing this location

required no expansion factor. -; ;,:.yi

Capture data for the entire period of fyke net calibration

releases was averaged and used to estimate the nuwr of h@tob;?rry

steslheafl that emipratmd from the North Fork of,tBm Teanaway

River before lay 31, 1991. Average oapture efficienw was-,ossd

beoause no flow.data were available to factor into the _- .-

calculations. Adjustments were made for the period of each _:+
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sample day when the riet‘was not fishing., Sas,W-we&bas  fo=eghe

sample days:when.on-Xy hours of.@arkness were aissapX&L. Eldw date

possible to determine -&at eff&,sif 'any,.flowhad on daptur@

results and no significant Wkat$c$m&i* was;fm, .l,~Wrd*ly,

no adjustment +in th'e.'~dde&%y  expansi&‘-was  made for wateq $7:. -

temperature. Slightly,.dzkfferent eg8aetiuns wee e*~to ualuulate

daily passage estinmtes for pey.i&s whenthe net:-%@as fished 24'

hours a day and when the net was dished on&y ti @ght~~:W:

figures.were  added toestimate total pas#age. Far perfat&@ w&u3

the net 'was fished 24 hours per day, 99;'3k of:al;l:l;salmoatiswere

capturti durzng the Murk "of drrkmvsm. ~.?Pha:eguatfons~used  tq

estimate daily passage-at the.traversing fyhe net iare:sh&ni +ii

Fti 24 hour-samfile  peri&s:;:N $rr e#?P: '+ .( (q?Np++.(M&) - ‘ i. 7. . . (

t

i
I I

I
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When the average=expafision factor (a*$%) -wa6 uSed to.

calculCte estimated total oYtIk&gratim Qf hatchery steelhea&$,the

estimated ,total (34,615) was greater-than &he-known number of

fish released-(31,542)d This ovez!aStimate,~ ae.well as the

violation of the first :assumption.~aSsiated wit&~.determining

downstream migrant trappkng.&fi&encies (that all masked fish-.

migrate past the net), caused us to suspect that .-ttre aotuali.

average capture efficiency was higher than the data would LII:.

indicate- ... A mmge of total pasSage eStiIIK&t~ (based on themmge

of measured capture efficiencies from 1.2 to 6.4%) we16 s: :_;

calcula-ted. Baged on the number of non-migrating fish,oberved

near the calibration site, we fee& that even the+highest meamed

capture efficiency (6.4%) may. underestimate  the aetuaL t~4p.i.

efficiency. For purposes -of dieoussion.-onlyi.,an adjusted,.. . : i-

estimated average capture efficiency of 5.0% was used. .. 1*,.

We could not determine the extent of mortality and/or
7

residualism of hatqhery steelhead used~iq oaL-&ration testab~

Field, observations showed the latter to :.~::aair1y~~~w~d~lpread in

the area where these fish were released. To develop downstream

migration, estimates. for ,other...sa-lmo&dS,~itwaS assuq@d that
: ..I ,~fji‘

naturally produced sal;rPonids e&&ad thel#mue susceptibility to
3:. .* I , .- -_

capture as the hatohery s&&&d use&'.i&,th&:tests.
,s

In the future; effor& &l b&nadeto i&rave the

' efficiency estimates of migrant traps in this portion of the

study. Using known migrants, and releasing fish closer to the
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.trap l&cationzIay  .proviWzWq5:*cg~r&te  .esti.matss of ~~tur33;C:,?:

effici&uy. When+\-more  accuraOs- effiactiwZ estiWakes:ar@~- !: _

available, we will re&lculaSe.~he?~mber oft fkmh-*captured-:kq.:.i.

1991. Accordingly, the passage estimates in this report should

be considered preliminary. : ,. , * --.m-

', ,,_( ." ‘< -=.I ‘ -.

j,. ' RL98r iag ,Ilxea.. 8umey8 s i 2 i.

Population eotbnate::data  were anafyzedi~,~aiing.‘imethbbil  ~ '-.A:

identical to these previously'described for~tz&butar~es (dlB. -t

Baseline 'Phase, thisreport). L (.:_ : ': : .I

., ..- ,: .+ .:-f (:f: ; ‘2.. -

Uad8rWator~ Obsmvatbons :a a. 9:' _, ,; / ; 7 0,

Data frdm all sites‘wqre poolei for each-sample dagl~aix&,,

numbers, species and sizes of fish were summarized-k !J!&aA: . ;: ..*

frequency and occurrence of various behaviors were expressed as

per fish per unit of observation time. To"&We&ig&~ekWIF

behavior might have cha,nged'as a functien ofi.fi~,'beh&vior

frequanw was tigressed a@afnst:-her of::days -a%erS‘~&easqbT~3:

The 'numbeti-oit 6bsemationo.per :mfnute -fqr: ea@$:wupcWbs-aalr#oi.,

regressed &@&ins-t date to deterarine,w~~~er.rel;ativei'dens~~~~il.

changed ,'intX?elatLonG'to  Gnumber 0%:.dayr -after"bele%sev:-:  .~IpishifpblpQ

released in three groups between May 6 and May BJriand~it?*a(L:N#t

possible to distinguish individuals from the three releases. For

consistency in data analyses, a release date of May 6 was

assigned to all hatchery fish (48% of the fish were released on
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May 6, 35% on May 8, and 17% on:-Mw ZS), This standard lppcv,yhaw

affected data interpretatbsn  to some .degree, buCthe ove@alJ :!

impact was assumed to have,been negligible,

i .

Creel Survey

Creel survey data were summarized to provide a minimum

estimate of the number of hatchery steelhead.and~~xeqideIAQj;fish

harvested in the immediate study area during,the.first;two weeks

of June. Staff resources availab&e to conduct-this creel survey

were relatively low and no efforts were -de to generate an

estimate of total harvest or total angling pressure. The

estimated number of fish caught per hour wa6~~alma~ated~.b'y

dividing the total number of fish oaptured by the~.,total n%imber of

hours fished. .I ' '_

-. , '

Food Utiliaat&on :.- 2 '.,..

Food-utilization data were analyzed by CW (&,;:j&x4kwa,~~  -.

mu). Analyses to date have consisted of calGu2ating percentages

of each food category by volume :for eaah gxoup*;crf ff;sh..for-<the.

spring; 1991 sample. F&xi items wer& clamifie&dqm ti:.Om@r-

Availability. of :food was also dekermimed, ,but.-will+%oB bQ ., ic;~~'-

included in thds report. ,, "' '~ :. c

.'
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al Releases
,

The hatcherycreased steelhea~~- that &re,.&leaaed  into :>. : :

Jungle Creek did not appear to have matii;“of the ty@ichl tixtirritil
'.. .^ '( _; .r

characteristics of steelhead smolts. Mean lengths of hatchery -
2, i J \

steelhead released into Jungle Creek were 201 mm (N = 56; SD 'k
h ,_

16.2) and 174 mm (N = 50; SD =
i -2,

16.8) on the release dates of May

8 and May 15, respectively. The percentage of sexually*~a&k~
i : *e

fish was 4.0 and 2.9 (all males) for those same release groups.
I\ 5

Mean condition factor for the May 8 release group was 0.680 (SD =
,

0.059). Of the fish for which sex was determined (via inter&i

examination), 72% were females and 28% were maies.
1 r.7

Sex wis *.
1.

determined for fish from the second release &oup only.
,' * -.

i:e: - < <..I':

'. / 1:. I .:'2-. . .
Traverslnu Fake Net Callbratlon  Releasea

Ex]E?ansi.on- factors used to generate emigration estimitei'~,I _ . ._.-_._. ___r, _ - .-

with the traversing fyke net ranged from 1.2 to 6.4% and averaged

2.9% (Tab&e lQ)k. -Asstated pre~&~usfy- in this,report~~~uo@: 0% the

2.9% expansion factor *providdd::an emigrabioa~est~mebta  to$a&&&$g;?

more than the number of &ksh~Eeleaaqd, ,>We feit.;that: ther%zi . .

incidence of residuafism andJor,;moyhaLityi~in~,~h~~,.l~J.ikilr,ketw~cr!

the efficiency r&ease site aabthe:fyka..aat.~s'h~~.

Snorkelers observed markedfishfromy $IewraLI:tQf tbs., I

efficiency re&ease groups-in-the mqhease area afterithe finak
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Table 10. Results of-,the tfaversdng fyke-,net calibration
releases in the North Fork of the Teanaway River during spring,
1991.

-:_ .i .  .
er

Date Released Recaptured ':Expansion Factor (%)

.1 \ 'I ~ : * .' ;' ; 5'.
April 22 260 7 2.8

c-
.April 22 260 17 6.4

" ! :.:
April 24 254 5 2.0

April 24

April 29

April 29

May 01

May 01

May 20

May 20

250

250

249

250

250

250

250

3

5

4

8

1 2

7

5

1.2

2.0

1.6

3.2

4.8

2.8'

2.0
"i ,I'

TOTAL 2523 73
L "

MEAN 2 . 9
I :' _,_

-. ‘) -I

efficiency test group was reLeased. Only hatchery-reared

steelhead saolts were-used'to measure oapture.efffaienoy,  thus it

.was assumed that other-groups-of fishes migrating past the trap

had a similar chance of being captured in the nets i. :

Hatchery steelhead were the most numeruu& salmonid groupi.

emigrating from the NFT (Table 11). The calculated value of the

high estimate (using 1.2% aapture--efficiency) of the number of.
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hatchery steelhead emigrating was 83,542. ,This.figure-ks '. .-:

obviousayi an overestimate, because only -31*542 fish were~,r@sased

('there were no other r&sases in the'areazthat may havs,strayM:

past the trap). Bec&useait is imp0ssibls.t~  ob.serve JIW?Z$? fish .:

Man were reLarased, 'the total number of fish.-released  -was m:as

the upp~ limit ,on the range of, estkxa&es for the mu$e~,qf.: _i

hatchery steelhead passing the fyke site. Tha, ~iqurs. 1 si ,i ‘

corresponding to the :5d8% efficitqmy is, as previous&y-:;gtated,

presented for purpdses- of discussion- only. ' I / 3 ,, ; : .: i ,1 . : :

., * _
: ‘: :.:, _.

Table 11. Estimated nqmbw  OS .skf3&tmmiclpr  q&mtbg.  @~q$ :.@y&
traversing fyke net in the North Fork of the Teanaway River
between May 6 and May 31, 19G1.i The -iange .of .estiam+ag;+as;Msed
on the range of measured capture efficiencies. Numbers
calculated us~nga.'S;Wmaptuma &f~iency. are ~sgl#~'&ed~$@r-:~...
purposes of discussion only.

.“ _ '.. ..'~ . 1; ;% (, ..> I i/

Salmonid Group : -b : II,, ",: Ram :- ." '.". T‘c ‘; s,Ko%~.d@lplt~

> - .' , i 2.i: "I [i‘:*- ' .': -j f ,:: i .:' 1 *:...l., i ;_ '*li*~s$l:i i->
Hatchery Steelhead 15,728

_. 3i.*j4i-'k io, los . '-.

',
Wild Steelhead Smolts

i
789 "-

; 8
4,196

; .*A .; i-f; 2; --
1,009

:
Trout' ana'kild St&k&ad

.: . -.,a,* . . .
P&s&its. i 3,44i-

. -z
648.

'.:?>:;
-* 829

,’ .j ‘. y ‘i r) i” n .1 !L:  +: : ??;iic, ; ,YL,‘ -., ‘:‘.,:Y. .,.. .(!i ,,,~ .f

' Inckdes rainbow;cutthroat, putative hybrid;-‘and bull trout." *-.c. '; F. ' I : ‘.T a-2.;; ‘a ;*; ': __ . ' i. ; '\ : .t ^. .,1 '_ ".. T ;_ ‘5

- :,. .r.. /~.~ ‘_ : ,- I,.! c?. i--j  j ,; i s ; :..*7 ‘. -* ’ : f A ,.,.“.3:: ,r’ ‘”

Downstream Passaae .._ .- [,>!Z. 1. I i\ " ,. : i;i : ; 7 I
Passago Estimates at the Traversing'-Gke Rot '

t .t ;
*'

<l;w -.;

,-;i ;." ':> ;j:: ;fjs;r 'E.:- ff')-f. cl:-.' ";'.'.; -jpJ~::,;“ =
The vast majority (>89%) of the salmonids emigrating from

'a:;~--. ,: -F :i'f", yfF**j 3 -.: '.' ,'
NFT were hatchery-reared steelhead that had been released in'
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Jungle Creek. The first fish from a Jungle Creek release to be

captured in the fyke net was captured approximately 7 h after it

was-released. This fish traveled an average ,of 1.6 km/h. Using

a 5.0% efficiency, approximately 20,109 (64%) of a total of

31,542 hatchery steelhead smolts released into Jungle Creek would

have emigrated from the Nortih.Fork of the Teanaway River before

June 1, 1991 ,(Table' 11).

Wild steelhead smolts comprised over half of the wild

salmonids captured in the fyke net -(Figure-la). In general., wild

steelhead were longer than rainbow trout and wild steelhead

presmolts f while hatchery, steelhead were', on average, longer than
. , I_ ,,'

wild steelhead (Figure 13). Condition factqrs were v&y similer

between wild (CF = 1.010.(SD f 0.09))'and.i~Gatcher-y (CR = 1.007
',(-) ?ir

(SD = 0.12)) steelhead. The condition factors of the hatchery

steelhead that were captured in the fyke net were initial&y i_

slightly higher (CF = l.OSS(SD = 0.068))than the stibsamble -

examined at time of release (CF = 0.980 (SD = 0.059). Mean *
'- :, . .

condition factors of hatchery steelhead captured in the fyke net,? .Z\'. .--~ '., z,.;: :. r. 2.-

however, decreased from 1,,(155 (SD,= 9.068) between April'22'and
1 " + -_

= 0.070) between May 24 and 'Way 30..
.,_. i.

May 5 to 0.891 (SD khis

information suggests that the more robust fish migrated more
:I-

promptly than their more slender counterparts, It may also '
*.u +I. 42, J.'

suggest that the general health (assuming condition factor is a
I,, .?,. ,

measure of health) of the hatchery fish decreased after release.
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SH (5 1.39,)

9.6

rainbow x cutthroat hybrid, RBT = rainbow trout, SH = steelhead,
SPC = spring chinook salmon.
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3c. 1 MAN=103lwn hEAN=l48mm tEAN  =  1 8 2  m m

80
T

j 160 I8d 206 226 240
FORK LENGTH (mm)

Figur? 13. Lehgth ~frequenci?y  rdistribution cpf wi&&.ra~$nbo!# &o%&Qg
wild st6elNead smolts, a* ha4xhsr;y7s$gelhead  smo&%s~'
a traversiw fyke net operated'z&qr:Wauti af. t4frs.
of the Teanaway-River from Apri‘l 22 to 'May 31, 1SEW. :: : I : - 7

!: \4 T;,. yf '!.
' >C<̂ /

before June 1, it was not possible to determine what portions

were r&moved by @&dato?cs~  and anglers, tied, residualiss&;or a

combination of the afoi!emsnti&ned~in JWgUXrti QT t;hq.IWr%~

Fork of the Teanaway River. Snorkel sways. as:well as clreaZ,:

surveys, suggested that residualisoa was very widespre?&~anb ',
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adcount;?$.~for tW:majairit@af ;bfhe~MtoUzy st~UWiW(that didiW3tb c. / .i ,! 11. (. ) f i -8 r , : , ~..r a . 1 g , : i - ‘:*s ** i *I
eliligpa-te priar to: Juwb 'P. .:;. 4,. ) %"; ,, .*, 7'; ,(

r pi..
Non-salmonid fish species captured in the ryke net included

..-_ ". ,
longnose date, sculpins, and suckers.UW %&fever, these spedi&s

'.':,-
wsre not enumerated. Plans foi: lb& sampling will *ncrXUW.&be:-:

enumeration of ali species.
. .._

g,-' .. . ,.i '*' : ,

,,.<-. ..__ .. ; T-i i.

Di81 Novuents
.;;> :. ;?I-2,:

During the periods when the fyke net was operated 24 h/day," i-r' I * *;: . .
99.3% of all salmonids were captured during hours of darkness

(18:00 to 08:OO'PDT) (Table i2).
it..: :: [a

Similar die1 patterns have been
*I I'. <i, yf-- t

found by other researchers working with Yakima basin salmonids

(Busack et al. 1991) and elsewhere (Ledgerwood et alL‘.rX391).

interested in examining the movement timing and biological
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Table 12. Number and percemtaga-&f  salmonids,ca&ured,dur~ng  day
(08:Olto 17:59 PDT) and night (18:00 to 08:OO PDT) in the North
Fork Teanaway traversing fyke net between April 221and-,Apr&&~~2&
and between May 6 and May 12, 1991.

:. r

: 4 “_ ,

Dav
Species/Group N. .

1 __.

Hatchery Steelhead 4 0:5 814 99 :5=

Wild Steelhead Smolts 1 3.2

Rainbow Trout

Cutthroat Trout

Hybrid Trout'
~

Spring Chinook

0 0.0

0 0.0

.i1 100.0
_'_ ,./

0 . 0.0

30

10
1

1

0

1

96.8

100.0

100.0
:'.
0.0

100.0
;>f: 4

TOTAL 6 :\-, .>0.7 856 '_: 99.3

' Putative cutthroatx ,raihbow?trrout hybr;id Y.-. -1 _‘, .-,

characteristics of those hatchery steelhead,that, did not migrate

out of the creek within the first two to three weeks after they

were released.

A total of 53 hatchery s@e&head?.##d&2 re@i.&@t_;:~t (8

rainbow and 4 cutthsoat)'were oaptured..inthe‘-trap  opearted at

the mouth of, Jungle. Creek.froan~Way.29 to June 13;. Et ia=?~&.~~~,

were simply xncviMg out &-the c&&c as Ylcwsdeczease&9ndwater

temperatures increaswi. qbserrvrrtipns.~o~;:.tlp, phywical appearmc%
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I

26.9), aespectively. Relativelyihliatf  p&me-m :e 1)

hatchery-steelhead -was-larger :#anF--me. residenti tmzmi2, -mibly

I I I



may induce-a 'pied-piper' effect in coexisting wild fi$h, cauting

the latter to outmigrate @rmatum%y (Hillman and Muhlan L9&9)l.

Nd$evidence of this behavior was observed in the present &&yin

1991. Instead, the outmigration.rate of hatchery molts. was.r.. T

relatively zapid,: whereas that :of wild- steelhead was mmre :.A. j

prolonged, having begun well,before the first large m#Jeaaes pf

hatchery fish. Sitiilarhy, 'emigration -of. >reaideta;t’  trout. wa%:.very

protracted, with few well-defined surges in activity-, none .of q'

wh&ch corresponded to pulses.in hatchery steelhead movemeM (see

Under&at- Observations, this report). _. ;

.Downstream passage of hatchery steelhead smclts~was lowest

between~Nay 25 ,and May 31, suggesting that the majority:of those

hatchery steelhemd that did emigrate left within 19 detya aftsrr.t

being ,mleased. Estimated numbers of hatchery steelhead sm&W

emigrating p&r day (calculated using ri.&O% efficf&ncy fxm:+~. a

discussion purposes only) are presented in Figure 15 .

. .
P-a Dam Juvenile Paas . ‘. +s i: lie

Roza dam-prcvided.an opportunity to collect ,sonte p " '..,

infcrmatiom on the emigration timing*+ hatchery stFesrlbad':smpq&lzs

as well as biological infommtion OPI amigratbg.fisb .:Thel:b; j? ,

juvenile :passage f%cilky at Rioaa Dam-was opem%ted frcm-~~-4:&c

hatchery steelh&id that were released into the North Fork of Use

Teanaway River @nd Juggle Creek. The first hatchery &eelhrrtid-5
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MAY 6 NUMBER OF thYS  AFTER RELEASE MAY 31

observed from any of the North Fork releases arrived at Roza Dam

arrived 3 days after it was released, migrating approximately 1.8

km/h. A total of 286 hatchery steelhead were observed. Expanded

estimates of total numbers passing Roza Dam were not available

because trap efficiencies at Roza Dam were not calculated. Data

was obtained on the size of the hatchery steelhead captured at
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pro==- Juv=** p % Fi&,gitivI x . . . +r2 yyYf . y :.,pn

-1'
A jyyeni$e pass?ge hacility at Proseer Dam ,~‘~~~:a& by

: '. .I ii 'St* $2 .t i 5 :g Y""H 03 6 ' :;s?t
:?py YIN-'. .\ '+e YIN ob+d data on emigration tiring, n-r of

: i z
hatc:qry steelhead pasiig Pro&er Dam,

-'ti : :zrr;&. c,; b'. ..,.,+
," :' , ". ; . -:. _ . . and bio&cal

? F?Y!?L,:; I-, I (%.
informati..n on hatchery .&e:lhiid relea& into the Nor& 'io&of

: _' L :- /j i.i I-xi. ": r, ',L _ a 41 r ,5+1x ,i 31 7 --* "' i f,i c
the Teanaway River and Jungle Creek. A total of 225 hatchery

t ;j ; : -:.'y,-* <
steelhdead wa?e captured between April 22 (the first day of. "_ '; 'i' ,I, .. rj ( 0 z '
calibratisk xe_leasW  and July ‘k.-

2.r: ii I)$
_Es$$mates of the s‘o*!, number._ __ 1 -.- . .__ ..__._ _

of steelhead smolts from releases in the North Fork and Jungle

-.. -.. _ .,

-_ .._, - _ ..- ---.- L-.
Junqle&&k (ii,.542 i&o Jungle &r&k b&men Hay g-and 15 and(' (' ) .‘ B .3t: Xt
2,523 into the North Pork for calibiation releases batween'Apri1., *:j *IL 'I h
22 and Ray 20). id addition, 5,113 fish were'Jreleased above Rosa

: :
.,,:

c%.* i ^.I.., < '"

attempt to determine trapping efficiencies at we dam.-* i., I., p: .'). ,< _ '" . ., : ,;, .I_ ".i ; I ~. bjyq,.f&f ';-j I.* ;i ji'l



Tab&k 13~~ _ CskptWe perrhd~,i sampk#k s&%.Rs, :(#),,-BH@~ .for& ,&@nm
(mm), and mean condition factors (CF) of hatchery steelhead
col-lei=t@ :a& Roza D&m duringthe sRriltgan&par%yl-$%jWme?&@f &@$-a.

Dates N Length a. &§Q& r 2, , '-j. :: 43: .+, (SD) : _
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of age l"'gish 9 ed at Presser-Dam were tieleasH i$i"'the
5.

Teanaway system versu&%oza Dam. Assuming z+l of th4%q61 1
?.,

smolts captured at Prosse& originated from the Teana+& releases
, ".,

and,the percentage of that? age group observed reflec$cla$the,::I.
actual age composition of -a%1 migrating hatchery steelh&d

smolts, then a total of 648‘;g:polts (36.4% of 1,781) from the
L?&

Teanaway releases passed Prosser' ,j3etween the time,:o,f their
!~

release and July 10. Estimated daily passage at Proeser varied

widely but appeared highest during the second week of June
'2.,.  . j

(Figure 16).
-I <I :*-'*.T ,I'r".. -%Li i

Survival of the smolta to Prqsser,Dam would-e been

slightly less than 2.k.
.,i

Unknown portions of the remaining 98%

of those fish presumably died-'or residualized in the 241 km

between Jungle Creek and Prosser Dam. The survival rate of
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.FS*W 16. Cumul;ati& ,estigated @MEsage of h&uhsley st2eqrUWa&,~,~~ :
smelts emiqratinq past Prosser Dam per day between May 6 and July
10, 1991: @)&at e&a #kalxohfi, ‘YIN, @erg. &me )+J. ,_ t :c..~ ;.,. :

Hatchery steelhead accounted' for W&e tijWi&y &;the-.i :;.!L.

salWnidCE'-c&piufed  in the Wa~v&r@~nq fyks n@& ijr tha No&h Fork

‘*of tZhe+Teanaway  Rkvek. UsMg an expantikan fadtior 3oP 5iOL,r*'.

"eipp~ax~~a~iaiy-'64%'of-~hiei~~b~~~:iiStOBirRBad  eiaP@rated.:fioq.~the~

Ntirth &Sk b&for& June 2* &Wit -1;OOd wBld~'EiteeBZiead~~ smalts:.ai4d

o+er-&so0 r&id&t salmonida: por't.jtivenile-  ifld steelhead) wera

estimated to have migrated out of the North Fork< of the+Teanawby
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(18:()()  to 08:(j(j:Cmf;  ~ ,;‘*: ! ’ . _, : , ,,, ;f;z;;!‘.j.’

The p&tWial f&r U~erbr~img:-kbt~:x#Md&nl; B

hatchery steelhead and reskde~tit~~~."~as..4f~r BebWM~n(MI:2?

and June 13, 53 hatchery steelhead, eight rainbow trout and four

cutthroat trout were captured migrating from-tJ~-~~~?C~~i:;t~.~~.:.

the North Fork of the Teanaway River. Most OfS-t&e‘?
,

steelhead did not p;e&&W~Hm.re&WiitbB typ.bah~.&&q&ts  and



klR/h. Lengths of hatchery fish caaptured at Eozqiin~?reWed with

time, while~crondhiltion factors of those fish..dmroreWed~ ,:. G3I

An estimated 6482(<2%) oflthe hatwhery steelhead; releas@d

into-the upper Yakima basin.emigrated past,Pros#e& Dam-bef,ore I

:-July X0.$ The majority (61%b of the hatchery steelhead passjnqi

Prosser were age 2. This indicated that r@dqa&ism or .:. .!

"holdoveF.of: hatchery steelhead may have been, cemnon in.the

Yak&ma basin in the‘past sevexal*years~-

/ *_a '+:*,‘. -

- .
Poixxlation Estrmateg I i ',,g f

Jungle Creek ') .

.-Population est$mates: ~JI the lwer,ItOQ m:of Jungle Creek _

showed:j:d%f  ferent size and species composbtionVof  .salago&Ig, ..

; be&em sprdug and fall estimates in-U9&iliz.: z~The-.popu&atioh  !..",...

estimate conducted in Jung&s ~s&&,:prisr~ to the:rs&ease-~f~~ .ri

hatchery smolts indicated a numerical d~ity~:sP.O.O24,r~~~~

trout per square meters< These trout averaged..d2&,m ,-&n:length

(8D = 70.4) (Table 15). Amther.e&~i~ti~was ~pd~cte@~$n,:th@

same section in the fall, after the:emexgence of .ram$.~~.~.outI

fry. Accordingly, the trout p@pulMio~ estim;rrte:wasb h$gfrer

and the-W average,~~~g~-~~~~chi-~~~~ (:!S:arp,,@D.= %.&.+L The,

estimated- rahbow trout bioma&s:wag Moyer in the:spri@q.tbg@%he

fall-, (Table 15). HatchUy steeUm%dmmpr&&ed  qnly,bc&%#f the

total number of fish in the falL:estimate but ac~~nt@d~.for,.-#4~8l

of the biomass. The kotal biomass ia Jungle C&eekrws.. mh.F;-,:
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releases- No juvenile spring chinook salmon were observ@..&&,:I~i

----- --- -- ---
.samled ih JWu3.

.I .' i . *"s-t '. -.I *2'1 t:,; I .?

Jungle 1 3/8/91  0.024 0 0 0.918 0 0
_ .., iy * il‘.

: i'.
Jungle l'd/fi91  0.555 0.040 ' 0

' ;*198 2.*2& () I. 5g 177 ","
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Population estimates.were  conducted inthe same sAtes as...those _.

used for:the rearing surveys of the:baseliae.phsrse  q.f this,! I,,

project. " 8 .: I. _ ; .?: .';

Population sstimates that were, condu~ted~in,two.study

sections of the North Fork of the Teanaway River showed different

species cPmposition and biomass-present bet&en
:
f&l1 of' &99b..;and

,. *.
fall of 1991. Rainbow trout and chinook salmon were present'in

section 1 in 1990. Each species contributed similarly to-the.

total biomass, 'with rainbow trout accounting iiir'O.373 g/& *

(56.5% of the total) and juvenile spring chinook 0.278.&n+
." ;

(43.5% of the total). Approxkmately one year later'.t ) .:
(ayut 4

:. 1
months after hatchery releases were.completed in.1991) the n-r

of rainbow trout in this section was reassessed. A.Wtal of 76:

(0.088 fish/m*) rainbow trout and three (0.003 fish/@) hatchery
r

steelhead were present. No 'spring chino& salmon were observed.

Average length of rainbow tr.out was slightly less in I991 than in2 _. ,i I '.

1990, possibly due to an earlier date of sample in 1991. --'

Hatchery steelhead made up only 3.8% of the numerical density but
, - .J

accounted for 24.9% of the biomass presen‘i.'
Tota1" rii&&&; was

higher in 1991 than in the previous year, possibly.du&to the

presence of the larger hatchery 'steeihead in 1991. ' '

In. section ‘2 in the fall'& 1990, rainbow'trout were5‘th'e'

only salmonid observed.
The trout - ir; &ii gdy~otif;w~.Ye  _ .v? .:a : '-;

relatively  larg; iTable 15). A yeai later” (‘&b&at  ‘5 months &r
)- 1
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length wasA.Q% BP (SD--* 34.2); arad~tzotdl biomass w:WSa& gt&&&

The'&Verage 1ength"of the ~~ee*heit~airp~steel~-:iobse~~~u~

168 mm (SD = 16.7). These hatchery steelhead aCcd~8di:for  9d37%

of the total salmonid density and 15.2% of the total salmonid

biomass. Total biomass in this section wm z#w&+W@a~ -i\R.-,&!&&@.$

than in 199w;-' 1n-~boB&w& eu~~~~;Q,',~~~~i~hgi‘,Ehdrvlllek W8r8

obs&-v@&in‘9et$on  2 ffi 8ifh8w+f990 cjr..lhi9X,,.ii ci"'. 2 -. :~"YII ;;:

&⌧+&&&⌧  QfOti : l,1rr-t&4$  icalZ, E:ii;g~~Latdianl:~~~e,anbeinone(ji;n

1991 (see rearing surveys in Baseline Phase, this report).
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Teanaway River in the ~fa11.0f~W90Gbut -w@r8~&~8~1t .in'l99L

Hatchery stielhead mOV8&Up th% North tF0r-k Of..-th8 TeaMWay

RiV8r a distant of over 1X km.from the nm&h c& mng&+ Cre8kz:

This area contakned bull ,Ueut "in~&9POi~&ut ngne. wera&&!eTp@!

4zhere i n  1 9 9 1 . :

, -I r:.

.Underwater.Qbsewlong

Soling-int~nsity.wass.gr9~ss.t in.#Iay~~.~Wsample dayszr, 39

hours and 29 minutes-totab obsarvat$on time) aqd dacreaeegd :a8 -We

summer progressed (June; 3 sqmpl&da?gs, k3Bau~~tiJi7 mj-nutes,

July; 2 sample days,. 4 hours,~andi51~minutrtsr.-AuqlPst~i~~  ~laR~8.~~~

day, 1 -hour and 51 minutesi ,SsptW%$r;r, 2 -.~s~p~ 4-s;: -3~.B~up~1. #nd

Interactive Behaviors

We examined the frequency and outcome of agonistic

interactions within and between grou~-~~t:ha~,~~~.~~~~~-~.~~~~~

resident trout during a total of 56 observation periods from May

hatchery,steelhead ~alons,wsoe.~prasent.  dur$nq 26-geff&o#Is,-~#$nd~:.~~

rainbow.,trout  a&one-were. :obacrrrved duzing'three p@r&odgb- :~~.G~LI.~Q

Agonistic enaounters~wera re~at~va~y~.f~6guent,~n?,tha  f%rfl$ two to

three weeks after release of hatchery steelhead and appeared to
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which only hatchery steelhe&d@ere observed. Hatcheiry steelhead
I : .,n : / f; --a .. z;;y*;>

were considered to be dominant (usually initiated the &%ack and
.' 1 .'

were successful in displacing the opponent)
; .: 2

over resident trout
.l.,Z ' 'j g / :..

in 10 of 19 (53%) contests in which both groups were present,'%'
,g: , ?i'

while resident trout were dominant in nine c&tests (47%).'
, .

Agonistic displays'(ritualized behavior;) were'performed by
:.I ,. , ', c

both hatchery steelhead and resident tro&.
: :‘ -2 ,: -', I I : 6 ; e-2

Prior to making an
).. -,_I ~: 21 :.: .: '

actual attack, hatchery steelhead appeared to arch dorso-
,I 1?i.,‘, -,a . Ti

ventrally, erect their fins, and lower their head whiie "_l
! ~ ,. ,2" 1.5 c,.iI e--I j;, ; A-.*: ,r

.,*. ,, * ,j.
performing an ex&ge~ated~~r~&&; &&de ,$o~ s$@ ,~$&&wzls?)+&$mmt

_I/ '-,
(Taylor and Larkin 1986).

: '? ; _ . , r .-‘ .-Ii '.iid not appear‘ .&it ti;i;; +.&b&?#

threat was issued without a follow-up attack. This may imaply

5. ! ., , : z
‘. ” ‘ :: t .: f : I* <f 3 i f.J ‘.I..  ..*,

threats. Resident trout assumed a similar head-lower& post&e
a). i I .,,,. I 7-. i :.F .T'] .7 i. 'i lC. 2-L c, I 1 ' x,rfi:- 6."' i14 /-
with very erect fins in q&at& and aflGpa&& cdBd'~ti&s.

I>;: ‘ : r,:i.* :,.j. .-, ._i
and threats (i.e.

not ail threatsl;er;  f;$Y$wti <,' ;m at.~~k$3p i:

(-;: -. :j :g , :. eI ': ( : .': +j _. ;i"'. F, c . . . _
than did the steelhead in eitheria&patry or s*patry?-

f&fflent

,_,
~0..  I

trout were initially much less'ioierant of'i~~=~~~e;l'f^i~~l"“
it : L"
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Table'l6. Comparisons-of hatchery. steelhead .and.:resident.trout
behavioral interactions. Behavioral interactions, defined as
aggtiessive agonfiPtic  erietint@r&-~fthrmt& chases, nips) or
displacements (a fish being forced out of a preferred area), per
fish per minute.&re coinpa.redLto!&Waber  af daysYafter r@#asa.,
Data were from underwater observations in Jungle Creek and the‘
North Fork of the Teailitkay'River, Way 2,&o September-~ 19,, 1-991.

Behavior " Domirrant:Subor~inate':~..  N R P

,<‘ j I.
Agonistic HSH:HSH 31 -0.154 * 0.408

Agonistic HSH:RBT 10 -0.048 0.895
1 : _'.' :; I

Agonistic RBT:RBT 4 -0.585 x415
A

Agonistic RBT:HSH " ' 9 -0.427 0.252
. i

Displacement HSH:HSH 10 -0.285 0.425
I,

Displacement HSH:RBT 10 0.668 0.035 b

Displacement RBT:RBT 2’ ‘.c c
:

Displacement RBT:HSH 1 c C
., * : / .:..L i

' HSH = hatchery steelhead, RBT = rainbow trout
b Indicates a sign$ficant W&at&%nship~*(P -< LQ5). .:. ‘<,
c Small sample size, correlation not valid.i . . i., ‘

.^ ” ‘. 4,
densities than"were hatchery steelhead. As a result, resident

:-. , 1._' ':' , 1 5 - < ! _I
trout were often displaced without actually being attacked.I I: i. : '.-;,

The majority of all attacks appeared to be targeted at the; :"r- : g: ; y i i : I ,?..' ‘
lateral surface of the opponent in the area between the pectoral

1 ,- .' .,‘ " “
and pelvic fins. Fewer attacks were oriented at the'dorsalfin

I. : ~, 3," : I f? .r,l.f "Lsi-if
and caudal areas. Abbott and Dill (1985) found similar attack

.' .
placement by juvenile hatchery steelhead. Some agonistic'

'*\ r.
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encounters involved reciprooaE exchanges :wher&-two fish.-

and'nipped the tail of the othp;f$sh zssulting "ins very ti#ht

circular moti0n.c Hatchery steeLhead .~esieWalir:;iri.~lat~r  survq!s

(July to October) appearedto be.less ag~esshe, fed tire, aria

used~habitat features in ways -s&miLar to res&dent cIy"out. 'It!.is

unclear whether this tendency was mlated to.&prmved sarviwd of

fish exhibiting certain behavior or to changeszin f&sh behavior

over'time (leamkngor adaptation). .&lore aggzress&Ve~attasks  b

(number of agonistic encounters/fish/minute)- were QlbSBrVd:.Wha

high densities df fish were present (Way 4 JuEy)-~~an,,w~n-:.;'.

densities were low (Augutit 9 Ocatobeir), v~~Whese findings axze .i .:>

contrary to Jenkins (1971;) and Li andBr,ooksen~;(197F)i who Bid not

find aggressik'on:in salmonids to be dens&y .dependen& I, 'i:‘ j ; !j

As streaBa textperqtures increaoeU:and  flow decrease&ein '

Jungle Creek, an increased incidence of Saprolegnia infection.was

docuraented in,hatchery steelfijehad~afidresidentitqaut  &xi- creek

(S. Roberts, WDW; :pera, &nnm..~~~ !l!he incidence,  of'Sapr&!egnial  in

hatchery steelhead ,amigratPag from Zungle*.:Creek; -b&ween.Wey-99.

and June 13 was 13.2% (I 9 53). Hcmeqident :-out shsolga signs

of infection during this period& >.A sarmple of b&s~:co2&-eofqd:b$

elect=ofishLng 'in Jungle deeek'on ;June.:25shoMq&:ailr  inikatt;iehYa

rate of 32~1% for- hatchery'steelhaid QlsA- 28)-.Ta~d,-l;6,,78  bar.” ‘..:

resident trout'(N - 6)~; .I ..Xnfectgb:areas  on.fish:~were,~,rfhnarf~b

the titer&l surfaoe belew.the dorsal fin. The aceu 4nfeetedr ?

correspondeU to the area where most.ffsh.were attaoked:.drtr~~~~n
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.agonistic exchanges. Laboratory stream channel experiments uaLng

wild brook trout and hatch-y-reared brown.trout (Sal= Wutta)

showed that 33% of the brook trout eon&rWAed Saprole&a and c

died in the -presence of the brown trout (DeWald and Wilebach s

1992). Brown trout did not contraat the infections nor dfdcbbrook

trout in, single species trials.

Displacement of resident trout and hatchery steelhead also

decreased with time after release, but these decreases wece not

statisticaLty significant (P>O.O5). The only behavior that vats

significantly co-elated with time was the displacement of I)t

resident trout by hatchery steelhead (Table 16). The number of

'resident trout that were displaced.by  hatchery steelhead per-

total number of salmonids observed per minute of observation,time

increased significantly after the hatchery steelhead- smolt

releases.

Naturally produced fry (xesidant trout/steelhead) were

-first.observed  on July 26. Correspondfnglyb the.mean size of

resident trout decreased. ..The smaller average size of rasd;dent

trout after late July may have influenced the outcome

(displacement) of agonist&c encounters in favor of hatchem!

steelhead. Though .mean length of hatchery-.steelhead-,exceededr'.*

that of resident trout for the entire study .period, the size

dffferential increased following-the emergence of'iage O:trbut;:.

Many researchers studying salmonid competitionf.in streams:have

noted,that large fish usually dominate small fish (Newman X056;
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larger fish dominated 75% of 'the time., and' largei resident'tri5ut
.:>4,‘r  i: ; I ./i-," _ ‘, ;.-ii~".j;.~ .; 1?. . . i ? 1.

dominated 66%.of their allopatric bouts.
.:.,'$,. ,

1;. 1 ; #., .,,,-,: 1.
Fausch (1984) and'Huntingford et a1..~(1990) have suggested

'. fl.II!
that fish size may be a consequence, '.

I, .'{
not a cause, of social

1 + ,, ;
hierarchy. We were unable to support" or &ute 'this hypothesis

.>' ,,!, '; I .I
because we released hatchery steelhead intio the system.at a

larger size than pre-existing resideMz<m, -.Theze#M!e~~..:.- : I

hatchery steelhead did not-atta&n tM.ir :&arge.q sias by dominating

social interactions after thwr-M*re rekeasedrztt h larger

individuals could have attained a larger size by being dominant
.L.,;:,r.-j .53*;.,tcr; ,, +'

during their hatchery rearing experience).
; _ i I ! t e

Condition factors'for
I: j 'I 1 L ;1 -7 i- . I.--* ry$i +

hatchery steelhead decreased as tim~-p&=ess~d iGable 13),
L f t-I. 1; .z. i 'TG*ii I i ; 1 &Z :;: "',zZ '

suggest$ng that these.$a~.ger~fish ma,y not have &en prdfiting_ -- ---.-..  ..- .-.-.. . .__\ I _ ,,. _ . _

The,potential for competitive interactions to occur between

resident trout and hatchery steelhead may be greatest after-;.; '. I 1, ,F -=i,.; ; ;;~Q-jpf>: :) -9i: *. 4 i ifJgy"#, If i a.2 ‘ ,"' j- Y,.' : i.'
hatchery steelhead reproduce in the wild.

. _. I. ,,, .,
Characteristics of

:. : .' '.' . :: 1>'..'. :ji-J:,. .,:-. - r $rzi-:?i'~;i:~J~  g&F,, 'gt>"'.j.  ,';‘($+&*$~a:  f
spawning areas and timing for resident trout and naturally-' , I. _ ;-. :;rf.;.- _1 L.:tj:. 2g.r i , ‘,' j ! 5:: g$&%T.,$ :-yi-y+&<v
produced steelhead are being identified by ongoing spawning.

_". _: .* ',< : ,. "- ~ Z; 1 ;' ~~ 8.~ y ;.;f (. "T:,f _. . . .;:c<:$',
surveys (see Baseline Phase, this report). This information will



Table 27.. Size-rblzrted dominance ~elatiomh$~ between hatchery
steelhead and resident trout in Jungle Creek and North Fork of
the'Teanaway River froaa,Mayt 2rthroUgh September: 19, X9$&.
Number of agonistic occurrences observed (N) and the percentage
of contests resuht&IIg in thm corltespnding  dmnisl&nttsubordin&$@
relationship for each combination grouping are shown.

_f a;>. ,I : I ,'.. , .3\'.

Group Dominant (size):8ubordinate  (size)' N Percent

.’ “. _I,_  .

Sympatric hatchery steelhead and resident trout
. (

HSH (large): RBT (small) 9

HSH (small): RBT (large) 1
.i : ;

RBT (large): HSH (small) 3
~

RBT (small): HSH ,(large) 5
l i_

Allopatric ,hatchery stee‘lhead

HSH (large): HSH (small) 6

He (small): HSH (large) -* 2

Allopatric resident trout
'.',"

RBT (large): RBT (small) 2
i ~. 4

RBT (small): RBT (large) .*' 1

50.0

5 ..6

16.3

y/ 27.7

,' .

75.0

,:-.
" 66.7

33.3

' HSH = hatchery .steelhead,  &S@= resident $rou$ ,.

:-

be valuable in predicting emkgence &kg 6f khe progen); of

resident t&i &k&&d.
: & Ih& )A; Ysho& & sioiis '&

5..
sympatric 'stream salmonids 'th& emerge 'earlier"'than their

. '
competitors have a siie advantage that'confkr~  a c&np&iti~e

'.L
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overEap~~~o&Qfs.  : ;c ;; ,:' ..- I, 1 ,..1 .-(I

Underwater*;&servsr& %&re. n&& @bl& ,to identify r;Bsmumzmm*:.

(e.g. food &r-sp&ce).that:hatoheq  fish.may:ihave-been competitig

for. It appeared that'-hatcheq, fi#h:were aggreskive-:anc&-expended

a great deal.'of, energy, Pesulting::4ii.n0 apparent,-ga*n.-in.terms.of

better access to food or habitat. The bioenergetic costs
-? ; i;, .; 'i , f ,i :

associhted with this behavior are great.
." I$,. L :+ i !z$ j 4 ,, '1‘;
These behavie&can~-:.; _, ( .,A~

have a genetic&mponent.iand  ma~:.WSsoLbe influenced b$-tr(;:r&g:
* L..'. L :...+ :k.: ‘?. .L '- 0 --j ; q.; : : i ; ).[

experience. 1 :, "! :: , pi J E: :*' J ) * ; s-2

Fish Abundancr;l Relationship& Over Time :-1 .: +-*.'
._._. -. _.._

Underwater observations*of  -hatchery steelhead-‘a~~.resi~n~
_' :y .: (5 . ; ;.; ;, k', :-. . . '"i CL, -x ‘),,Y, 'I" 13

trout in index areas provided information on populakik‘abundance
T .i .,I .: :. :: :.I 0 +rT .i!tr+yiz$ 'r

trends over time. The number of‘hatchery steelhead obsekved per
7 : ;-- ,. .*<ii i.:i 3~i~~ I'::.2

.minute decreased after time of release whereas the number of
; :- II-' _._. j L,~. _ - -.-

rainbow trout
,,: fi=,r' 7 I'. ..

increased"slightly
7~_ ,d 3 * %> ,-: f-f I I -' I~, ;k<$..fe,; 3, ;scr:[

(Table"l'i'i  ‘P'&ure'  17). The

increase in resident trout observations was primarily due to the
%Jnir XL@.* ̂ :~ *..I 1 C?. ,,'Q--*Ah. : 'irl

occurrence of age 0 (those estimated to be less than 100 mm long)
,, 4 ', ‘s,17 .-, ..'i.... rar .i'. , .,I .; i:i .r i.:

rainbow trout begin&g on Jiiy 2;.
zg _ '- 2.: f?C,iZI i--r s

It is unclear whether theL- ,. '. ; &; .> ,i * , ,'> ff:: 1.. -: y-i:. *-L. .' ::' k .,I ,i.:. _,_ ,-.'r; 'i.;ib;t2
number of trout observed may also have increased due to

- : ,‘? '"it. : yr- 17,' (; . ; I ' 3 5 ',
immigration of resident trout from outside the study area



following the overall decrease in .abundanqe..,of  -hatchery I

steelhead. Most hatchery steeahead (64%) emigrated.from&he  .

North Fork system during the:typieal smolt Oytmigratietn  piriad,

However, large concentrations of hatchery steelhead wers::obsezved

in the river into late summer (e.g. 19 hatchery steelhead were

observed in one site on July 26). This "decrease in redative

abundance of hatcherytsteelhead may be accounted fot by several

factors, including: mortality, harvest by.?anglers,  emigration to

areas downstream, or a combination of the aforementioned..

Table 18. Correlations between fish observation rate
(number/minute) and number of days;after .hatchary steelhead
release for hatchery steelhead and resident trout in the North
Fork of the Teanaway system,,from~.lay -through Qotobe~,~- 1991.
Number of sample periods (N), correlation coefficients (R), and
probability values (P) are shown. :

Group N -37, .i‘, g&‘? .:"': ; p

.(' ‘. .- ~~
Hatchery Steelhead 18 -0.617 0.005'

r. '.,' 1.
Resident Trout (all sizes) ‘20 0.662 O.OOP

i : .I], _e-~.
Resident trout (2 100 mm) 20. . d.254 '

o. &Y

' Indicates statistically significant correlation (P'< 0.005).
;:

i _> :

b Ii

Creel Survev
., _-

Results from the limited creel survey conducted in the
: : ; ,.I. *

study area showed hatchery steelhead we& harvested at high

rates. Seventy-five anglers were contacted between June 1
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r.. .,:. “j,; ..‘tiasJ .j ! “elj t i ‘r

Figure 17. Number of fish observid pe$'&r&e by sno&lersp in
Jungle Creek and the North Fork of the Teanaway River betwq#n*y
2 and October 18, 1991.

(opening day) and June 13. Anglers surveyed spq&,%:.$-& Q$~&BS

*hours f ish9ng and. &an&Led 268 hatCBet~.-stss~lrea~:~on~,:i8nsjrrrrsident
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hour. From the limited angling data we collected it appears that

the initial impact on wild fish in the study area was relatively

minor (2 fish of 270 captured).

Angling pressure was relatively low during the first

weekend of the season and appeared to increase after about a

week. It is likely that spreading knowledge of the 'good

fishing' opportunity in the area influenced fishing pressure over

the first month of the season. Creel survey activities were

terminated after June 13 but numerous anglers were in the study

area throughout the summer. It is probable that anglers removed

large numbers of hatchery steelhead from Jungle Creek and the

North Fork of the Teanaway after creel survey activities ended.

The potential for anglers to harvest hatchery steelhead smolts as

VroutBo is great in the Teanaway system and other areas where

releases are proposed per the YFP if emigration rates and

residualism tendencies were similar to those observed in this
._ :

study. > -i

Food Utilization i..

-Hatchery steelhead smolts, ~wild steelhead smelts and . r

resident trout ate siwilarfood~items  during the-spiring of;;~SIi

(S. Urakawa and P. James, CWU, pers. comnt . ) . The pxcirsary: -:mod

item ingested by all salmcmids in the spr-ing of l&991 WQMC.~."' i_.

earthworms (Figures 18, 19, and:ZQ)r Wild and hatchery.steqlhead

ingested more types of food items than did resident trout.. The
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. largest difference between the hatchery and wild steelhead is

that hatchery steelhead ingested more debris (nonnutritious

material such as, pine needles, sticks, and burned wood) and more

earthworms than wild steelhead or resident trout. Snorkelers

were able to observe wild f$@&ansd2hatchery fish feeding on many

occasions throughout the Some hatchery fish
:.:

appeared to ingest drift it rs following release.

Snorkelers noted a great tchery fish to ingest

of all kinds appeared to be moredrift items

selective.

debris only

Wild fishwouid m&to i&rcept many pieces of
',;$; "A' _I. ) Jr., .' ti

to turn awayfrom th,empr%or to actual ingestion.,. 71.
Hatchery fish rarely rejected @iif& items during the first few‘f

weeks after release. This behavior was less noticeable later in

the summer when residualized hatchery steelhead seemed to feed

more like wild trout.

These food utilization data are preliminary and incomplete.
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WORM

HOM/HEM

.; :

.0x)

Figure 18. Percent by volume of various food items consumed 6i
resident trout captured %n.,tha: North Fork of. the- ,tfe&naway .Ri:vqr
during the spring of 1991. MISC = unidentified items, DEB =
debris, EPH - Ephemeroptera (tiaybl'ies);-.PLE  = Plecoptafi.
(stoneflies), TRI = Tricoptera (caddisflies), HYM = Hymenoptera
(ants and bees), COL = Coleoptrera (beetles), JiEM#HoM =-Bemiptera
(true bugs) /Homoptera (leaf hoppers), WORM = Oligochaetes
(earthworms). (data from S. Urakawa, CWU, pers. comm.).
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Figure 20. .Percent by volume of various food it*e+ congumq3-by
hatchery riteelhead captured in the Ndrth Fork ,o>$' t&q xcl,aqqw$ly
River during the spring ai 1991. 31% = uniden$ified.  items, DEB
= debris, EPH = Ephemeroptera i(mayflies),,,P&E ~:j#laco&era .~
(stoneflies), TRI = Tricopt&a-.(caddisflies),  If?&! =.,Hyq+qopt+ra
(ants and bees), COL = Coleoptera @eetieo), &$EB?/HQM =rzfie.m&pte~a
(true bugs) /Homoptera (leaf hoppers), DIP = DipWrans (qi&@$),
WORM = Oligochaetes (earthworms). (Da$a from !$..Urakawa,  -.C@J, ,::
pers. comm.).
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-1 1. mz- 3HUjlB,, gm. i” I-“, 2”

&:.great deal was learned about tb pc&eM?&#l  &cJ%anisms

involved in competitive interaction8 ,;anc&, xmdeb eadstimg-y-

conditions of the study, it appeared that conpetition was

occu-rring. However;&terorSly  one: ye4m- ,of A&W rrulti-tycrar

eSfo& it is not possible to.&raw &my: firm~cNs&on& It

remains unclear what the outcome of thraarrr %mtuactbmd wue on

variables such as growth and survival of resident trout.

Some of the results gf the&e~,studiea,thdC  s~est.Utchery

steelhead could negativ&ly influenc&~lthe rss&@mt ttiti...;. I-8

populations in the North Pork 03 w Temmmy~were~ .-
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o There appeared to be a relatively h-iqh degree of overlap

i in food items ingested by hatchery and wild steelhead

smelts in the North3Pork. :

.s,,;r % 2. ,': -, "

o The residual hatcrhery steelhead dispersed throughout the

North Fork drainage well upstream into knosrSn- cutthroaetand

bull trout habitat.

r . :

One of the reasons for releasing hatchery fish as smolts

(as opposed to %fry) 'is to min,imiee the potential for negative

impacts on pre-existirq fish populationst~underthe  assumpt&orr-

that the smolts will migrate out of the area rapidly and will

negligibly influencre local fishes. RcoXogical problems may

arise, however, when the *smoltsthW are relleassd do not all

rapidly emigrate from the system. Currently proposed YFP rearing

and release strategies &nvolve.ticansport  of pre-smelts from

hatchery facilities to acclimation ponds for a period of weeks or

months, prior to exiting these ponds of their own volition when

physiological readiness dictates, It is. urdmdwwat  this time to

what extent YFP rearing .and release strategies will produce fish

ready to outmigrate. ; '_ : I _' .

Plans for continuation of this research include the

addition of the adjacent Middle Fork of the Teanaway River as an

unsupplemented control stream. Population estimates, optmigrant

trapping, and underwater behavioral observations.wi&& bg-
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conducted in both streams. .'EnrrmWtudies  will improve knowledge

available to monitor and assess the impacts of releases of
, -i ., ;'-.."";&<j ;I

hatcher; steelhead on resi&ht tcreut abu&an&e,
', -:',;

behavior.
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Patterns of Genetic Diversity in Yakima River Rainbow.Trout:
Initial analysis of 1990 and spring 1991 collections

by Stevan R. Phelps
Washington Department of Fisheries

INTRODUCTION .'
'/ _:

The electrophoretic analysis of rainbow trout, Oncorhm
mvkiss, collected from the mainstem Yakima River and tributaries
above'.Roza Dam 'is part of the baseline phase of the Yakin@ River
species interactions studies. The-purpose of this work was
provide a baseline genetie profile of wild-spawned rainbow trout
populations, to determine the patterns of genetic diversity and
stock structure among these populations, and identify differences
between these populations and steelhead and hatchery rainbow
trout strains.

.
Past work on'Yakima River rainbow trout by Campton and JQhnSOn
(1985) indicated that the fish were'an admixture of hstohery and
wild rainbow trout gene pools. The authors concluded that the
population was unlike, hatchery steelhead. In this study, we ,
examined some of the,same:locations as Campton and -J6hnson
(1985) . After we examine the yearly, and spring and fall sample
diversity within a collection location;, .we, will corn--our data
to the past electropharetic work in the.Yakima River.

METHODS

Rainbow trout were collected from seven mainstem locations in the
Yakima River and nine tributaries-above-.Roza Dam during the
spring and fall of 1990, and the spring of 1991.(Table 1 and
Hindman et al.: 199I:)& The collected fish were eit&er .diqseqtM
in the field (most adult col1ic~ions.j  or frozen whole;rt.altra-
low temperatures (-80°C) and transported to the Washington
Department of Fisheries (WDF) Genetic btock Id~iSiiration:,~:::;Ir'.
Laboratory. ,msclb, *Rear&, eye and liver-.wereJ d;tsmcWd-l?rom
each juvenile and placed into 13 X 75.mmtest tUbesfi.:~TetrLl
length, weight, and 12 scales from the preferred area were taken.
The smolts were photographed and refrozen for storage. Cutthroat
trout and obvious hatchery rainbow trout were excluded from the
collections. We combined spring 1990 and 1991 collections from
each location because of the small number of samples collected in
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spring 1980.

Electrophoresis followed the methods of Aebersold et al. (1985).
The electrophoretic protocol+en8yM@s  qcreen!&& :?M@ a&lel$$~-,~.~  __'
observed during this study (and other studies on rainbow trout
and steelhead by:WDF) are lik&ed~.in~Busack.at  aL (M!~J&u G@ne&ic
nomenclature followsthe conventkbv. of Shaklee ~.&,~1~~1990).:-~
'BI-MYSe1 (Swofford and’ Selmder ‘1Qa-i) w&s ugsd A%HZ  t4m ..: :
statistical analysis of t&e electrophorstic daDa& *_- ; ..: ;,.: “:,

. . .
1.

RESULTS and DISCDBSION
: _ : _,

'r 1 '. ‘:,: ;-, . ': i '
This analysis W&S based omthe:prod&3ts of 43 loci., ‘Three ik&
were monomorphic, @AH-i!*, m-4*, TPI-2* ~(:other 1pon~orRhk! lo$&i
were excluded from the analysis). Allele frequencies for all
loci are available from WDW Upcn ~~reQuest2 3he. av*r8g*f;r:. 3;:. ;- I ;
heterosygosity‘and~@ercenhage~of @olymorph& loci Cute ~#.ligh%&Z.:.-:
h+i@her than past studies due to- thq exclus&on~:of  .aaomoa@?rRh&& loci
from this analysis. However, the values are -usefMi '&I?. , .-C; i q:*,,:
comparisons among the populations in this study (Table 2). Th@
highest p"drcentage of polymorphic lo~i~~cs&#s tin,:

spring 91, Swauk -fall 901,. ,and in the~~loweh %&$&a
collections. The WI% hatchery r&M3w~~u~~.Hx@ins h#&~,--.:,:
lowesti values. In cbntrast, ths*average -,h&arm6@$fmi!&t&a~~.i~j&~;
similar between the wild and hatchery collectic?n&.~: - E", ,,.. .,:,; .;,,.T,. . . .‘

\
.

Weidkrkj mpfli33rikm e3kpecBktZone-:~(
tested because we cannot tell how t
partitioned among the
of dsviatiti xmi%k  -a 4eff
E, sAH*, BIDHP-~*~ an
loci that have large a
rainbok;'trout; Yakirbla
Other causes for devizitions we
investigate these fish *further t
rainbow trout orShybridized with.:. <: ".;
included in the sample i,na&vertentl$. 3~. ':* i " - ::: .~ c. : ..; -I ~~"xc:,.-T-  :;I : $2

.' ‘ ,;:.,j : .zj7! .\ i 7‘2 & ;., i -1 .+? ."::3j &.<i ,xsjyf
We had en&h -sa@les f&m Umtall;ni:.Cfeet...to  tAisb&&&g:&@Q~q#j@.
1991 and between ~o.~t~am,seotti~~~~.-,~~~~~~~  M9Q w l

Nonsignificant diffez%@scestwere ,ft%and (#i@&Lg 90:3M1Fu293$
fall section 1 vsi-sec%tf&i:.8,  .P=O.&6)i~f In'**iOn,. nar‘ e
out of Hardy-Weinberg expectations (Table 3) so we combin#d the
spring samples into one collection and combined the two areas
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from the fall 1990 sampling into one collection for genetic
analysis.

Genetic differen
.tea amona colleatlons

We calculated two measures of genetic distance.and perfomed
cluster analysis using unweighted pair-group methedr The .r, .!..
coefficients"used were the modified Ragars distance (Wright 1978)
and Cavalli-Sf0rza.L  Edwards (1967) chord distance,!-:

We identified three major groups of rainbow trout in the Yakima
River above Roza (Figure 1). The first group consists of Yakima
mainstem collections l-5 and the tributaries.beBow Ell;ensburg
Dam. The Manastash Creek collections from this area, however,
group more closely with other tributaries. The Badger Crm
dollection is an outlier.

The second group consists of colle@&ons from the uppermost .,i
tributaries and mainstem section of the Yakiqa,River. The Big&i
Creek collection- is -in this group even though it flow* into.$&.
Yakima mainstem section 6.

The third group is mainly the tributary collections b&wee& .'
Ellensburg Dam and Cle Elum. These popukatio3%s -are distinct <from
nearby mainstem areas and it appears that- there is not much:'
genetic exchange between the mainstem .and these tributaries .T<
Yakima mainstem,collections l-5.

None of the groups are very similar taJ@Wh@~hery st?@ins‘ L Gne
possible exception to this is the Badger Creek collection. Using
another measure of genetio relationships (F&gure 2), ~Me.B.@g@r
Creek collection is associated-with the Spokane and South !l&~oar~l
Hatchery collections. ; L ..- .;-i,, ;. '; '?.

: ..<:. ("-. I _ :
Genetic differences between sxr-rinu and fall:co~l~~ait  Q .1.: '.,
location

We performed contingency$.&i-are  tests of alleli*:&& ..1
between spring and fall qoXlections  at a Location to tet& fSrtt:
seasonal heterogeneity. Five of niner tests were sign&f$crarsautr-4Z
the 0.05 level. We have identified seveeal possib~%wmm&?F  :&N!?
this number of significant differences. First, ra'inbowV.tE4$Iat~'
from hatchery plants may not be distinguished readily during the
fall:'collectiong because 43E size. :.Semd, ~sa&&ern~;#&pwn~ :.-I.
'collected fro% the tributariesin the spr-&ng~-may~~aaww rpL;kele,  t.’ .:
frequency shiftsr Third, steelhead or~cutthroat Crouthybxirds :
may not be as recognizable in fall collections.

L
'.
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For example, the Wilson Creek fall 90 collection is mor&rsijlllila&r
to WDW hatchery rainbow trout at WA-l*, w, &AT*, -HP 2

and BSOD I* I The sprfng collection-i& mori ;a~&&&
imaa mains& iolleatfons; 2 1' .:

., . . .,, _ .. ;.
Another example is the spring and fall.oollecti&#ns. from &lie forks
of the Teanaway River. At SSOD-l*, the three fall collections
contain a higher fz%#$enoy of %h& -m e;llsl~;~.~  aZIlelO taia;r=.im
found at moderate IregQencies (0.03 to ,4BuiS# :irb.Y&k@a:U,!eelhead
collections. Perhaps some .juvenile'steelfrriad-BIB  WUe4.2ted  in
the fall samples. I . . ,;

$3OD-1?3@  allele  frequencies bettieen fall and rprin~  leanaway  River c&&mu, , _
‘:. : .’

Freqmcy  ’ : :.a
/ ” “3

Location ‘.’
Fall SIMQQ

Middle Fork 0.030 0.000
North Fork- ~ 0 . 0 4 0 0.000 --r
West Fork O.Ci80 1:. _ .O.Q30 : y ;.si

P: _I

J?ative vs nonnative uene x30016 at la;cratiunsl L '
, '..,

Numerous allele frequency differences &ist bbtwe&'tiWBW
hatchery rainbow trout strains and Yakfm%Ri@er CPU~C~~@~UB
(Table 4). In general, the collections that comprise the first
dendrogram group, Yakima mainstw and %%wer ~tri;but&rfes  a#Qear4%o
have the greatest proportion of hahchiarry  rainbow:tm@&gties.
The Manastash, Swauk, Taneum, and Teanaway tributariezamr  to
have been least affected by past hatchery stocking. There must
not be much gene-flow from the' ad~~t'mairrsteim.t~ibrlEta~:r;I
sections or recruitaarrnt into the mainstem:Xrom~tbe.ze  f%wX
tributaries. A comparisonof the geneticdistan w~&ll loci
also indicates greater similarity of mainstem and lower
tributaries to the WDW.hatcherpy-.&rain&  than the q&p&r + :‘ .:J~,
tributaries. ,'_'. . : ip

1 ;
-. ,.I r,'-.:-. . .,

CONCLUSIONS
'. li .y '. +F T -r;r. 'f&J

Significant- genetic d'ivemity.exists in~rainb&w'treu*.dn-the
Yakima River above Rozh Dam, This diversi+$ apppic3-/1cFiD~i due to
natural stock structure and the result of interbreeding with
stocked hatchery rainbow trout. Analysis of fall 1991 and spring
1992 collections should help further define Yakima rainbow trout
stock structure.
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Table 1. Location and number of rainbow trout collected for
I.' electrophoretic and scale gat$eVkI &nary&is from the

Y'Skiaba Rivpr .tn;l9qO ax'@ sp'Y?$~g, $f%.' . . . c:
., ̂  ,,. . . _ ., ,.

Spring Fall Spring
Stream 1990 1990 1991'

. pmtanum Ct. 32 50 33 j r :: IJ 5
,A.

2. Cherry
“Wilpon
Badger

ianaetaeh /
Taneum
Swauk

24
19
0 0

2 50
13 50
5 50

2 50
0 50
0 50

00 2:
2 50 7..

0 13

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

*

*

NF Teanawiy
v Teanaway
WF Teanaway

Cle Elum River
Cabin
Bfg \‘

ilakima R.' (rec,7)

Yakima R. (+c 6)
Yakima R. (se!$ 5)

Yqkima R. ,(sec 4)
Yaklma R. (seq 3)'",

Yakima R. (set 2)
takima R. (sea 1)

NpW Nachee J$atch.
rpin+ow.,/,!

JWISH catch-out
pond

: T&ML ., .'

0 0
0 14

1 14 ,.
2 14 ,I

5 14
g : '- 14 (.

169 613 '.
Lb

33
33 $7 i

i f

171

i
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Table 2. Average heterozygoeity and percentage of loci polymorphic in each collection
baaed on 43 loci (Standard errors in parentheeee).

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Hean Heterozygo8iqy

Mean sample  Mean no. Percentage ---c---------------
size per of alleles df loci Direct-.. Hdwbg

Collection locus per locue polymorphic* COUrizI expected**

1. BADGER 91

2. BIG 90&91

3. CABIN 90F

4. CHERRY 90F

5. CHERRY 90&9lS

6. MANASH  90F

7. MANASH 90&91S

8. SWAUK 90F

9. SWAUK 90&91S

10. TANEUM 90F

11. TANEUM 90&91S

12. TNAW MF 90F

13. TNAW MF 91s

14. TNAW NF 90F

15. TNAW NF 90&91S

16. TNAW WF 90F

17. TNAW WF 91s

18. UMTAN 9OF

31.5
( 0.4)

50.1
t 1.2)

24.5
( O-4)

49.6
( 0.2)

22.8
( 0.6)

48.8
( 0.1)

34.7
( 0.1)

49.1
( 0.5)

37.4
( 0.2)

48.5
( 1.6)

45.0
( 0.4)

49.1
( 0.4)

32.7 '
( 0.1)

49.6
( 0.1)

34.1
( 0.6)

32.7
( 0.1

50.8
( 0.1)
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32.6

51.2

34.9

55.8

39.5

51.2

37.2

60.5

48.8

39.5

46.5

46.5

44.2

48.8

51.2

51.2

48.8

48.8

0 . 0 9 9
(0.028)

0;091
(0.022)

0.084
(0.025)

0.089
(0.022)

0.098
(0.029)

0.087
(0.023)

0.078 'X
(0.024)

0.084
(0.024)

6,978
(c):024)

0.082
(0.026)

: 0.083
(OiO25)

0.078
(0.023)

0.080
(0.026)

0.076
(0.023)

0.091
(0.024)

0.082
(0.027)

0.074
(0.023)

0.106
(0.029)

0 . 0 9 4
(0.026)

0.099
(0.024)

0.044
(0.026)

0.095
(0.024)

0.091
(0.025)

o.i@o
(0.023)

0.081
(0.024)

0.988
(0.024)

0.087
(0.025)

0;077
(0.023)

O.O@l
(0.023)

0.090  '
(O-.024)

0.078
(0.024)

0.082
(0.023)

0.092
(0.024)

0.078
(0.024)

0.079
(0.024)

0.104
(0.027)
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Table 2. contfrqed

19. UMTAN  9OC91S

20. WILSON 90F

21. WILSON 90Q91S

22. YAKIMA 7 90F

23. YAKIMA 6 91s

24. YAKIMA 5 90&91
.

25. YAKIMA 4 90899

26. YAKIMA 3 90&91

27. YAKIMA 2 90&91

28. YAKIHA 1 90691

29. GOLDENDALE 90

30. NACH HAT 90

31. SPOKANE HAT 90

32. S TACOMA HAT 96

33. TOKUL HAT 90

34. UFISH 90

6 0 . 0
( 0 . 7 )

4 7 . 4
i ‘6.6 j.

1.
- 1 7 . 2  ‘.
( 0.2)

3 4 . 8
( 0.2)

4 6 . 7
( 0.2)

99.1
( 0.7) ’

49’. 8
( 1.1,

9 8 . 3
( 1.6)

.97.0
( l-6)
? g$;l

‘( :0;5p;

1 . 8  -. 6 2 . 8
(0.1)

55.8 p,
:

32-6-i

(E)
(E,

3 7 . 2  ”
. i

30*2’.  ‘)yY-

(2’1)
23.3 ”“!

. Q.&l4 - _. 0 . 1 1 3
( 0 . 0 2 9 ) (O.Q?&)

0 . 0 9 3 ~.lQo:i’j’, ‘k.’
( 0 . 0 2 3 ) (O&94)  i .-

0 . 0 8 1 0.09J
( 0 . 0 2 2 ) (a.wa) ‘) .

0 . 1 0 7 ‘. ,‘0.312 ,,.2i$‘.

( 0 . 0 2 5 ) ( 0 . 0 2 7 )
, .: .-.i:. “I

0.103. '.
(O’lOyj  ft.: i %

0 . 1 0 4 o.1br  ~,
( 0 . 0 2 7 ) ( 0 . 0 2 7 )

I.
0 . 1 0 6 o&i :

(0*029).,  ,,.“,tp.o2e  “”

0.099 .’ u.xo3  y
(O.OZb.),. (a.aasg!  _I .-

O.lolr
( 0 . 0 2 3 )

0 .m7: I / ri;:
(d.023)

0 . 0 8 5 0 . 0 8 9
(0.02s) (o.mq::x;:‘i

0.07.1
( 0 . 0 2 6 )  $:@r: :‘;, _.I’
o*og1  j :” $eo84  .’ .‘I’

( 0 . 0 2 7 ) ‘t0.024). ‘:, ‘.

0 . 0 7 5 ..“i.,~a;*~9-:!:f  I.-‘

(0.025), q@..@&)-: 4s
2. .Gf .,

:i”z :i$$  ?

0 . 0 8 1  i ,,.Q.
( 0 . 0 2 5 )

(6*02’  ,;:A,
Q&5

I

‘I L .
---------------------------~-~-~-~~

: .
-------------------~------------*-~~--

J&%&z& :l

E * :’ ,+ri .jd ‘.

* A locus ie considered polymorphic if more than--ok  allele was detected
** Unbiaaed eetimate (see Nei, 1978) p.t :.: , -(?*'- ,'-,1 :; pJ;D‘.l?, 1-q

.; -. Y - ~, .++!;
,J ..- , '. C' ., ;&"?cG;.

-_ '*-: i/ I
. t ~. I h'1. l/r _

, I I-.. F.."  ,I.

1 7 3



Table 3. Significant deviations of genotype count@  from Hardy-Weinberg qqulibrium
expectations within Yakima River and hatchery rainbow trout collections.

Collection Loci Reason

Yakima rainbow trout

Badger Cr. 91
Big Cr. QOF

Cabin Cr. QOF
Cherry Cr. QOF
Cherry Cr. 91 S

Manashtash Cr. QOF
Manashtash Cr. 9 1 $
Swauk Cr. QOF
Swauk Cr. 91s

Taneum Cr. QOF
Taneum Cr. 91 S
Teanaway R. MFQOF
Teanaway Ft. MFQlS
Teanaway R. NFQOF

Teanaway R. NFQlS

Teanaway R. WFQOF

Teanaway R. WFQl S
Umtanum Cr. QOF
Umtanum Cr. 91s
Wilson Cr. QOF
Wilson Cr. 91 S
Yakima R. Sec. 7
Yakima R. Sec. 6
Yakima R. Sec. 5
Yakima R. Sec. 4
Yakima R. Sec. 3
Yakima R. Sec. 2

Yakima R. Sec. 1

Hatchery rainbow trout
Goldendale  90
Spokane 90
South Tacoma SO
Tokul Cr. 90
Naches  90
U-fish 91

none
GPI-A+
IDDH-2’
none
none

PGM-2+CK-Cl l ,
none

LDH-B2+
none
none
none
none
sAH l

sSOD-1l

none
none
none
none
mlDHP-2’
none
none

$$$*
none
ALAT”
sSOD-1  l

none

$g$

ggf$
none

deficit of heterozygotes
excess  of rare heterozygotes

excess of heterozygotes
deficit of heterozygotes
deficit of heterozygotes

deficit of heterozygotes
excess of rare heterozygotes
deficit of heterozygotes

.

excess of heterozygotes
deficit of heterozygotes
deficit of heterozygotes

excess of rare heterozygotes
deficit of heterotygotes ‘.
deficit of heterotygotes

deficit of heterotygotes

deficit of heterozygotes ~
deficit of heterozygotes

deficit of heterozygotes
‘deficit of heterozygotes
deficit of heterorygotes
deficit of heterozygotes

excess  of heterozygotes
deficit of heterozygotes
deficit of heterozygotes
deficit of heterozygotes

.
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DISTARCE

0.20 0.17 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.03 0.00
~,+.a.*.L..+....+....,....+..y.+.. ..+t...+..l.+....+...*+....+.I i " : _<- ..'-!..: .-.  -3 _( : _ 3 ,'

***""*+~**""""  '-R 9,': :. , .',s'
l

* "?""++-***F  CHERRY 9QF
l i��

*

8
**-T****""""  CHERRY 91s
k"

. . . . . __

6 : *-**""*+  JA;KJIIA  4 9091 i: -:.<,i-
* l . . _

.
i 1

8
.*
*
t
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
l

8

8

*

*

*

8

t

*

*

*

*

8

8

*

*

*

*

8

8

8

8

l

*

*

*

*

*

8

MRASH  918

fRAUllF9DF

TMU YF 9DF

SWRC9OF

TMU IIF 91s

TMU UF 91s

WAUK 91s

WEUW9OF

TAREUR 91s

TRAURF 90F

TRAU IF 91s

DDLDERDALE  90

HACH HAT 90

maJl.MTw

UFISH 90

SPOKAHE  HAT 90

s TACOM  Ml 90

0.20 0.17 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.03 0.00

FIgurn  1. Clwtor uulyaia  wing mwlghtod  pair  group method. Comahnluwd:modifiednogom~fw~ght1@76)
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DtSTANCE
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8
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8.8 l * 8
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Wgum 2. Clulw ondydm  u&g unw.l&.d  pair  gcwrp mnthod. C- uwd: 4avdlLsf.m  & Edwardm  t1887l &lord dktmoo.
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